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SENATOR ALEXANDER J. MENZA (Chairman): This is a public hearing 

of the Legislative Commission, created by Senate Concurrent Resolution No 68, 

approved May 23, 1977, to study three broad areas: (1) the automobile accident 

compensation system as provided for in the "New Jersey Automobile Reparation 

Reform Act", the so-called no-fault auto insur.ance act: (2) auto insurance 

ratemaking: and (3) the residual market. - Today's public hearing is the first 

of two on no-fault auto insurance. A second hearing will be held on July 28th 

in the Union County Court House in Elizabeth. There will be three other public 

hearings on auto insurance ratemakihg and the residual market at dates to be 

announced. 

My name is Alexander Menza. I am a member of the State Senate and 

I chair the Committee. To my right is Mr. Samuel Hagar. He is Vice Chairman. He 

is associated with Jacobson, Goldfarb, Scott, Inc. Mr. William Duncan a member 

of our Committee is Executive Vice President of the Shore Motor Club of South 

Jersey. Mr. David Green, a member of our Committee, is President of Motor 

Club of America. Mr. George Connell is herE;i. He is an attorney representing 

attorneys and the Bar Association. Other members of our._ Commission are Senator 

Barry Parker, Assemblyman Donald DiFrancesco, and Assemblyman Thomas Deverin. --._ __ 

I have a list of persons who have indicated their ·desire to testify. 

If there are others_ in the Chamber who wish to testify, will you please so indicate 

to Laureen Purola, our aide, or .Pete Guzzo, both of whom are serving as staff 

to this Commission. 

As each witness is called, we ask that he sit at this desk in the 

front row and speak into the microphone. We also ask that he first identify 

himself by stating his name, address, and the organization, if any, that he 

represents. If the witnesses have pre-'?ared statements, we further request that 

they make copies available to the Commission. Prepared statements need not be 

read in full. Witnesses may request that they be made part of the record and 

they will be considered by this Commission. 

After each witness has made his statement, members of the Commission 
' 

may have some questions and we trust that each witness will_ make himself available 

to answer these questions. No questions from the audience will be permitted and 

no questions may be directed to the members -of the Commission. 

Before we proceed, I have just one quick comment. There are 

Commissions, and .there are Commissions, and there are Commissions in the State 

of New Jersey; so{Ile do a great deal and some do absolutely nothing. We intend 

to do a great deal. We intend to have our report ready by the latter part 

of September .or Octo];)er. The members of the Commission are persons who 

voluntarily asked to be on the Commission and are just a few of the approximately 

40 who made a request to be members of the Commission. 

It is anticipated - and this we will discuss at a future time -

tJ::iat we will have an advisory committee discuss this issue. We intend to take 

as much testimony with regard to our area of concern as possible. We intend to 

go throughout the entire State and we intend, at the end of all of this, to 

issue what we think will be a meaningful report and the necessary bills evolv

ing therefrom. 

Would any members of the Commission like to address the audience? 

(Negative response) 

The first three witnesses will testify together. Keep in mind, 
" 
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gentlemen, that when you testify, you each have to get to that microphone. The 

. other microphones are shut off. They are· qperated. by. the desk tip here. ·. These 

·three witnesses are fromthema:jor 1;:rad~ associat'ions anc;i will testify concurrently 

and answer .'questions jointly: Grover Czech, Amer-ican Insurance Association, 

Willi~ 'Fox, American' Mutual' Ins~r~nce Alliance' 'and' John Nangle, Nati;nal 

,1\ssociation . of. Independent Insurers. :.· After · their testimon):', the next .wi tncss 

will be ~rris Brown, Committee for .the Reform• of Civil Litigation and after hlm, 

JulU:s Borrus, Insurance Brokers I Assbcii?-tion. Will Mr~ Czech, .Mr. Nangle, and 

Mr •• Fox please come forward? 

J o H N • J.. N A N G L E: Mr. Chairman, . my name is John Nangle~ I am Counsel 

. for the National . Association. of . Independent Insurers. Al though the National 

Association of Independent Insurers w:i:"ites about 50% of the insured ~utomobiles 

in.the State of New Jersey, I am here with my colieagues Who represent 'virtually. 

the .entire industry; withthee,cception of a few conipa11iesi11 the'State of New 

Jersey. 

' SENATOR MENZA: ,, 'Excuse me,. ' Let me remind you that we don I t have 

a stenographer: right.n~w. Believe it ornot, there are two stenographers and 

they are out of town today at an,other hearing. So;we pre worki11g with a 

·recorder which is picked· up on that microphone only. It .is unfortunate but 

this is• :typical of some of the conditions that we in the Legislature Work under· 
' from time to time •. 

MR. NANGLE: .Mr. Chairman,. I have submitted for the record - and I 

ask .leave to have it incorporated into the record - a full stateriient <;:overing 

all of the questions raised by the Corriin.ission, charging the witnesses to answer 

them point by point. 

With that, I will just summarize the highlights of my statement, with 

yo_ur permission, Mr. chairman. 

SENATOR MENZA: - Y~. 
', ' 

.MR. NANGLE: ;:The aU:tomobile picture in the State of New Jersey can 

only .bl:! described as the wo:i;:-st .of. all worlds: .•.. The public is. concerned about . 

high piemiums 'at 'the same ,time the -.fosiitance coinpanies are paying out about 

$1. 30 for every qollar they :t::ake in: . a' stifHng };irior approv~l law; which i~ 

' administered by a hostile,' and political],y I!iot;iva:ti:!d insurance deparble~t: a 

~o~fauit insurance :i~w which iscompieteiy ~ut of balance with tbe realities 
of a .prudent benefit 'level coupled witil a 'logical ··tort thresholdi. an availability 

of insurance problem i-,hich will beco~e wo1:\_se as these underlying problem~ ar~ 

left unsolved,' compounding this'unfavorable climate with a band.:..aaidsolution 

which has proven disastrous elsewhere"". sponsored by the present a~i.ni'straticin 
. ' .. . .. . 

and insurarice department - in the name of a•Reinsurance Facility, 

The Rating Law and the Residual Market problem will be the subject 

of future hearings of this Committee and w~. antit:ipateaddresaing.those problems 

'at that time. We are ~ratefi:il for the opportu~ity to share wfrhYou our ideas 

concerning the.reforms which must beiimplemented to the New Jersey Automobile 

Reparc;1.tions Act . to dete.r future escalation of automobile costs to. consumers ami 
company. surpluses alike·. · 

We are disc::ussing today propc:ised .changes to the New Jersey No-F~ul:.;t · 

Law. ·' They must pe suhst~nt:ive changes. They must be . reai<~hanges ~ They should 

not be mere palliatives which will ease the pain; but aiiow the cancer to. grow .. 

'u~checked. 'Unfortunately,. though, if. ,these substantive changes are not made to 



the present law, we will continue to discuss temporary measures in the area 

of availability and the underlying causes and problems will. get worse. 

New Jersey, at the present time, has a very, very rich benefit 

package and virtually no trade-off in the tort limitation area. It is in the 

latter two items that this Committee can be very helpful in responding in their 

recommendations with a sensible and balanced "benefit" to "tort threshold" 

relationship. 

The trick in determining what the benefit level should be versus 

the tort restriction carve-out; is the "balance" between benefit and tort limi

tation, or the "trade off." In our opinion, New Jersey has the worst "balance" 

or "trade off" of any no-fault law in the nation. 

I will now comment upon the specific subject& related to the 

reparations sy~tem from which this Committee has requested our views. 

Placing a limit on medical costs -- Because the no-fault is 

compulsory and every citizen in the State of New Jersey must carry it, we feel 

that. the benefit package should be adequate to cover a vast majority of the 

injured with full medical and a realistic limit of wage loss. To provide for 

unlimited medical, for instance, is a very rich package and''r~quires everyone, 

rich and poor alike in New Jersey, to pay the higher cost of this excessive 

coverage. A $50,000 total benefit package of no-fault benefits for basic economic 

losses would adequately cover the essential medical, wage and other expenses of 

most accident victims. For example, about 99% of the injured would be reim

bursed for all of their medical expenses and their lost earnings up to a limit 

of $1,000 per month. Additional benefits would be available on an optional 

basis for those who feel they need this protection at a reasonable price. 

The next subject is the role of compensation to an injured person 

on the degree of fault. I put _the next request in the same answer - "changing 

the existing $200 tort liability threshold by increasing it monetarily or 

replacing it with a verbal threshold·." The $200 soft tissue tort threshold is 

a joke. As a matter of fact, the experience of our companies in all states 

which have a dollar threshold is that a dollar threshold is nothing more than a 

target for plaintiffs' to overcome to establish their right to sue. This 

generates more loss dollars into the system which is an irony to say the least 

because one of the purposes of the first party benefits, payable to all who are 

injured, is to preclude the necessity to sue for the less significant injuries. 

The plaintiffs' bar will, undoubtedly, be down here to tell you that they 

represent the consumer and that tampering with the threshold will be taking away 

the basic rights of an individual for regress of injury. Remember, after no

fault we are paying for medical and wage losses to 100% of the people who are 

injured, whereas before, under the tort system, we were paying the medical and 

wage loss on something less than 50% of the people. So, a lot more dollars are 

going out in the form of first party medical and wage loss payments. We have to 

make these dollars available from someplace else and the only place you can get 

them is by limiting the right to collect for non-economic loss. This means 

.that New Jersey should limit the right to a third party claim only in those cases 

involving death, permanent and significant disfigurement, loss of a body member, 

total disability for 90 or more consecutive days, or a medically determinable 

serious and permanent injury. The words "serious" and "total disability" should 

be defined. 
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Such a· tort limitation coupled with .a $50, 000 benefit package would 

be a very well balanced package. indeed. 

The next subject is the use of collateral sources to help pay for 

injuries from auto accidents. Automobile no-fault benefits must be primary 

as to any other available benefits, if automobile insurers are to implement 

sound disability and medical management strategies. Making other benefits 

primary over auto insurance benefits·also creates great inefficiencies in claims 

administration. 

Most health insurance.policies do not cover the full cost of medical 

care. Most contain deduc::tible provisions as well as co-insurance requirements. 

When health insurance is made primary, .the auto insurer must reimburse the insured 

for those items of losses which are not paid by the health insu:ter. Accordingly, 

the auto insurer, as well as the health insurer, must establish a claim file 

and the auto insurer must investigate those elements of losses which are not 

covered under the health insurance contract. 

On the other hand, no-fault.should provide for thefuil reimburse

ment of medical losses up to a certain aggregate limit. To. the. extent that the 

expenses incurred in any one case for .the medical care remains within the limit, 

health insurers do not have to create a file if automobile insurance is made 

primary. In fact,.health insurers would ~eldom become involved in the reimburse

ment of any medical losses resulting from auto injuries if .the no-fault law 

provides for $50,000 medical and wage loss benefits. 

Should PIP benefits be limited to the named insured, spouse, and 

resident members of the families or extended to all occupants of the insured's 

car? -- We believe that insurance should follow the automobile and not the 

individual in an accident. The present law in Ne\'/ Jersey provides for the 

insurance to follow the individual in an accident. This is inefficient and 

unfair for two reasons: 

First, the operator of an automobile is involved in an accident. 

His insurance company must respond by opening up a file, investigating the lia

bility possibilities, estimating and settling the physical damage claim and 

receiving.andpaying the PIP on the operator. Efficiency then requires that this 

same company merely receive and pay the PIP claims of all the occupants in the 

automobile. Under the present law, if four passengers ar~ ridingwith the 

insured in a car pool and an accident occurs and all of them are injured, it 

is quite possible that five insurance companies would necessarily open up a 

file and go through the same motions to a limited degree that the original 

in~urer on the automobile would have had to do in .the first place. 

The second reason it is unfair is because policyholders want a 

rating system which reflects their good.driving record. Of course, bad 

drivers do not want to be penalized for their accidents, however, it is extremely 

unfair not to charge accident-prone drivers more than those vast majority of 

risks which are acciqent free, thereby making theserriore responsible drivers 

subsidize the proore:t ones~ Nnending the present New Jersey no-fault law 

t.o put the responsibility on the vehicle instead of the individuals would 

reflect the proper.exposure to loss to each vehicle insured. 

Should no':...fault.be extended to motorcycles, trucks, buses, taxis, 

and other fleetvel'licles? --No-fault benefits should not be extended to any 

other category than to the private passeng~r motoi vehicle. 
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The present no-fault law w_isely excludes motorcycles, however, a 

New Jersey appellate case, Hoglin v. Nationwide, has held that an injured 

motorcyclist may receive PIP benefits.under an available automobile insurance 

policy. I believe that this interpretation was unintended under the present 

law and some amendatory language to the present law might be in order to 

clarify this. 

Truck occupants are virtually all covered under some form of workers' 

compensation and, therefore, there would be no need to amend the present law 

to include trucks. As a matter of fact, to include trucks under the no~fault 

law would reap an unjustified windfall to them because when they are involved 
&' 

in an accident it is almost always attendant with injury consequences in the 

private passenger vehicle. 

Extending coverage of the no-fault law to buses wot1ld be highly 

undesirable under the present New Jersey statute, whereby insurance follows the 

individual. Therefore, I sugge~t that added impetus to an amendment,which would 

amend the no-fault benefits to follow the vehicle, would correct an inequity in 

this area and, thereby, if that is accomplished, and only if that is accomplished, 

it would be desirable to include buses and taxis under the no-fault provisions. 

Mr. Chairman, on the last two questions regardi~g ··fraud and deceit 

and increases in auto premiums, time has precluded me from being able to come 

up with those figures but I have written our people in the ivory tower in 

Chicago - the people who are responsible for those items - and I have asked them 

to expedite them for me so that I can submit them to this Committee for inclusion 

in the record. 

I did not comment - I did in my statement, but not orally - on 

property damage no-fault. I assume somebody else will do that. But, I did 

include it in my statement. Thank you, sir. 

SENATOR MENZA: Thank you, Mr. Nangle. Would the Committee want 

to question each witness individually? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: I would like to ask Mr. Nangle a question. 

Mr. Nangle, in one part of your statement you say $1,000 threshold would be 

a great balance and later on in the statement you say--

MR. NANGLE: No, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Later on in the statement you say any dollar 

threshold is a joke. 

MR. NANGLE: I didn't intend to say that it would be a great 

balance, sir. What I said was it would be a balance. I'm sorry. I didn't 

say it would be a great threshold, I said it would be a -- I was pointing out 

an example of balance and trade off and I said that if you had a $2,000 medical 

benefit package and, for instance, a $1,000 threshold, you could~ you may have -

a balanced package. 

As a matter of fact, the Governor of Massachusetts - and we do not 

support this - has suggested that the $2,000 benefit level that they have in 

Massachusetts with the $500 threshold works up there. We don't think so but 

at least it is on record that he has said that. 

I was merely giving you a for instance, or an example, of what may 

be a balance. I also said that if you are going to have unlimited medical, as 

you do in New Jersey, you probably should have a balanced threshold - take away 

all right of tort r~covery. It is the two ends of the spectrum. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: In one paragraph you do say $1,000 threshold 

would make a good balance with $2,000 on·the medical package. 
MR. NANGLE: I wasn't suggesting·that as a proposal. I was suggest

ing that as something that may be in balance. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Another question about something that concerns 

me--
MR. ~ANGLE: I wish I hadn't. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN.: But y0,u did say it. ."The public is concerned 

about high prem:i,.ums at the same time the; insurance companies are paying out 

about ~l.30 for every dollar they take in." Now, how much of that $1.30 is for 

p~operty damage - a dented fender or a broken windshield, etc.? 
MR. NANGLE: Well, I believe that $1.30 - and I plan to submit that. 

for the record too - is on the PIP and the bodily injury premium.· 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Is that exclusively? 

MR. NANGLE: Exclusively. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Property damage has nothing to.do with the 

premium? 
MR. NANGLE: Well, it does have a lot to do with the total premium. 

It is about 60% or 70% of the total premium but I am referring hei-e- to the 

PIP. I will .have figures for you on that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Just one more question. How many-- And I 

have read this in so .many articles.where you refer to the case. of one boy, I 

guess it is,who was -- You are going to pay payments until 2,000. How many 

cases do you have like that? 
.MR. NANGLE: I'm sorry, sir. I didn't understand your'question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVER.IN: How many cases do you have similar 

to the young man who was damaged in.1977 and will be paid medical benefits 

until the year 2,000? · How many cases, overall, do you have like that? 

MR. NANGLE: I can submit some figures on over $25,000 losses. 

There, again, it was an example of a paraplegic. We have quite a few para

plegics in Michigan and New Jersey that have come under the no-fault law. My 

point in the statement is .that your premium was generated on loss faqtors in 
1974, '75, and '76. You got a dollar premium for that injury and you are 
· sti11· paying for it in the year 2,000, and this is· assumed to be an 
inflat~d dollar. 

ASSEMBL~ DEVERIN: But thosf cases are very few and far between? 
MR. NANGLE: ·Yes, sir, they are but--
ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Of that magnitude, right? 

· MR. NANGLE: They are horrendous but they are there. 
ASSEMBLYMAN· DEVERIN: You know, the Governor has a bill on his desk 

where the PIP limitation is $75,000? 

MR. NANGLE: No, sir. That is a-- That bill on his desk limits 

a company's - and it is a very necessary provision for·the smaller companies -
initial exposure to $75,000. It is. still an unlimited package but the excess 

of $75,000, in effect - although it goes through the UCJ Fund - falls upon all 

of the other companies in proportion to the amount of business they write in the 

State. So, it is not a limit. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Do you consider that an improvement? 

MR. NANGLE: Personally, I consider that an improvem:ent but I. don't 
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consider that the answer. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Okay. Thank you. 

MR. HAGAR: I just have one question, John. In your testimony, on 

page 4 - page 5, excuse me - you indicated a $50,000-- Is that a combined 

threshold for dollar wage loss as well as medical benefits? 

MR. NANGLE: Yes, it is. 

MR. HAGAR: Would it be your option that they be allowed to purchase 

additional insurance? 

MR. NANGLE: Absolutely. Yes, sir, that is a mandatory offer. 

SENATOR MENZA: You know, I always wondered what the impact of 

no-fault in New Jersey has been on the insurance companies. Are the insurance 

companies making money or losing money? You are going to say they are losing 

money but that is not going to be good enough for the Commission this time. 

We would like to have this documented thoroughly. 

This group that you represent - these various insurance companies -

are they losing money as a result of no-fault? 

MR. NANGLE: They are losing money in the State of New Jersey as a 

result of no-fault. -.,__ 
SENATOR MENZA: Has there been a dramatic difference, for example, 

from a couple of years prior to the no-fault law as compared ~o the present time? 

MR. NANGLE: To be quite frank, Mr. Chairman, I have heard some 

people, over a cup of coffee; say "the good old days" but I have been out in 

the east now for ten years, representing my companies in New Jersey and I can't 

remember when they had so-called "good old days." They had a problem in '69 and 

'70 and finally they got some rate relief in the '70's, so I think they did have 

a breather there in the early '70's. 

SENATOR MENZA: The problem I have, Mr. Nangle, is,. maybe in the 

"good old days" the profit was disproportionate. I would like to know - and 

if you can possibly do so, please s_ubmit this to the Commission - just with these 

companies you represent, have they been making money or have they been losing 

money? We would like to have their profit and loss from the years prior to 

no-fault and the years after no-fault. 

MR. GREEN: Commissioner, I would like to answer th'at. Our company, 

in three years, lost over $15 million, the greater part due to no-fault. We 

have doubled our,employees. We have doubled our claim department and I can tell 

you that compani~s are losing money. ', Selected Risk has lost better than $5 

thousand last year and they are going to continue with the present system. 

SENATOR MENZA: Mr. Green, I take it that we are all going to look 

at this subject very objectively. 

MR. GREEN: No, you asked and I would like to give you first hand 

information. 

SENATOR MENZA: All right, but how about if we get it documented? 

I think that would be_ a good idea. 

MR •. NANGLE: Mr. Chairman, in your last question· you say, "What 

is the actual profit margin in New Jersey for auto insurers?" Of course, that 

could be a statutory margin but I plan to give you some figures and we could 

extend that back and incorporate that as part of that question. 

SENATOR MENZA: All right. Two very quick questions. Page 2, "A 

stifling prior approval law which is administered by a hostile and politically 
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. ' . . . 

motivated insu~ance department", I find that quite-· interesting. Tell us- about· 

the hostile and politi.callymotivated.ins'l):rance department • 

. MR~ NANGLE: In what_• sense?. 
. . . 

· • From .. the .. Commissioner.'. s .. own pubiic statements, it. is obvious to 
. . 

. us that he. statts from a position of obvious hostility towards anything - any 

rate fil'ing, any facility for writinc;r·t~sidual market l;>l.isine~s - that the 

insurap.ce companies, atte.~pt to do~ 'He has constantly! in the press and in the 

media - and solely to the press.and to the:media a:nd, of.course in public 

forum$ ,,where he, car1 - taken .shots at. thJ .:_ unf~ir shots - ins~r~ce industry. 

We are not thin skinned but I think this Committee should know that. that. situat:i,.o:h ·. 

goes·on. You know:,fai; regulation~:;. .We are regulated by 50 different.states 

.· and compared to the other states, the attitude of the insurance department here 

is one of open hostility-'- manifestos_that are strictly "shootfronithe hip" 

for the media. You never. lost a vote nor. made an enemy by raising hell with the 

insurance companies and.he. found that but~ .. None of it, of course, can be backed 
. - . . . 

up. The facts aret:o_ the contrary •. The fact of the matter is,. the insurance 

indust:cy considers _it 1:_o be a very. hostile _insurance department~ It is not . a. 
. . . . . 

healthy situation~ • · • · 

MR. DUNCAN: Mr. Nangle, I remember you from_your l~;t":appeara:nce 

· at the J,ast i•go-aroun:d" in 1974 .. That· is when we had those hea;-ings. !f you 

were to separate the many issues we are supposed to.look at, I find it interest

ing that we are now doing the s~e · thing that we did in 1971/:.12 before we 

came to report~•- If you were.to say what is important about. this entire problem, 

wasn't it availability of'insurance that originally drove this Co~issi~n. - tile 

original ~ommission - to come up with no;.;:i:ault? · And, if'you were to separate . 

the.two problems -.the kind of system we have-now and the companies ability to 

get a proper ~ate. ~--· ~here would yea-_; ' _In what perspective wciuid you>put that? . 

Would the ~econdpart•of our hearings, dealing with rating, ha.ve_more impact 

' necessarily than' th~ :I: irst part> which i~ no-_fault? ' ' 

MR. NANGLE.: Sir I I don't think the two a:re exactly mutua~ly 

exclusive bU:t, Certainly, i.ti:s true: availability was a problem arid th~ no

fault was an attempt to )1ave the :j;n:surance industry and the public -ha~~ the -·· 

best o:( lx>th worlds - the_ public oott~r served, more expedited doll,.ars, and the 

insurance industry given a shot at a fair profit. By the time that.bill was 

kicked out .and signed by the· Governor, it was n:othin,g like we had anticipa.'ted. · 

There was an unlimitE:fimedical, which we iaid back in '72 - and we will say it 

today :_ is a horror, arid a .·threshold that _is a joke. My statement speaks to 
. . 

the bal9-nce •. You must have a balance~· I£ you are going to have unlimited 
me·dical .:.. ·arid ·-1. d~-- not .au9"gest that" - ·you are going to· h?1,ve· to def away "virtually' .. . 

. with: all tort altogether •. ;But, $200 .is· c::~rtainly·a joke under.the circumstances~ 

Now, availability.is a: paiiiative. If companies have a fair shot 

'at making money, ;if they 0have an insurance department that· is; you bow, tough 

but administered prope~l; I and if you, ~ave a legislatu;e that i you know, . isn '. t 
easy bµt i's protecting the pubHc and is not out to just tear .the Uags off the 

insurance industry, .. you have. a climate iri a state where insurance company manage-:

ments are gain~ to say: "HeY'. we have a' situation where we have ,a shot, at making .·· 

_ a: profiti' and there won't be an availability. problem. .. . .. 

C6vering up,these-s~rious p:rqblems by talking about reinsuranc~ 

facilities and JOA' s-'"' We proposed JUA's but they are even more expensive. _Th~. 



Assigned Risk Plan--,. I know, everybody thinks it is.the worst form of writing 

residual market business. In our opinion, it is not. It is the cheapest and 

fairest. But, everybody has it in their mind that it is the bad system. So, 

we are not going to defend it. We go ahead.and say, "Okay, we have to have 

something to counter-balance this horrible reinsurance facility, we will come 

up with a JUA, which is more expensive." 

In order of priority, you have the rating. We would propose - and 

will propose - a competitive rating law. Now, that doesn't mean we can run 

free and r.un rampant. A competitive rating law still has regulation in it. 

MR. DUNCAN: I gather that what you are saying is, no matter what 

we talk about with no-fault-- I think one of the questions I put to you at 

that time - ·as I did most of them - is, if we made no change in the system and 

we took "med" pay and we raised the limits on "med" pay and we added wage loss 

to it, that· we are .really coming around. At that time I put to you fellows: 

"Well, if we left the system alone and played around with ''.med" pay, would you 

folks still say that your main question was your ability to get a rate that 

you can live with?" Do you still say that whatever this system is, that is tllle 

basic problem? 

MR. NANGLE: No, I--

MR. DUNCAN: Or has it become worse with no-fault? 

MR. NANGLE: I would have to qualify that, sir. You cannot add 

more coverage and pay everybody with increased "med" pay and disability. We 

call that add-on no-fault. You have to carve it out and take it away f.rom 

someplace else and the only place you can take it away from is the tort liahi1ity 

tort restriction. Now, it is not to the insurance industry's benefit - and believe 

me, and you know this yourself - to be able to charge what we have to charge, no 

matter what the law says. It would cost the average automobile insurance policy

holder in the State of New J·ersey $1,800. What good is that for us to be abl.e 

to get the $1,800? Nobody would be paying it. Everybody would be screeming and 

you would only nationalize insurance. We would rather charge one-fourth what 

we are charging right now and still have a shot at making a fair profit. We 

are charging a lot now, although it is not enough, and we are still not making 

a profit. So, why shouldn't we, .if we can straighten out these other things, 

balance the no-fault law? 

MR. DUNCAN: 

MR. NANGLE: 
' 

MR. DUNCAN: 

By that you mean a verbal threshold and a $50,000 cap? 

A verbal thre~hold and a $50,000 cap. 
' That answers my question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: May I ask one more question? Let me ask you 

just a couple of hypothetical questions. Supposing we had no no-fault insurance .• 

Supposing in 1972 we had just disbanded and did nothing. Would you be in a 

better position today in the insurance companies? Would the people in this 

State be in a better position for the availability of insurance and for better 

coverage? 

MR. NANGLE: Let me answer that by saying this, Mr. Deverin: The 

No-Fault Package has cost the insurance companies one heck of a lot of money 

and the insurance industry would be better off in that regard, yes. The pub1ic, 

I am not sure. As I say, we have a lot of things that are operatin9 against the 

insurance climate in the State of New Jersey and one is the attitude of the 

insurance department. You know, you can't put a dollar value on that. But, as 
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manager of a company, would you voluntarily commit your surpluses to. an environ

ment that is out to get you? 
ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: I am not sure that the Commis1:1ion is going to 

answer, or handle, that particular question. 
MR. NANGLE: No, but I am trying to answer your qUestion as to 

whether or not we would be better off. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: When you say your profits are worse now, do 

you put inflation into it - the cost of a hospital, the cost for a broken fender? 

Is that all considered? 
MR. NANGLE: That's part of it, yes. Inflation certainly is a high-

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVE~IN: Do you remember back in '72 that you weren't 

strongly opposed to no-fault, ·if I rE!member rightly? 
MR. NANGLE: Mr. neverin, we still propose no-fault, but sensible 

no-fault, balanced no-fault. We would never, in oux- wildest· dreams, suggest 

the type of no-fault that came off of the-New Jersey floor. 
ASSEMBE¥MAN DEVERIN: Well., it came out of the Committee a little 

different than the floor. It was amended. 
MR. NANGLE: I understand that, sir. But, that is the problem 

with all legislation, as we all know. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: L.et me ask you one more question. Do me 

a favor, describe for me what a verbal threshold is, in your opinion. 

MR. NANGLE: What is a verbal threshold? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Yes. Describe a verbal threshold for me~ 

MR. NANGLE: May I read a verbal threshold? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Sure. 
MR. NANGLE: On page 8 I say, "This means that New .. Jersey should 

limit the right to a third party claim only in those cases involving death, 

permanent and significant disfigurement, loss of a bOdy member, total disability 
for 90 or tnore consecutive days, or a inedically .determina:b1e· serious and 
permanent· injury." 

should be defined." 

As an aside I say, · "The words 'serious'. and 'total disability' 

Now, this is a verbal threshold with a.disability time 

limit on it - 90 consecutive days. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Do you think if a guy is sick for 86 days . 

he won't stretch it to 90 to make the verbal threshold if he really wants to ·. 
beat you out of something? 

MR. NANGLE: I am sure he will. But is awfully hard to be sick 
for 86 days because his bOss is going to want him to come back to work. 

· ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Do you think the verbal· threshold will do 

away with all of the problems of no-fault? 

MR. NANGLE: · Mr •. Deverin, ·I have heard testimony from a u.s. 
Attorney in Florida and a State's Attorney in Florida'who concluded that 

you can't write a threshold that the sharp plaintiffs' attorneys and the 

fraudulent doctors down there won't somehow overcome. We don't feel that 
strongly. We think that a verbal threshold, properly administered by the 
courts-- Now, we have a problem in Michican, for inst.ance.· They say it is a 

great threshold. Congress says it is a great threshold. It is a very loose 

threshold because of the language. This is a lot tighter threshold that I 

propose here. 
But, the,courts have decided -and I guess most of us could 
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have said that they would have done this, but there is still some shock and 

dismay within industry - that it is up to a jury to decide what is serious 

and what is permanent and what is total, and all of these things. So, you 

may be compounding your problem with something like that if you have a liberal 

court. So, every case goes to the jury twice to see whether or not' it has reached 

the threshold and then, at some later date, how much the injury should be paid. 

So, we are still searching. 

SENATOR MENZA: Mr. Connell. 

MR. CONNELL: Mr. Nangle, as you know this Commission is charged 

with the duty of exploring the effect and the possibility of changing, or 

amending,the threshold, which you referred to as a joke. 

MR. NANGLE: Yes, sir. 

MR. CONNELL: Now, are you ~amiliar with the statistics that were 

released by the Department of Insurance which indicate that as of March 7, 1977 

that portion of the BI premium was reduced from 1972 to 1977 by 12.8%? Are 

you familiar with those figures? 

MR. NANGLE: I have heard the Department's figures on that. 

MR. CONNELL: So, it would indicate that this jok~~threshold that 

you referred to, in that sense,is at least doing part of its job. It has 

reduced the premium rate that the people are paying for the bodily injury 

recovery. 

MR. NANGLE: I am not sure that it has reduced it, sir. Maybe 

that is what the premium is and that is all the Department has allowed the 

companies to charge. 

MR. CONNELL: In any event , the people - the consumers - are being 

charged less as of this moment than they were in 1972. 

MR. NANGLE: If you accept the fact that the insurance companies 

are losing more. 

MR. CONNELL: Okay. Now, are you also,aware-- Being so hep on this 

threshold, the threshold was supposed to reduce litigation. Are you aware of 

the fact that in New Jersey it has, in fact, accomplished that result? 

MR. NANGLE: I have heard that from some sources, yes. 

MR. CONNEL: From some sources. Are you familiar with the no-fault 

automobile insurance experience~ United States Department of Transportation, 

June '77--

MR. NANGLE: I certainly am~ ~-
MR. CONNELL: --Table 3-20, in which it specifically explores the 

New Jersey experience with respect to its threshold? Have you read it? 

MR. NANGLE: I didn't specifically read it for New Jersey. 

MR. CONNELL: Oh, I see. You didn't bother to pay attention. 

MR. NANGLE: No, sir, but I read that report and if you read the 

entire report you will see that it hedges and that--

MR. CONNELL: Supposing I .read you the fact - and this is on page 

53 of the DOT Report - that the percentage of automobile negligence cases added 

in New Jersey and the Superior and county courts - which is our upper trial 

court - has declined from 55.8% iin 1970 to 43.3% in 1976. This is the Department 

of Transportation Report. 

Page 54 of the same report, dealing with automobile negligence 

complaints added in the District Court, which is the court of lowe'r Jurisdiction 

$3,000. The threshold was drafted with the idea in mind of getting rid of 
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the nuisance sui te.s. 
Department of Transportation Report, 1970 The percentage of 

automobile accident cases added in the District Court was 10.7% and in 1976 

it was 4%. That is a reduction of almost 6%. 

Total cases added in l976 -- 29~,9i7 were added in the District 

Court and 11,715 of ,those were automobile negligence cases. 

Would you say, sir, that according to those statistics in the 

United States Government Study that it does prove that our joke threshold has, 

in fact, helped to eliminate the nuisance suit? 

MR. NANGLE: I am not prepared to answer that report. I am very 

critical of that report on other grounds. Maybe Mr. Czech will answer that. 
MR. CONNELL: I refer, sir, again to the same report, page 55, on 

which there is an analysis of . the Department's study of New Jersey-. - It states, 

"However, the marked acceleration of this decline in the Superior and County 

Courts and in the County District Courts after 1973" •• }• - and they are referring 

to New Jersey.:. " ••• and the consistency of this accelerated.decline from county 

to county in New Jersex_, does suggest that the No-Fault Law is a significant 

contributor to the reduction in motor vehicle torts in New Jersey." Now, that 
·, .. 

i-s prepared by the Federal Government. 

SENATOR MENZA: Next. Check. You realize, of course, Mr. Connell, 

that it is very dif.ficult for a lawyer to cross examine another lawyer. He will 

never answer and you will never make your points. So--

MR. CONNELL: I know, but I just want •to get this straightened out 

here. We are charged with the responsibility and this gentleman comes in as a 

witness and testifys that we have a joke.threshold. I think it is incu.ml:1ent 

upon us as Commissioners -to find out whether it is, in fact, ,a jo~e threshold 

or whether it is "a silly threshold" - iiS it was referred to by someone·else. 

Is it doing its job or isn't it? 

I submit, sir, tha~ I am entitled to continue my questioning. 

SENATOR MENZA: Yes, so ahead. 

MR. CONNELL: Now, when they talk about Michigan; Mr. Nangle, I , . 

am not too familiar with ,that. They talk alx,ut the fact that in Michigan the 

premium leve.l has remained rather stable.. You have heard thc!-t said. ,Maybe 

your studies will reflect that. Do they? Are you familiar with thqt?-

inadequacy. 
MR. NANGLE: Once again, in Michigan there is a terrible rate 

MR. CONNELL: I'm sorry--? 

MR. NANGLE: There is a rate inadequacy i_n the State of .Michigan. 

MR. CONNELL: Well, I am talking about newspaper stories in this 

state. They hold up Michigan as a model and New Jersey as "the worst no-fault 

law in the nation." Now, all I want to.know is, are you familiar with the 

fact that they do claim that the Michigan premium level has remained consistent? 

MR. NANGLE: Mr. Connell, I will answer that question by saying 

that if the Insurance Department here in New .Jersey said that. all companies 

will now charge half of what they are cha~ging, you could say in the newspapers 

the next morning that insurance rates have gone down by one-half. -That is 

Qbout the extent of what the Michigan thing is. 

MR. CONNELL: In other words , you don' t agree,. then, with the char,ge 

that -- or the allegation that Michigan's premiums have remained level?. 
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MR. NANGLE: I agree that they remained level but it is a level 

by fiat. 

MR. CONNELL: Okay. When they talk about the Michigan rate level 

being stable, are they discounting the. rates that they are presently charging 

by the increase in inflation? Are they discounting that rate by the percentage 

of an inflationary increase? 

MR. NANGLE: I am not sure I understand that question, sir. 

MR. CONNELL: I was just\curious. You made a reference to that 

on page 13. "What has been the rate increase in auto premiums since enactment 

of 'no fault' after discounting the inflationary factor and what is the actual 

profit?" That is the question you asked but you.said you didn't have time to 

answer it. All I am asking you, sir, in your nationwide experience, is, do you 

know whether, then they talk about Michigan - which they hold up as a model 

no-fault law - they are discounting. their rates by.the inflationary increase 

when they talk about the rate being stable? 

MR. NANGLE: I am not sure what the media or what the department has 

done when they put.that out. As I say, I don't even know whether you can get 

these figures. But, I am asking our people in Chicago to see-:,if they can't get 

some together that are credible for this Committee. I seem to agree with you, 

Mr. Connell, that the Michigan Law may not be the best in the world. 

MR. CONNELL: I am not saying that it is or it is not. I don't know 

enough about it. I am trying to get some information for the rest of the 

Commission members here. But, it has been referred to in our papers as being 

a model no-fault law and we are trying to find out why they claim it to be that. 

MR. NANGLE: They say the same thing in the Congress of the United 

States. 

MR. CONNELL: Yes. 

SENATOR MENZA: I would like to hear from the next witness so we· 

can move this along. Mr. Czech? 

GR O V E.R 

Mr. Nangle, would you keep yourself available, please? 

. MR. NANGLE: Sure. 

SENATOR MENZA: Mr. Grover Czech, American Insurance Association. 

CZECH: Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission. 

My name is Grover Czech. I repres'ent the American Insurance Association. 

SENATOR MENZA: Excuse me. Will the reporters present please check 

with Pete and. Lauri,ne during the break.', They will give you all the statements. 

Okay? Just write the story right for once, okay? I'm sorry. 

MR. CZECH: All right. We are a national trade association whose 

membership consists of about 150 of the large stockholder owned property

casualty companies. They do business in all 50 states and many of them, of 

course, ·do business in New Jersey, with several having their home offices 

here. In addition to the NAII's rough approximation of 50% of the auto market, 

our companies write about one-third of the auto market. So, you do have here, 

along with Bill Fox of the Alliance, just about the entire auto market represented 

this morning. 

John Nangle covered a great deal of the things that I would have 

said and I agree for the most part with what John said. We differ in some areas. 

What I will do, for the benefit of the Committee, is to summarize my statement 

and hit the points that I emphasize and that John didn't. Then I have made 
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some notes on some of the questions that C?.Jne up that I can respond to, perhaps, 

a little differently than John did. 

One thing I did in the first part of my statement, just for the 

benefit of the Committee, was to outline, briefly, the original reasons for 

the no-fault concept. Now, I won't go through those because I think every

one is well aware of those"'and we are .really not here to justify the no-fault 

concept - I don't think. I think we are here to look at the present law 

and to try to identify the deficiencies and to improve it and make it work 

better for the benefit of the public in ·New Jersey. 

One thing I will say before we get started i·s, I appreciate and 

noted Senator Menza's remarks this morning that the Study Commission intended to 

be a serious Commission and to make recommendations and, hopefully, accomplish 

something. We have had several legislative hearings over the past year or two 

on no-fault and on the other insurance related issues~ The Governor's conference 

took place at Drumthwacket and all of these issues have been discussed in great 

detail and we are hoping now that this Commission will serve as a focal point 

to bring all of this together, make some recommendations, ·and actually take 

so~e action in the Legi~lature to help improve the - as John Nangle put it and 

I agree with him 100% - disastrous situation here in New Jersey in not only 

the automobile insurance market but in other areas as well.- although what 

your Commission is trying to aim at is auto insurance. 

I think the first point I would like to make is, there were some 

questions raised about the impact of no-fault on insurance companies' profits 

and I would not say that no-fault itself has had a negative impact on profits 

or has caused the losses. What has caused the losses has been a whole myriad 

of related factors, including the tremendous unanticipated and unprecedented 

inflation that took place in '73 and '74 - the double digit inflation - that 

simply wasn't anticipated in the rates the companies had established. For 

about two years or three years - as a matter of fact, the last three years -

companies havelost,cumulatively, almost $9 billion in underwriting and that 

is completely unprecedented in the history of the insurance industry, which is 

one of the oldest in the country. That is not all due to no-fault; it is due 

to inflation and the inability of the companies to quickly adjust their rates 

to reflect that rapid inflation. This is due largely, in part, to prior approval. 

rating laws. 

I have at~ached to my statemen~ a brief summary of the impact of 

inflation and no-fault on auto insurance r~tes in some of ·the states. You can 

see in there that, based on some of the studies that we have done, no-fault 

actually has helped with the rate situation rather than added to the problem. 

SENATOR MENZA: · May I just interrupt you? I want to make sure I 

heard that clearly. Are you saying that the losse_s that the insurance companies 

have experienced in the last few years have not been from no-fault but, in fact, 

from the inflationary spiral? 

MR. CZECH: What was the last part of that statement?, 

SENATOR MENZA: But, in fact, has been as a result of the inflationary 

spiral? 

MR. CZECH: To a great extent it has been the result of inflation. 

Now, I am not saying that no-fault I am not sure unlimited medical is a 

major part of it. I am not sure at all that no-fault has been a major factor. 
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It has, obviously, been a part of it. There has been some fraud in.some states. 

There have been some costs that perhaps you wouldn't have had with the liability 
• system. But, I would say a large percentage·- maybe 90% ~s a ~ough guess - of the 

losses are from inflation and these other factors. 

MR. CONNELL: 90% would you say? 

MR. CZECH: l would say so. I don't think the no-fault concept can 

be faulted at all in any significant way for the losses that have taken place 

in the last two or three years. 

SENATOR MENZA: Would that be the same--

MR. CZECH: With the exception of the weak thresholds now. Obviously, 

that is a problem. 

SENATOR MENZA: Please forgive me for interrupting you, but would 

that statement hold true for the State of New Jersey, that 90% of the--

MR. CZECH: Well, that is not an accurate statement. I was trying 

to give some impact. A large percentage of the lossesare due to inflation. 

SENATOR MENZA: A large percentage of the losses the insurance 

companies are experiencing is from inflation and not from no-fault? Is that 

also the case then in New Jersey? 

MR CZECH: Oh, yes. It is true nationwide. Now, ·r want to emphasize 

that the main fault with the no-fault laws, with regard to the losses that are 

occuring as a result of no-fault, come from an inadequate threshold - primarily 

again, because you haven't limited enough - as John was emphasizing - this 

balance that has to exist between the benefits package and the no-fault law. 

The first part no-fault benefits a company is paying out has to be balanced 

by having a very adequate, or tight, tort threshold so that you reduce the 

litigation, you reduce the litigation cost - the frictional cost - and you reduce 

the pain and suffering that you are paying out. So, those savings that you 

accomplish over here, you can use to pay the first party benefits over here. 

Now, that, for the most part in most of the states, or in all of the states, has 

not been adequate, with perhaps the exception of Michigan, in terms of getting 

the savings on the bodily injury premiums that you need to make the personal 

injury protection premiums, or payments. That is really the problem with no-fault. 

It is the threshold. 

Again, without reading my statement, getting back to the New Jersey 

no-fault law specifically, it is working well in many ways in that it is paying 

first party benefits promptly and fully, to the extent that the law requires,to 

all automobile accident victims, as opposed to somewhat less than half - as, again, 

Joh.n Nangle emphasized - under the prior tort system. So, in that regard it is 

functioning as the concept said it would. But, again, it is not functioning as 

it should in terms of the tort threshold because you are not getting the savings 

on the bodily injury side that you need to make the payments on the no-fault 

side. So, we are also taking John's position - a tightening of the threshold 

to one of a verbal threshold. We agree, word for word, with the threshold that 

he read. This was worked on by the three trade associations and State Farm and 

that language was developed by us. In fact, I have attached to my statement 

nine amendments to the no-fault law itself that we worked up six or seven 

months ago and have submitted to the Governor's office and to the various 

legislative committees, which the industry agrees with and agrees would help 

improve the no-fault law. 



Now, specifically, to.answer some of thequestions that came.up 

with regard to the threshold that Mr. Connell was raising, I took a fairly close 

look at this.·· I. t:i::ied·to compare the New J~rsey result_s ~~de~ ri.~~fa~lt with. 

regard to the. bodily in,jury premiums, which is really what you q.re affecting 

when you have a. thr_eshold. Yo1,1 are ·reducing _the liability s1,1its, which is 

what the bodily injury premium pays for, and you are impacting the p~rson:al 

injury protection _no-fault benefits on the other side. 
. ' ~-

Now, I took. th.e Michigan statistical. data which I. have available . . ' ' . . 

to me. This is something tbat the National Association of Insurance Commissioners 

required on the part of the iziduitry b~~k d~ring the e~ergy crisis. What 1.t is . 

is, it requires the .:i.ndu~try \o r¢port quarterly on the loss .data under no-fault 

and m1.der auto insurance generally~ ·. It shows what we qall pu:r:e pr~;iums - pure 

premium losses. ·rt .has nothing to do with rates. .It simply shows the number. 

of·dollarfii paid out for b6dily injury and for persona.! injury protection losses, 

. exclusive ?f e~nseis. It is pure premi·ums - simply those. dollars of loss. that 

· are paid out • 

. I am going to have to rea.d. some of this to give·continuity to it 

and to spe.d.fi~ally addr~ss what :Mr. Connell was ·talking _a.bout-. If you look at 
,. . .·' . 

the fast track data for New Jers~y, the pure premium for bodily.injury· coverage 

has declined 12.1% since 1972~ Now,. this is less than.the rateqf inflation, 

• which has been about 50% since that time •. · So'· what Mr. Connell. ~ays is true, 

there lia:s been some impact. 'rhe threshold has had some impact oh the bodily· 

injury ciaim. 

MR. cqNNELL: Ex~use rrie. I was just quoting from a report. 

MR. CZECH: All right. 0Well,. what the repc;rt says is true, that the 

threshold obviously has had some impact o~-the bodily injury premium but it_• 

ha~n' t :had e~6ugh ,· and 'I will get to :that later. 

If you· look at the m.µnper bf · dollars that are still being. pclid .out 

in bodily irij:ur:( and you compare it to Mkhigan and countrywide, .it is considerably 

greater·_.than it"'should .. be, So,_what this means is, basically,_t~e.threshold has. 

done 'spme good but it hasnit done e~~~gh. .It is a very weak __ thresho_ld. 

·. But; the number of bodily· ip.jury suits has decl.ined~ The average 

payment p~r · claim has been· increasing~ . It has increased. 2 5 .1/2% from the·. end· 

~f 1975 to the first quarter of 1977~- That.is a tremendous increase. 

Now, . comparing Jersey's results t.o Michigans, which does have a strong 

· verbal threshold, tpis · cl.earl:/ dem~nstrates. the .impact that a verbal thresh~lci 

will havJ on both bodily irij-ury premiums. arid the r~duction in. tort suits. · Jersey's 

BI premium is now 12% hig~er ,- I ~ on page 4 - than .it was prior to_ no"'-f:ault in 

1972_. • That is $47.10 iri Mar~h, · 19771 ve~sus $42 .DO in 1~72 •. · So, the .BI premium 

is actually highe~ ~ow than ltwas unde:i; prio~ no-fault. 

Michig~n's ~dily injury i~ure premium~,. in cont~~st, show an absolute . . . .: . . '. . ' 

reduction of nearly 050% from. the pre-no-fault level in 1972. • Their bodily injury 

premium is now $18,~66 iti. M~rch of 1 ?7 ... :.. not premium, but pure premium losse.s 

that are being paid out•, versus $36.26 prior to no-fa,ult •. So, you can see the 

dramatic impact fhat th~_Michigan verbal·threshold lJ.as had on bodily injury 
premiums~ . 

. In 'TJ., .· i.n: Michigan, a total of 52, ooo claims were pa,i.d. under. tbe ·. 

bodily.injuIJy li~bility bove~age. Ih the year ending last; March only 6,So~· 

·c:laims were paid~ That is a drop of 87 1/2% in: then~~ of clc1imfl -bodily 



injury claims in Michigan - under that tight verbal threshold. 

New Jersey has also experienced a 56% decline in the frequency 

of bodily injury liability claims but this is not meaningful enough in terms 

of savings when you compare that with the constant increase in the size of claims 

and the increase in the dollar payout. 

Again, if you look at the top of page 4, just since the end of '75 

to the beginning of '77 it has increased 25%. 

SENATOR MENZA: May I ir,iterrupt you? I am a little confused. You 

say that Michigan's great impact was on premiums and the fact that there were 

less court cases and then you go on to say that the number of claims paid 

dropped from $52 thousand to $6 thousand. How about the person who was injured? 

How is he gaining in Michigan? Forget the premiums for a minute. Forget the 

court litigation. Because I am convinced the courts are there for a reason. 

I am not concerned about the number of cases in a court room. How is the con

sumer benefiting in Michigan? How is the person who is injured benefiting? 

MR. CZECH: Okay. That is the whole basis of the concept of no-fault •. 

No-fault is paying everybody no~r. It is paying 100% of auto accident victims, 

while under the prior no-fault system it was only paying les~ than 50% of those 

who were injured. Only those who were free from fault were theoretically 

compensated under the tort system - the liability system. Now, under no-fault, 

everybody who is injured in an auto accident situation is compensated for their 

economic loss. They are compensated for their wage loss, up to a certain amount. 

They are compensated for their medical payments. In Michigan they have 

unlimited medical replacement services·, and all of the other things that no-fault 

compensates. 

SENATOR MENZA: But they are primarily - particularly in Michigan -

not compensated for pain and suffering. 

MR. CZECH: That's right. Now, again, that is the concept of 

no-fault. To be able to afford to pay all these. people you have to do away 

with general damages. 

SENATOR MENZA: Well, that is the concept of no-fault coupled with 

the threshold. You know, at a certain point you say to a feilow, yes, you go 

ahead: you have a right to sue for pain and suffering. 

MR. CZECH: Right. 

SENATOR MENZA: You know, here is a classic example: In 1955 I 

hurt my back in t~e army. It can't~ picked up in an x-ray. It still kills 

me every once in a while. I am twisted once a week or once a month, whatever 

it may be. What about my situation? 

MR. CZECH: About what? 

SENATOR MENZA: What about my situation? I go to a doctor. This 

is the result of an automobile accident. I go to a doctor two or three times 

and he says, go home and go in the bath tub and take care of yourself and for 

the next 10 years I suffer from this terrible back. And, I do, in fact, have 

a terrible back. What about me? Is it fair that I get my $30 for my three 

visits or should I not have a right to sue the fellow who struck me? 

MR. CZECH: That, again, is the argument that always comes up when 

you are talking about the no-fqult concept. It depends upon how you write the 

threshold, whether that kind of injury would pierqe the threshold. It depends 

upon the threshold. I don't have the Michigan threshold here in front of me. 
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I don't know how that would impact. But, you are always going to have that 

kind of a situation. Certainly; there is always going to be someone who is 

adversely affected by a threshold. They may only collect $60 in medicql and 

not be able to get a penny in pain and suffering, even though they do have 

pain and suffering. 
SENATOR MENZA: No matter what the thresholq is, there are an awful 

lot of poor people and an awful lot of honest people who just .don't meet the 

threshold. 

MR. CZECH: Well, if you read, in fact, this report that Mr. Connell 

was quoting from this morning - the DOT Report-- This :j.s the most recent one. 

If you read the earlier one as.well, that. really started the whole no-fault 

concept, they have a whole section in there ori how this impacts on the poor. One 

of the basis for no-fault was that it favorably impacts on the poor. Under the 

liability system they didn't fare well at all. Oftentimes they didn't get a 

lawyer under a liability situation and went totally uncompensated, not only for· 

pain and suffering.but for their economic loss as well. Now, they are being 

compensated for total -economic loss and, to some extent, for pain and suffering 

when they pierce the threshold. 

You have to remember the original no-fault concept ·was a pure con

cept of having nC:, tort at 'all_. It was ·completely doing away with tort and 

paying everyone unlimited medical and paying for their economic loss.- again, 

doing away with pain and suffering. 
' ' \ 

We don't have any true no-fault anywhere. We have .a modified 

no-fault, or partial no-fault,. system in all of the· states, some more than 

others. New Jersey is the smallest threshold in the entire country.· 

MR. DUNCAN: Mr. Czech, just a question in my mind. I listen to 

lawyers talk. I have heard that - let's.· assume you had., a $5,000 threshold here 

now - when cases go to the jury and the jury knows that it :i.s a $5,000 threshold 

they take that into consideration. Is there any logic to that? This would sort 

of negate the whole question of thresholds. Would juries take that into con

sideration, do you tl1i0nk? And, it you had a friendly county that tends to want 

to pay out,· that, indeed, it would be stretcp.ed by the jury itself?· 

I am not arguing the point for or against, but·to .bring some dis

cussion on whether doll.ar thresholds or verbal thresholds, or for. that matter 
' ' 

any thresholds are .really workable at this time. 

MR. CZECH: . Well, I am not_ sure that has any bearing on it. You 

don't get to the jury until you pierce the threshold in any _event and the jury 

is making its determination based on the evidence that has been introduced as 

to losses. So, I am not really sµre how that psychology works •. I can't really--

MR. DUNCAN: Well, can I sum up my understanding of your testimony 

as, the companies you represent think that the no-fault law that exists in New 

Jersey is compensating the public properly, quicker, and that, indeed, you agree 

that the court claims have gone down and that that is a hidden savings to the 

system but that there are, perhaps, some,holes in the no-fault which could be 

specific - a cap and some different approach to a threshold that you think would 

fix this system? You don't see tI!iis system being ~aken out at all? You would 

like to continue with no-fault, at least in the way it is here in New Jersey, 

with some adjustments? 

MR. CZECH: That is a:very good summary of what I am saying. 
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MR. DUNCAN: Right. Would that be if you couldn't - not to get into 

the other part~ get a sort of use and file type law? Or, is that tied in and 

part of what you are saying? 

MR. CZECH: Well, there are a lot of problems, obviously.· If you 

improve the no-fault law, it is going to help. You are not going to see any 

impact on premiums in terms of a reduction for several reasons. One is that 

there is a rate filing pending now for 35% overall. Bodily injury premium is 

somewhere in there. There is an increase filed for that. So, even if you do .. 

something about the threshold, ~11 that is going to do fs impact on the smaller 

rate increase. Obviously, consumers will benefit by paying less premiums than 

they otherwise would have but you are·not going to see any reductions. Obviously, 

it will do some good in terms of the premium and in terms of what companies are 

having to pay out and in terms of their losses. 

If you really want to fix the problem in New Jersey, you are going 

to have to get at the whole rating situation - the residual market in no-fault. 

As John Nangle said - and I agree with this 10,0% and I don't mean to say anything 

unkind about the gentleman from the Insurance. Department that are here today -

there is an attitude in this State on the part of the regulate;:- that is totally 

at odds with the insurance industry. There is a tremendous lack of cooperation 

and coordination and anything that we try to do is opposed. Of course, it works 

the other way around also; almost anything they try to do is opposed. But, there 

is no working together. There are no rational solutions that are being proposed 

from the regulator,_ as is done in other states. So, really, until you get at 

that basic problem, the whole situation is not going to be fixed. At the base 

of it all·is rates. There is no question about it. That is the basis of the 

availability problem. Companies are losing money. 

MR. DUNCAN: Do you see any hope of saving any more money? In 

other words, if the objective.of this Commission'was to fix the holes and make 

it work, will it necessarily save money and reduce ._rates? Is there anything 

we can do to reduce rates? 

MR. CZECH: To reduce rates? 

MR. DUNCAN: Yes. For instance, will a cap and another verbal 

threshold, taking out ·the inflation factor, in effect reduce them? 

MR. CZECH: No. You are not going to see any absolute reduction. 

In other words, if someone is paying $30 on a premium today, they are not going 

to pay $28 tomorrow - or $26. Instead of paying $40 next year, they may pay 

only $35. That is the kind of impact it is going to have. They will paying 

less than they otherwise would but not less than they are now. 

MR. CONNELL: Excuse me. I am just t~ying to get straightened out 

here. This fast track data that you gave us, is that with respect to the 

BI claims? It has nothing to do with the PIP? 

MR. CZECH: There is one there for BI and there is one for PIP. 

There should be two separate sheets. 

PIP. 

MR. CONNELL: Apparently we only have the bodily injury, not the 

MR. CZECH: If you flip that over, on the second sheet-

MR. CONNELL: There is a second sheet? That is the PIP? 

MR. CZECH: It should be PIP. 

MR. CONNELL: Okay. 
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MR. C.ONNELL: Now: ~ I correct - I have. to assume thie - when I 

say that in New Jersey I as· we understand it - or as i understand it o.n the. 

figµres submitted - approli:i~ately 22% of cmr premium dollar is devoted to the 
• • ' < ' ... 

BI, $15/$30 limits t~at the consumer presently spends? Now, do I understand you 

correctly - that by changing our thresliold to a. verbal threshold it will result 

in a reduct-ion of that 22%,. is that what. you said? 

MR. CZECH:· Clearly it s)iould. 

MR. CONNELL: .· Well, clearly it . should but if it should, how much 

will it result in a reduction? 

MR. CZECH:· There is no· \'lay that I can sit here ~d· tell you that. 

lt is like sayfog if; the St~te of New Jersey decides t6 reduce 'x' number cif 

employees in the bqdget next :year I what' that j.s going to cfo to the overall 

budget. .. . . 

MR. CONN?LL: Wc;uld y~u expect it to be reduced by more than 

say 5% of the present $64~80 that we are presently paying? 

MR. CZECH: I hesitate to say~ What you wOuld'have to do to get 

a reading on that'.- that is, ,have S<fne actuaries. cost it. You .would :have 

to have a specific threshold with specifi~:i'word~ in it. 
MR. CONNELL: _Well:; · 1 thought you had all that because you are 

telling us tha.t we have to change our threshold because it will save on 'the 

BI portion of the premium dollar, which then can be thrown over into the PIP 

portion to help compensate for these i~flationary bills for ~edical and: 

hospital costs. Now, how much are we going>:to save on the 22%? 

.MR. CZECH: Let nie say thi~, ~ithout h~lding me to any s~cific · 

amounts, because I haven't asked anyone to cost any threshold--

MR. CONNELL:. Well, how can you come here and' say our threshold 

is not good then if you haven't costed it? 

MR~ CZECH: Because we can te,ll it is no good~ If you :i~ok at the 

Jersey results compared to Mic;:higan, ~ith different thresho.lds and the pure 

. ~remiuins that are paid unc;ler bodily injury, there is bbviouslya difference, 

a significant diffe~ence. 

MR~ CONNELL:. Oh, well let Is talk about that for .... ~ second. A pure 

premium, as I understand y9\ir figures, in Michigan is $47.10. I. assume you are 

talki-ng about basic limi'ts? 

MR. CZECH: No, that is not what pure premium is. It is $18.66 
for bodily injury. 

MR~ CONNELL: 'What? .. .· . , 

MR. CZECH: It is $18.66 in Mi~higan for bodHy injury. ·: 

MR .• CONNELL: f 1i:n so;;ry. I am talking. about New Jersey~ .•.It.is $18.66 

in Michigan and it is $47.10 in JiJewJersey, according to ,you:i;- fast ti:-ack figures • 

. MR. CZECH: Right. 

MR. COfillELL: Which is approximately about $29.00 difference - correct? 

MR. CZECH: Yes. 

· MR .•. CONNELL.: Which would· amount to· a saving Of. hbw much per day, 

i3.bout, ... 7¢- or 8¢ a :~i:ly· for t~9 conSUffier? Is· that wha~ it:> 'WOuld. amourit to? 

MR. CZECH: That is your arithmetic. I don't .. know. 'I wpuld have 
to j:iguxe it out. 

MR. CONNELL: Well, all you have to (lo is divide it by $3.65 and 

it coiµes somewhere in· that area. I am not a mathematician. so; your positicm is 
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that the citizens of this State should do away with this "joke" threshold and 

completely give up the_ right to sue. and this Commis_sion should so recommend, 

with a possible cost saving of $27 or ·$28 a year, divided by $3.65, or whatever 

it is. Is that what your recommendation is, with no factual backup as to how 

much we are going to save on the bodily injury premium after we do that? 

MR. CZECH: Well, again, this is a policy position that you are 

going to have to address. It has been addressed in other states and they 

have reached _decisions. You are g<?ing to have to do that. 

I will say - and don't hold me to this - that in New York, when they 

were going through this wrestling in the last few weeks over the changing 

of the threshold there, they didn't end up changing it very well, in fact they 

made it worse. But, there were some estimates that the impact on bodily injury 

premiums was anywhere from 5% to 20%, depending on the kind of threshold that 

was written. So, it depends upon-~ 

MR. CONNELL: Excuse me, I understood that 5% to 20% was for the 

whole package. 

MR. CZECH: No. They were talking about the·~mpact on bodily 

injury. •·--......._ 

MR. CONNELL: Just on BI? 

MR. CZECH: On BI. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Mr. Czech, you say - and I have to go back to 

something Mr. Nangle said before - that there is a dramatic difference in the 

premium: from '75 in Michigan compared to -- And, we don't have that in New 

Jersey. 

MR. CZECH: Now remember, this is--

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: I gathered from Mr. Nangle that it went from 

$21.00 to $18.66 for ,bodily injury. 

MR CZECH: Yes~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Which is a dramatic difference:. 

MR. CZECH: Right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Which is a great difference. I gather from 

Mr. Nangle's conv.ersation that in Michigan there was a freeze, or something, 

with the premiums? 

MR. CZECH: There was a rate reduction at the time the law was 

passed - as there'was in Jersey - of 15%. 

ASSE~LYMAN DEVERIN: Yes,kbut since that time-

MR. CZECH: It has only be.en one year. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Where? 

MR. CZECH: You are comparing. I don't know. Maybe I misunderstood 

what you said. But, you said in Michigan it wasn't as great as it was because 

of what they did with the premiums - they froze the premiums? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: No, I think he -said there was a premium 

inadequacy. 

MR. CZECH: As there is in New Jersey. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Yes. 

MR. CZECH: Do you mean there is a hostility in the Insurance 

Department there like there is in New Jersey? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Well, there is a refiling that has been pending 

for several months now in Jersey for a 35% overall increase and a bo~ily injury 
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increase of - 1 have it here 1;1omewhere - somewhat less than 35% of the basic 

limits and about 140% increase for your increased limits on bodily injury, which, 

again, shows the weakness in the threshold because as you g-et to your higher 

limits in bodily injury, the premium increase is 140% - at least that is what 

has beeri filed for. That would indicate there is·a significant problem with 

the threshold. 

MR. CZECH: It is not that Michigan has a better no-fault law, but 

it is that there was a freeze on the premiums. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: I beg your pardon? 

MR. CZECH: The dramatic increase came because of the rate reduction 

built into the law and because the premitlills haven't Changed in a year. 

There have been increases. I think a fair statement would be that, 

obviously, as John said - and 1 am not·totally familiar with this - there is a 

premium rate inadequacy in Michigan. But, again, what you have to remember is, 

these figures that I am giving you don't have anything to do with premiums. 

These are pure losses paid out. These are dollars that insurance companies 

pay out to claimants. They have nothing to do with premiums. This is not 

rate-'making material. :This"shows losses paid. Regardless of rate increases, 

or rate decreases, or whatever, those figures.are unaffected by tha!· That is 

why they are useful figures. You don't have to worry about what the·rate situation 

is. It simply shows dollars paid out. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Yes, but you said there was a dramatic 

decrease in Michigan when there wasn't.in New Jersey. 

MR. CZECH: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: But you increased your payments -- or paid 

losses - in Michigan by almost 6 to 1. 

MR. CZECH: Under PIP? 

ASSEMBLYMAN. DEVERIN; Yes, under bodily injury. In '75 you used to 

pay out $15,000 and now you are paying out $55,000 andyolir premium went down. 

So, you must be in worse shape in Michigan that you are in New Jersey. 

MR. CZECH: No. That pure premium for bodily in.jury is per paid 

claim. It is per car, basically. It is $18. 66. When you compare that to New 

Jersey per car it is $47.00. 

MR. CONNELL: ls that what the consumer's bill reflects, $18.66? 

MR. CZECH: No, this is not premiums. Again, this'iS pure losses 

paid. It doesn't have anything to do with,premiums. It will relate to it 

generally but there ai:ie a lot of other things that go into p:temiums. That is 

why I tried to give you this information because it is pure losses. It doesn't 

show administrative expenses and it doesn't show loss development - a11·:the· 

way through. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Let me ask a quick question. You said New 

York changed and they made it worse.. What .change did they make in New York .to 

make it worse? They went to a verbal threshold, didn't they? 

MR. CZECH: .Yes. The old threshold had $500 and a compound fracture. 

Now they did away with the $500 figure but they put in any fracture. So, if you 

break a finger, you pierce the. threshold. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: But it is a verbal threshold they have in New 

York now? 

MR. CZECH: It is a verbal threshold. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: And that is worse than a dollar threshold? 

MR. CZECH: Well, that particular threshold may be worse than the 

present threshold. That remains to be seen. But, in the opinion of many, that 

fracture language weakens it. 

MR. HAGAR: Looking at this pure premium data from Michigan, first 

of all, pure premium in this sense would be the same as we were used to in New 

Jersey for Workmen's Compensation statistics, am I correct? 

MR. CZECH: That ',s righ:t,. 

MR. HAGAR: If you look at the dollar expenditure, you are talking 

about, in 1977, $13 million under bodily injury and $55 thousand in '76,W"J.ich is 

a total of about $68 million. If you look under the personal injury - which 

didn't reflect - you have higher dollars paid out, actually, in total in the 

current year because it has been shifted, which I think is what your point is, 

from the bodily injury ·to the pers_onal injury protection, is that correct? 

MR. CZECH: That's right. 

MR. HAGAR: Isn't it a fact that the theory behind personal injury, 

in any event,i is t? eliminate the need but not the right .to_sue? 

MR. CZECH: Exactly. "· 
MR. HAGAR: ·That the person is compensated not because he has to 

go to court to be paid but because he can.be paid without the necessity for going 

to court, isn't that the thrust behind it? 

MR. CZECH: That's right. 

MR. HAGAR: So that the statistics you are introducing here seem to 

reflect that fact, not to get bogged down in the statistics but in the overall 
surranation, is that correct? 

MR. CZECH: That's right. I don't want to get bogged down. What. it 

shows, basically, is a flow of the pay-out from bodily injury prior to no-fault 

to the personal injury protection after no-fault. Companies are simply paying 

out without regard to fault. 

MR. HAGAR: Does New Jersey reflect similar shifting? 

MR. CZECH: Oh, yes. 

MR. HAGAR: Not as significant but, nonetheless, the trend is there? 

MR. CZECH: Oh, yes. It reflects a significant shift. The thing 

you have to remember about the liability situation too is the individual g.ave 

up the right to sue but it was a right where you may or may not make recovery. 
Today he does. I. 

MR. CONNELL: Mr. Czech, do have any data that shows how 
different levels of thresholds would have.affected the filing of a tort claim, 

based on actual claim files? 
MR. CZECH: I don't have that now. I ·am not sure anyone does. 

MR- CONNELL: Do you know if anyone has gone into claim files 

to explore that? 

MR. CZECH: They did during the DOT study. That information is in 
the original--

MR. CONNELL: Is it in this March 1977 DOT study? 

MR. CZECH: No, it is in the original DOT study. 
MR. CONNELL: It is in the original one? They didn't do it in the 

renewal? 

MR. CZECH: No. Now, there is a new study underway. 
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MR. CONNELL: Well, if no one has that material, do you think it 

would be wise for this Commission to go into a study of our closed claims 

files? 

· MR. CZECH: Well, you cou.ld do that. I think you could also get 

an estimate from the Insurance Department .arid from the· Insurance Services 

Office as to the impact any.given verbal threshold cir dollar threshold would 

have on bodily injury premiums. You could get that. To the best of their 

ability they could give you that. 

MR. DUNCAN: Another questio'h, just t6 clear up my mind. The logic 

of reducing' bodily injury rate, depending.upon thresholds, dependi'l upon the 

shift to PIP, correct? 

MR. CZECH: Right. 

MR. DUNCAN: The more losses that are shifted to PIP, the .lower the 

bodily injury rate. 

MR. CZECH: Right. 

MR. DUNCAN: But in the overi:ill cost, as you move. the losses to PIP, 

actually you might be reducing the BI and increasing the PIP so that the over

all policy is merely going down in one area. and up in another, is that correct? 

.MR. CZECH: Well, to some extent. But,you have to remember when yo1,1 

get away from the 13! you are get.ting away from litigation'- the experi$ive process 

of litigation '- · i:ind there are societal costs as well. You have your. cm1rt 

co~gestion. You have your court costs. You have the delay in:payment -16 

months on .the average prior to the no-fault law. You are doing away with all 

of those problems when you go to a no-fault system. You are compensating people 

within 30 days, or so, of their injµry. 

MR. DUNCAN: .So, you are saying a dollar paid out under PIP is 

paid out with less expense thi:1.n dollars paid out urider bodily h1jury? 

MR. CZECH: Yes~ There is no question i:ibout that -both direct 
. . ' . . 

expense and indirect expense are less under no-fault than they are under liability. 

MR. DUNCAN: Right. So, what I am to assume here if.I am the guy 

buying insurance. is, you are·saying you really can come off with a lower co.st 

package if we have good no-fault/PIP benefits that will allow you to collect 

the dollar you .spent Md that., in effect, with a different threshold there will 

be less coming out of the.system. D:i you still go along with the DOT system that 

said small claims >are over-compensated and. large claims ar.e under~compensated? 

that. 

on? 

MR. CZECH~ No question about it. The most recent .study reiterates 
-t 

MR. DUNCAN: Does it still exist under no'-fault? 

MR. CZECH: No. 

MR. DUNCAN:. Do, in fact, bad thresholds cause that condition to go 

MR~ CZECH: Under the cases that pierce the threshold, I would assume 

that is probably still true. The larger cases are being over-compensated. 

MR. DUNCAN: All right. Now, suppose that in this. situation we 

assume that I have a scratched arm and I go to a doctor for a $10 visit 

to- have the scratched: arm -b-aridaged;. - I ·cari•t '~ue. But, ·if __ .I_ !<-~~p go.ing back 

because he suspects an infection·. and · I run th.e bill over $200, I am going to find that. 

now I have a right to sue. This would not be a proper approach and it is your 

feeling that you would like to get rid of that type of an arrangement,.for the so-
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called "whip.:.iash" thing. 
MR. CZECH: Just to corr~ct one thing I just said, I.think under 

no-fault the over-compensation of small claims to a large extent is done away 

with unless they pierce the threshoid. Then, say, if you have a $250 medical 

case, perhaps once you get into the tort system you may ge·t in, again, into 

a situation where the small cases are being over-compensated and the larger 

cases, perhaps, being under-compensated by the tort system. No-:-fault doesn't 

do that: -it evens it out. No matter what your economic situation is, no matter 

what your ability or financial condition is to obtain an attorney or obtain 

counsel - or whatever - you are going to be compensated equally under no-fault 

rather than unequally under the liability system. 

Again, the DOT study went into this aspect of it as well. That is 

one of the reasons they supported no-fault. 

There are a couple of other points in my statements. 

SENATOR MENZA: Mr. Czech, may I ask you a question? I am not so 

well versed in insurance as some of these gentlemen but I have been a politician 

for a long time and it seems to me that _the insurance companies'position is not 

totaily altruistic:< It is interesting to note that you say. ,the rates will 
-~ 

eventually go down, or stabalize, but they will riot go down now. 

I ask you, number one, why wouldn't they go down if we changed it 

totally tomorrow? Why wouldn't they go down to $30 or $28? And, secondly, 

I presume if we change the threshold.or changed no-fault, let's say in a manner 

similar. to M;ichigan's, insurance companies will thereby make more money. And, 

yet , you .. started your remarks by stating that 90% of your problems in the 

insurance industry, with regard to income, have been caused as a. result of 

inflation and not because of no..;.fault. 

In other words, i10-fault has had a very small impact on rates and 

insurance losses and'income, isn't that correct? 

MR. CZECH: I wouldn't say smali but in a relative sense-

SENATOR MENZA: Relatively small? 

MR. CZECH: It is relatively small. 

SENATOR MENZA: And if we change no-fault in a certain fashion, that 

very small impact will remain a small impact but will help you pick up the 

money that has been affected by inflation, isn't that correct?_ That is overly 

_siinplistic, I realize that but you are answering-yes. 

MR~- CZECH: Yes. You said something I think should be addressed· 

in this whole scheme of things. There is probably f.eeling - and I think you 
touched oil it - that improvement in the no-fault law, in no.;..fault itself, will 
help insurance companies make more money~ That. is not necessarily true. We 

are regulated by the State, either .under prior approval or generally. the rate 

filings here in New Jersey cannot obtain anymore, I belive, than a 2 1/2% or 
3 1/2% factor for underwriting profit. So, we are not going to make any more 

than that anyway. 

SENATOR MENZA: Why, then, do you want a change in the no~fault 

law? 

MR. CZECH: So that the system will work better. We are trying to-

SENATOR MENZA: The people of New Jersey will gain thereby? Is that 

why? Because that is unique for insurance companies to be so altruistic. 

MR. CZECH: It is teally not. Believe me, we try to structure our 
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. . · .. : . _· ·. "' . . . . . . ·. . . . . 

position so that theyf:i.t public policy in a w~y that we can just~fiably 

pursue them •.. We are not going to try to do anything that gdef! against pubUc 

policy:. . -
. SENATOR MENZA: You se_ei i we have been hearing for years and yea~s 

and years - and I have. read some ads recently in the New· York· Times - from.the .. 

insurance ind).1$try and I came across this because I am .involved i~-the"psychiatrid· 

community~ . Blue Cross and Blµ~ Shield always say things like-~- are losing a 

fortune if yoti go this way and thei~statistics demonstrate.this, and so fortp:. 

It iS funny· w~ never get statistics:-·we never really heart.his-- You know, this 

is the very first time I heard that.-the insurance companies '.c · .and I kn~w you are 

speaking for many of them, I am sure you have. the credentials to.back up what 

you are. saying_: are losing money riot because of no-fault; or they are ~ot making 

there is a differeric;e I by the way, between lo~ing money and ~ot making as much 

as:you made before- mo~eybecause of the te:t'.rible inflation ::in our society. 

You st~ted that to me at least four times. You answered that, ''Yes, 'that is the 

case. II At least we are stcirting ~i th a wave of honesty •.. 

MR. CZECH: There is nb question, that is a major problem. Agait1, 

this no-fault pict~re is a 'smaii piece bf the pie •. , You ha~e to fix that and 

you have to · fix all the other pieces to ~eit. everything working ri~h~.• 

SENATOR MENZA:. It is a very small piece of. the p::i.e,. isn't it? 

.. MR~ 'CZECH: Well,. I wotiidn't say very sm~ll •. I would say it'. is a 

significant piece 1:hat has to be. addressed. In addition _to t:\'le threshold, there 

is another problem in the bill,. Seriato'r Manza, that I wo~ld just like to speak 

on briefly;.and th.a.tis the unlimited medical •. Our Associat;i.on ~nd o~r companies 

originally supported unlimited rn~dical. ·. We thought that we cou:id handlei it and 

to some ~xtent many of our compan,ies still can~ Elut, there. are also mariy who 

feel they have .a problem with it, . partic~larly tp.~ smaile~ companies. They 

had to estabiish incredibly la?;"ge reserv~s to handle these.parapl~gi~s •. You 

are going to have to._ set up a r'e!Serve for. One million dollars, ·_ or more. You. 

really don't know how rriuchit is going to be :if you are takirig care of. someone_ 

over ·a lifetime. . . 
.. SENATOR MENZA: · w~ are very familiar with that aspect of it.·.· The 

_onl'y one wh6 wants some lirriit to ~edicai i~ David Green, I think. 

MR. CZECH: · N6, ·we are .all interested in· it/ I. think. 'Ana, 
John touched on this bi11, .I~80, that pas.sed the Legisiat:ur~ and is.sitting on 
the Governor Is desk •. w~. are very much o~posed to that. We think that is the. 

wrong approach to it. If you: want, address the problem,. put a flat cap 

on the unlil!lited 0 medical o:I: $50, $75 or $i001;housand..,; something that ~ill 

compensate the majority Of injured ·victims but, yet, give the'·companies some_ 

definite end where, they know what th·e liability is going. to be. ·. Then, require 

them, if you.want to,to bffercoverage a~-ve $100 thousand; upto $1 million. 

Compani.es would l;>e 'willing to do that. 

$. CONNELL: Mr.Czech,, p~rt of our study has to do with physical 

damage costs here, which take. up .about. 65% or 70% of .the premium qolla:r. Do 

you: have ariy recommendations· along those liri.es.? 

· CZECH: That is a tough· probJ.em~. We have been wrest+ing with th_at 

ourse.lves in our Association and we really don't have any answ;,;rs to _it •. We. 

have join~d - 'or I aI!1 ~of sure ~e did, we thoug~t about joinfog ori.e t~l!le in an 

amicus brief with one of the J,,_arge auto companies who was suing General Motor13 
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and some of the auto companies because of some anti trust implications on 

crash parts and the Federal Trade Commission has been involved in this too. 

Everyone is trying to get a handle on the cost of crash parts. 

MR. CONNELL: Do you agree with what they just presently did in 

New York, where the carrier, as I understand it - I only know what I read in 

the New York Times - has to go out and take a picture of the car before they 

write it, or examine the car? Do you think that will help? 

MR. CZECH: Well, it m~y help but we don't agree with it because 

we think it is going to cost as much, if not more, to go through that process 

of verification than you are actually saving on the other end. 

Now, whenever you set up a scheme like that to get at fraud, or 

whatever, you really have to be careful that you don't set up something that 

costs more than the savings that actually may accrue from the whole process 

that you are going through. I think that is what is going to happen in New 

York. That is as expensive as can be, to send somebody out to verify the 

existence of every car. There are a lot of cars in New York. 

MR. CONNELL: One more question. Is it possible for an insurance 

company to have an underwriting loss but have a profit? In-!?.ther words, isn't 

it true that a good deal of the companies actually have had - 'and I won't use 

the word reasonable, I don't know what reas.onable profits are profits while 

incurring an underwriting loss? Could you explain how you give investment 

profit to the rating system, if any? 

MR. CZECH: Well, I can explain that process, I think satisfactorily, 

to the Commission. Obviously, 'companies do make money on investment income. In 

fact, if it wasn't for investment income a lot of them wouldn't have survived the 

last three years with the $9 billion in the underwriting profits. That is. the 

only thing that saved a lot of companies. In that process of losing $9 billion 

in underwriting, a lot of them also lost money overall. Their investment 

income was not enough to give them an overall profit. And, there have been 

many companies in the last three years that'have suffered total _losses - period 

factoring in both investment income and underwriting. It was a mixed. bag: some 

did and some didn't. But, there were a lot that did lose and when_that_happens 

the only ·way they can.pay those claims is out of their surplus. They have 

surplus set aside. They have to go into that to pay claims. So, that happens. 

But, 'what you have today is some improve1J1ent in the situation. 

I think last ·yeatj_'s results showed th~ companies only lost about $2 1/2 billion -

or whatever it was • 
.MR. DUNCAN: Is that underwriting? 

MR. CZECH: Underwriting. 

MR. DUNCAN: But they made profits, though? 

MR. CZECH: They made profits, overall, because of their investment 

income. Again, in New Jersey the Insurance Department does factor in,in some 

way,the possibility and the potential investment income that companies are 

supposedly going to make in the rate filing. 

MR. DUNCAN: I am not quite clear about that. What you are saying 

is that the State of New Jersey says that some of the profits that are made 

on investment income must be given to the rating program and you are happy with 

this arrangement? 

MR. CZECH: We are what? 
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MR. DUNCAN: You.are happy With that kind of _an arrangement? 

MR. CZECH: .No, we are not happy with that kin:d of an arrangemenL· 

MR._ DUNCAN: You are not happy with it? 

·. MR. CZECH; We generally ·acquiesce to it but it is so. :unpredictable 

that the company dbesn I { know wlletbe:r it is going to have a~ ,in:.;estmentProfi t' 

or riot. · The.re was a time in ' 7 3 when they didn ' t. If tha;t is already factored 

into the ra;t::e and you lose money in 'i:mderwri ting and you lose money in invest.:. 

ments, your rate is already inade\quate _because they have fact~recf i~ an inv~st-
. . 

. ment profit ;but, yet, you are suffering an investment loss. And, it. doesn't. 

work the other way around. If you.have an investment lqss, they,dc;,n't factor 

that into your rate filing. Yqu don't get it back. You have lost it.· That 

is a misconception that eiists here . i_n New Jersey. · I am. glad· you :brought. that 

point up. · The Commissioner• pa:r;:titiilariy says this all the time and it is j.ust 

totally -wrong. And, the trial lawyerl3 say this. It 1s just an incorrect 

statement~ They are saying that CQlnp~ies' are. raising pr_eilliUIIIS to recover 

inves~ment losses·..: stock market losses. That is just si~ply against the rating 

law. Companies can't do•that~ The only thing you get in a· rate increase is 

. the . ability to prevent. future. losses~ You can:' t :recover past iosses. once·_ you 

have lost money, either inyestment incom~ or underwriting, you have lost it: 

ther~ is no way you ~an get ±t back. And, no matter what anybod}' s·~ys in any 

state in the country, that just doesn't happen in a rate increase. ·· 

MR- DUNCAN: ~at answ~rs my question.·· 

SENATOR MENZA: Tom, q.6_ you have something 

-ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: I was a member -of .the 

~lse? 

'first-Commission and it . . ., . 

is very nice to hear s~~ebody;be so frank. and so honest with us. But, I remember 
. .·. ·.· ·, . 

so well the insurance companies...imostof them backed the no .limit medical iri 

·. those days. I am glad.to hear someone admit it tci me an:d I admire ypur frankne~s; 

Mr. Czech~ 

SENA'-!'OR MEN';?;A: May we hear from Mr •. Fox q.ow, We are going to break 

. at 12: 15 · and come back a,t i: 00 and the I o'clock witness will be Mr. Brown 

followed. by Mr~_ Stern. 

I a.ni sorry/ Mr. Fox, we are ·:r;:1mning quite behind. 

W I,L:L I A tll · F Ox: Senator Menza, members of the Commission, Laurine, 

members of the Commission, gentlemen: Weh~ddi~cussed, earlie~, briefing 

the ~taterrient in vie~ of the pressuiel:!_~f tim~. I. am William Fox,Jr. ·I am 

Vice President of the,Alliil.nce. of America.n·Insurers. Our Organization origina;!.1y 

was known as the America~ Mutuai Insurance Alliance · and is a nationai association . . . ,, . . .. 

of more than 100 insurance ·companies, providing automobile, homeowners, workers·r 

compensation and othe.:t ·forms ·of persona;!. and business insurance. -Many of our 

member companies prov,ide- coverage for the New Je~sey ins~rance buying public. 

I might add; as an aside, that while _I am sitting he~e with two . 

distingiiished~olleagutcis, ther~ was no collaboration on an:y oi: our parts. I 

didn't see their statements. They didn't see mine. Yo~ will find, though, that, 

on most issues I would'agree withbbth·Mr. Nangle and Mr. Czech. 

I will do this in less th.¢ 10 minutes. _During the past several· 

months I have appeared on ri.umerous occasions before the Legislature to COill111ent ' 

on the insurance problemscU:r:i:entlyfacing New Jersey,motorists~· 

During 0 th~se appearances I'have tried to·carefullydocument some of 
the p:r:ogrcun~ that could ben~fici~lly 'WOrk to .help. allev~at~ t_hose problems. 



Today, at your request, I will confi_ne my remarks to the subject of what changes 

should be made in New Jersey's existing no-fault laws. 

Let me begin my general overview of New Jersey no-fault with a 

discussion of the $200 tort liability threshold. I don't need to discribe it 

to you. A preliminary sample of available automobile insurance company claim 

experience we analyzed shows, however, that the average no-fault medical bill 

being submitted by New Jersey drivers is $279 - more than enough to exceed the 

$200 threshold and start a lawsuit _for "pain and suffering." 

The sample also shows that the New Jersey no-fault law is generating 

higher medical and hospital costs compared to no-fault costs in comparable 

eastern urban states like New York. 

I offer you the following statistics to illustrate the dimensions 

of the no-fault problems: The average total no-fault claim in New Jersey is 

running about 57 percent higher t4an in New York. The New Jersey figure was 

$991 compared to New York's $631. This includes doctors' bills, hospital bills 

and lost wages or salary. 

In New Jersey the average no-fault hospital bill was $712, compared 

to $406 in New York - 75 percent higher. 

The average New Jersey no-fault bill for doctors a'nd hospitals 

combined was $899, compared to $508 for New York - a difference of 75 percent. 

These statistics were as of 1975 and current costs, based on inflation 

alone, are most likely even higher. Automobile insurance could become a high

priced luxury for even the safe driver in New Jersey if the present no-fault 

law is not changed to discourage padded medical bills and eliminate unnecessary 

lawsuits which are ultimately reflected in higher insurance premiums. 

In this respect, the Alliance offers the following remedial proposals 

which can help alleviate the difficult auto insurance situation in the State: 

The $200 threshold in the present law_should be replaced with a 

verbal threshold allowing lawsuits only for cases involving carefully defined 

serious injury or death. The result has been that too many lawsuits are still 

being filed despite the availability of unlimited no-fault medical benefits 

without resorting to a lawsuit. 

No-fault auto insurance should be subject to a medical fee schedule 

as we now have for Workers' Compensation. There is presently no limit on what 

a hospital may charge auto accident victims. 

Pena~_ties should be imposed for health care providers who deliberately 

overcharge no-fault victims for their services. 

The New Jersey no-fault law went into effect in 1973. It was enacted 

by the legislature in order to bring about prompt payment of economic losses to 

persons injured in auto accidents, to eliminate most lawsuits for bodily injury 

arising out of auto accidents in New Jersey, thereby easing the burdens on the 

courts, and to bring about insurance premium savings for New Jersey motorists. 

While we were in agreement with the first two objectives, the Alliance 

seriously questioned whether the law, which provided for unlimited first-party 

medical benefits with only a $200 threshold, could deliver any legitimate premium 

savings. During several appearances before the legislature and in several 

study reports filed with the legislature, we cautioned that ·the combination of 

unlimited medical benefits and low threshold would not allow the no-fault 

concept to work as well as it should. 
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Unfortunately, our doubts were.weli tal\:en. These unlimited medical 

payments in combination with an::urii-ealistic threshold has compounded the problem· 

of- inflated claim costs with only a slight reduction in lawsuits in Ne~ Jersey. 

This combination has inhibited the New jersey law from work;i.ng asit wa~ 

supposed to,. 
Fortunately., the Legislature has just passed a bill limiting medical 

payments from an insurance company to $75,000 with any monies above'that amount 

to cori)e from an all-industry pool t6 which ali ineurers _must contribute~ This 

_change in the no-fault law is expect~d;to alleviate the financial pressure on. 

_the smaller insurance company in New Jersey and to meke it eci.sier for such 

companies to find reinsurance th_ey ma:y need at an affordablEi rate. This legis

lation is now befor_e Governor Byr·ne. A_ recent Federal Department of Transporta

tion study noted this small company problem and suggested the kind of solution 

now before the Governor. 
- Also pending is legislation· to change the $iOO threshold to a verbal 

threshold and to establish a Iriedical fee schedule.for no..::f'ault-cases in order 

to help coqtrol unwar{-anted costs. This is the bill - A-3164 - sponsored by 

Assemblyman Bornheimer. ~ The_ Allic~nce h~s testified several times in f_avor of 
this measure. The bill, _how,ever, still remains in the Assembly Insurance 

Committee. 

··- This Study Commission has asked for comment on the use of collateral 

sources in paying for. no,..;fault 1njuri·es. · At pre.sent, auto irisuran.ce is the 

primary payer. To change:lhe law to 'force people·to accept Blue Cross or 

accident and health cov-erageas the pr:i~arysource to basic insurance for medical 

expenses.caused by car accidents,· would be_the ultimate consumer ripoff. Such 

a move would only shift the :cost of.insurance - not lower it.,. and would also 

force, rion-car users · to' eubsidiie those who own and drive cats'. Once consumers 
understand this, it.isdoubtf~l they would like it. 

If duplicate, coverage or. double payments fo-r the same accident is 
an intolerable waste, then the solution is.easy - BlueCross·can simply·stipulate 

. that. it. \'liH .not .pay :ben~fits whe:r:e no...:ra:~lt auto insurance_ is available. 

·- .. Making B-lue C:i:'oss pay for auto accidents will net reduce no-fault 

auto insurance costs signifi~antly. Most. likely,. it will eventually increase 
no-fault premiums since _each insuran~e ciaim would have to be inveetigated· to. 
determine if any -other insurance benefit~ existed. Also; such a propos~lwould 
force driv~rs to exhaut3t their Bl~e Cross ... ~l~e Shield, or other hospi"tal-~edical 
benefits, _which may Bel.sorelyneeded·J,ater 'ror non-auto accident related sickness 
or injuries. 

In.Maryland, an·experiment to.have Blu~ Cro~s' administer auto no
fault claims and coverage for the Marylari9- Auto Insurance' Fund was disastrous.· 

. ' 

The State.finally dropped Blue Cross in 1974 because of their poor service 
performance. 

· And, in_ P~nnsylvania Blue c;oss-:-Blue Shield wa·s recently in a real 

· dilemma. Their Philadelphia Plan couldn't agree with most of the hospitals in 

the area on contract terms. So, meanwhile if you had Blue Cross coverage it 

paid only modest amounts instead of the ~ull service benefits the po~icy called 

for. The Blue Cross subscriber had to pickup the difference-out of his own 

pocket. Is this the kind of situation we.want to force on auto insurance 
poHcyholders in New Jersey? 



One more point: Auto insurance companies in New Jersey pay state 

taxes on no-.fault premiums collected from their customers. Blue Cross pays no 

such taxes and would not do so if they are given a monopoly over auto accident 

medical insurance. 

In this respect, it is significant to note that in Michigan and 

Pennsylvania where no-fault law lets the customer choose whom he wants to be the 

primary payer of auto accident injuries, nearly all drivers choose no-fault 

over Blue Cross. 

On the question of extending the no-fault law to cover commercial 

vehicles, we would favor such a move and suggest a loss transfer mechanism -

subrogation - be set up to balance the equities so that operators of trucks, 

buses and taxi fleets do not pay less for no-fault at the expense of the 

State's passenger car operators. 

As regards coverage of PIP benefits, we would like the law to cover 

all occupants of an insured vehicle and not just the named insured, spouse and 

resident relatives. 

In the area of tort, the present New Jersey law provides for a 

comparative negligence provision of the Wisconsin type. This means that if a 

person is not more at fault than the other person or person~'involved in the 

accident, he or she should be able to recover a proportionate amount of damages, 

i.e., if one is 40 percent at fault, they are entitled to 60 percent of damages. 

This seems more socially beneficial and productive than the contributory negli

gence system it replaced where any degree of fault barred recovery for serious 

injury involving non-economic loss. 

On the question of no-fault property damage, insurance department 

and independent surveys have shown that car owners were much more negative 

toward no-fault in Michigan and Massachusetts where the law applied to vehicle 

damage as well as bodily injury, compared to states where no-fault applies to 

bodily injury only. Some 45 percent of Michigan car owners said that no-fault 

was not desirable, compared with only 30 percent who favored such a law. In 

Massachusetts, 34 percent said no-fault was not desirable, compared with 48 

percent who favored it. Massachusetts has since dropped no-fault property 

damage. 

Our own studies have shown that extending no-fault to cover vehicle 

damage will raise the,price of vehicle damage coverage for most motorists at 

the outset and for all motorists eventually. This substantiates Massachusetts 

experience with no-fault vehicle damage which I indicated had to be abandoned. 

The problem of high vehicle damage repair costs remains a pernicious 

one. 

Insurance companies are fighting the rising cost of auto repairs 

by urging auto body shops to repair damaged parts whenever possible instead of 

replacing them with more expensive new parts. In addition, the insurance 

industry encourages body shops to use demonstrated new methods of repair, 

especially with aluminum and plastic parts. 

The insurance industry also supports Federal regulations requiring 

auto manufacturers to build more crash-resistant cars. For example, the 

Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, which has the support of the bulk of 

U.S. auto insurers, continues to stress the importance of implementing strict 

standards for front and rear bumpers on new cars. The Insurance Institute 
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recently test;ified before~ House ~ubco!ll£llittee. hearing that test.a .show new 

. car bumpers actually flout .the i_ntent of Federal reguiations for damage

resistant .bumper.a. IIHS tests show: that 1977 model G.ars still incµr many . 

hundreds of dollars worth of needless damage in corner bumpsas ).ow as five 

mi.lea per hour. 

As· regards _cost and price e,cperience, the recent DOT Report I 

mentioned earlier stated that - and I think, th,is. is vital to your whole study -

"No-Fault reform implies a trade-off between cost saving features and higher 

economic loss, benefit:s. ' Depending On the trade-off chosen,.·. any particular 

No-Fau'lt plan can result in higher premiums,• lower pre,niwns, or .no change at 

alL Benefit maximizing No-Fault pl'i:ms must· be accompanied by strong cost· 

s;:i.ving f~atures ·if•. insurcince prices ar,e to . l;>e. held in check. 11 

.This has not been the case in New Je:i;-sey. Discounting inflation, 

the problem of accident and claim frequencies and severi:ties, the inadequate 

thresh,o.ld and increases in jury aw~rds and claim settlements,. have helped boost -

insurance costs higher. Based on 'limited data, DOT - and thi.s. is the study that 

Mr. Connell has - roughly estimates.that.no-fault premiums have increased 86 

percent in the Newark area - 70 · perc.e.~t attributable· to inflation and. 16 percent · 

to no.,;fault. .In rural New Jersey the il).crease was 121 percent .,.. 84 _percent 

attributable to inflation and 3_7 percent due to no-fault. 
' . . . . 
In conclusion., let me say that all-in-all New Jersey-'-

SENATOR PARKER: .. Excuse· me •. ttow.can that bel 
MR. FOX: Pardon·ine? . . - . . . . 

SENATOR PARKER: I dori' t .understand 84 ·•.plus · 37 • Yes, that totals it .• 

Okay, I'm sorry. 

MR~ FOX: Okay; I'.m gl,ad it does. I don't have my calculator .with 

me. 

In conclusion, let me say that.all-in-all New.jersey and otherno

fault:' ~t:ates have been -~ iaboratory .for. experii-nentation with the no-'-.fault idea. 

We are.finding outwhat.wor~s and what does not and will have an opportunity 

· to remedy any deficiencies without total disruption of. the. ins.urance mechanism .or 

of co:q.s~er wants and neeq.s •. It woul~ seem that this st~te-by-state process· 

is preferc;1.ble to :having a new and untested. system forced on · the states through · ··· 

an inflexible national program of F_ederal st~dards. 

I. hope youw,i,11 ,find .this information helpful in your deliberations 

and I thank you for the opportunity to cormne·nt on this important issue. I 

would be happy, if pos~ible, ·. to answer any questions. If I don't know. the 

answer, I will get it for you • 

. SENA'l,'OR MENZA: ·senator Parker. 

SENATOR P!\Rl{ER: On page 2you refer .to what I.believe is one of 

the major p:roblems :-- the hospital-costs anq the medical costs. You indicated 

on the next page that.NewJerseyWorkmeriS'· Compensation had a medical pay'."'.out 

schedule. I amnot.aware of such a schedule. 
. ·- . . 

MR. FOX: I think there is·soine kind of a gui<;ieli~e schedule. 

SENATOR PARKER:; . ,No. The on.J,.y thing in Workmens I Comperisati~n that 

might 'be .appiicable would.~·· the _lack o.f·· £:ree choice of physician, or· hospital. 

That is why I wanted to ask tha,t questiqn first.. .·· · ·_. · . · - -. . · .. 

.. MR. FOX: Since rou have m:entioned :the medi~-al fee schedul'e and 

amendments to the New York.no-;-fault law have been.mentioned, ;j,n the- so-called 



reform package in New York, where there is a fee schedule for workmens' comp, 

they have i~cluded as a break on the cost of medical a workmens' compensation 

fee schedule. We don't necessarily need a workers' compensation fee schedule, 

perhaps the Blue·cross-Blue·shield schedule would ao. 

SENATOR PARKER: How do you propose to ho~d down medical costs without 

a fee schedule, or without limiting the free choice of physician? 

MR. FOX: There is no way to limit it without a fee schedule and,· 

frankly,. free choice -of physician, in some cases, could limit medical costs. 

But, I think we are past the day. \I don't think free choice of physician .in 

workers' comp has that much effect on cost. I think it is basically used .in a 

lot of states.so that an employee can get immediate, proper treatment, rather 

than any limitation of cost. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN:. You know, there is no medical fee. The free 

choice of doctors would no nothing but really up the cost of workmens' compensa-. 

tion. The Federal program - the Longsho:temens' Act - has free choice of doctors 

in it. It is a much more expensive p:rogram than New Jersey Workmens' Compensation. 

So_, there are no medical fees that I know of. I don't know how you can say that 

in your statement.-

MR. FOX: Well, we could use a medical fee schedule. The Commission 

could design a medical fee schedule. They could take a workers' compensation 

fee schedule from another ·state. They could take a Blue Shield or a Blue Cross 

fee schedule. 

SENATOR PARKER:. In that regard, if.that is so what happens is, under 

Medicaid and Blue Cross-Blue Shield, and the others, the individual then has to 

pay the difference. It doesn't reduce the doctors' fees. 

MR. FOX: With unlimited medical you'say the person.would have to 
pay? 

SENATOR PARKER: They do now. They pay the -difference. The doctor 

still bills you $100 for his visit and the Blue Cross only pays $68 of it. 

MR. -FOX: That is why :i; said you have your choice. The Commission 

could design'a fee schedule which they feel is adequate and a doctor could not 

charge more than that. This is the only way you can limit cost. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: How.do you make a doctor participate in· a fee 
schedule if he doesn't want to? Blue Cross can't make them do it. 

MR. FOX: His membership in Blue Shield is voluntary: he doesn't have 
to belong. 

SENA~OR PARKER: Bill, one further thing. All thr~e of you witnes_ses 
have indicated that you want a verbal limitation· and no threshold. 

MR. FOX: I disagree, Senator Parker. It is not no threshold:· it is 
serious and permanent injury. 

SENATOR PARKER: Are you familiar with the Workmens.' Compensation 

statute in New Jersey and the definition of partial permanent disability? 
. MR. Ji'OX: Yes. 

SENATOR PARKER: How do you feel'that would limit lawsuits in the 

light of the experience under our Workmens' Compensation law? 

·MR. FOX: I am sure there is a disagreement as to what a permanent 

partial loss is under the New Jersey Workmens' Compensation Law. We get back 

again to the statement that was made earlier: The small claims are overpaid 

and the larger claims are underpaid. 

SENATOR PARKER: Well, that is the claim that Workmens' Compensation 
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makes. 
MR. FOX: Well, that's it • 
. SENATOR PARKER: I don't understand how all of you feei that that 

is going to lessen litigation and lessen cost because my experience is that 

everything is paid .in Workmens' Compensation and the same cry is being made there. 
' . 

I don't understand how that is going to hold your cost down. 

MR. FOX: Senator Parker, you participated in several Workmeris' 

Compensation studies. There was voluminous testimony ori this subject. The 
same thing is happening today. I don't.know what the answer is, except to change 

the rules. 
MR. GREEN: Bill, I would like to ask you a question. You are. 

familiar with Puerto Rico, aren't you? 

MR. FOX: Not very well. I have never been there.• 
MR. GREEN: Well , .in Puerto Rico, because of · overutilization and 

fraud, etc. in_theirmedical payment cl-aims, they are developing a-program of 

creating a Medical EvaluatiOI). Committee.,· consisting of a psychiatrist; a surgeon, 

a neurologist, an internist, and so forth and-they are going into the question 

of fixing certain fees. and so forth. Would you suggest something like that 

in New Jersey? 

MR. FOX: That is what I had in mind but, as Senator Parker says, 
unless_ you make it mandatory.and unless it is in the st:atute,the doctor will 

back bill you. 
MR. CONNELL: Mr.' Fox, we have. heard the term "trade-off". used a 

number of times here this•morning and I am curious, have you done any_studies 

as to what effect a verbal threshold would have in New Jersey with respect to 

premium savings-? 

MR. FOX: No, I have not. 

MR. CONNELL: You have not. -But, you do recommend a change in the 

threshold without any actuarial data to back up a savings? 

MR. FOX: I think that the Commission, before they decide what they 
should do, should have that information. 

MR. CONNELL: I am asking you, Mr. Fox, whether you have it? 

MR. FOX: I don't have it •. Thi.s is a trade association. It is not 
a rating -organization •. That should come from the rating. Organization. 

MR. CONNELL: And you don't have that information from any rating 
organization? 

MR. FOX: 
; 
II don't have that. 

MR. CONNELL: So,· the citizens of this State are the oµes that are.· 

going to be trading off if they accept these recommendati·ons? 

MR. FOX: No. These are.strictly recommendations for your action. 
We are not saying "do .. this" or "do that." 

MR. CONNELL: No, but you used the term trade-off and r· think it is 

incumbent upon this Commission to advise the Legislature e·xactly what the citizens 
are trading off f.or what. 

MR. FOX: I agree with you. 

MR. CONNELL: And so f_ar no one has told· us what any cost savings will·· 

actually appear, if there is "this trade-off." 

MR. FOX: . I think you have right with you the Insurance Department 
that can secure that data ·for you. 
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MR. CONNELL: Thank you. Can you secure some of that data for us 

and supply it? You know, everybody here has been critical of our Insurance 

Department and saying that the Legislature and everybody has been relying on 

the Insurance Department. Well, why not have the industry supply us with some 

information? We are going to rely on tpe Insurance Department. Can you supply 

us with some information? 

MR. FOX: I am sure that the Insurance Department will secure the 

information from the companies, review it, test it, before they make any 

recommendation to the Commission. 

Ultimately, it comes from the companies to the Department. 

SENATOR MENZA: One last question which I would like to address to 

all of you. What do you people think about the New Jersey system? It has been 

characterized as the worst in the nation. Be objective and try to tell the 

truth. Of course, you are telling the truth, but be objective. 

think? Is it the worst in the nation? 

What do you 

MR. FOX: I honestly have not had enough experience in other than a 

handful of states. Of the states in which I have been operating in recent years, 

I would say it is the worst of those states. 

SENATOR MENZA: Mr. Nangle? 

MR. NANGLE: Mr. Chairman, don't take my word for it, take the 

Department of Justice's word. In the report they released last December or 

January, they tore the system up in rating the situation up here. 

SENATOR MENZA: The Department of Justice? 

MR. NANGLE: The Department of Justice. 

MR. DUNCAN: Was that rating or no-faulti 

MR. NANGLE: That was on the rating. 

MR. DUNCAN: Oh, we are not talking about rating here; we are 

talking about no-fault. 

MR. NANGLE: By the way, if I may - just to answer one question you 

had - I would be the last one in the world to say that we were doing this strictly 

for altruism. I will not deny that some of our people are profit motivated. 

They way we are going now we are drowning and we may have a chance if we improve 

the no-fault law. 

Senator Magnuson, down there in Washington, will tell this Commis.sion 

what you will do if he has his way and they have not characterized New Jersey 

as having a desirable situation. They have held up Michigan as the closest 

answer to the world's problems in no-fault. Everybody thought no-fault on the 

national level was dead but, believe me, it is not. They are having House. 

and Senate hearings all this week and they are trying to kick it out of the 

House by the end of this month - kick it out of the House Committee. We haven't 

got the votes to defeat national no-fault. That is one of the reasons why this 

Association - our Association - is anxious to have New Jersey and any other state 

who has problems with their experimentation do something sensible and in a sane 

way to answer the Federal critics because they are very close to telling New Jersey 

what they are going to do and there is ho ifs, ands, or buts about it. And, they 

will do it. 

SENATOR MENZA: I take it the insurance industry does not want no-fault 

on a national level? 

MR. NANGLE: That is not exactly true and Mr. Czech may climb all over 
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me for that. The National Association of' Independent Insurers wants the 
regulation of the .insurance business to stay with the states. • We think that 

even in a state like New Jersey the Insurance Department knows the-problems 

and the demography and the geography and the people and the needs of the people 

of that state a hell of a lot-better than some Federal bureaucrat does who 

wants everything on one form, one rate, ·one this, one that, from New York to 

Wyoming. We have fought the Federal standards approach. We have proposed and 

we favor the balanced benefit level and threshold approach, that is, the no-fault 

approach in the states. We think the expe.rime~tation should go on in the .·states. 

SENATOR MENZA: You will take· the lesser bureaucracy? . 

MR. NANGLE: It has been described differently than that but that is 

about it. 
MR. CZECH: Mr. Cb.airman? 
SENATOR MENZA: Briefly, Mr. Czech, we ·are going to break riow. 

MR. CZECH: I don't want to·debate Federal no-fault but our Associa

tion is on record - we ha,ve been ever since the beginning -_favoring a Federal 

no-fault·bill, although we have favored. state action as well. But,. we haven't 

seen any adequate state-action so we are still pushing, very strongly, for a· 

Federal no-fault law. Individual companies who are members of my~~~llow trade 
associations do support the Federal no-fault bill. 

You asked.a question about New Jersey's no-fault law in regard to 
other states. In one way, it is as good.as, arid better than,other states in 

that you have high benefits _and you have unlimited medical. In that regard 

it is serving the consumers very well - the consumers of N.ew Jersey. But, on 

the other hand, it doesn't have the tort threshold and in that regard it is the 

worst. It is a $200 threshold and there are some states that have what is ' . 

called an "add-on" where yoti simply buy additional first partybenefite. -But, 

they can't be compared to New Jersey because they are minimal first party 

benefits of maybe $2,000, or $3,000, or --

SENATOR MENZA: You put it all together and strike a mean and it 

-is fair: it is not best and it is not the worst, I would think. 
MR. FOX: This is the Magnuson bill; $100,000 medical and 

rehabilitation expenses alternatively and $250,000 for. longer than 2 years: 

$12,000 wage loss: $7,300 loss of services: $1,000 survivors benefits with an 
adjustment upward or qownward depending-upon the state's per capita income: 
insurers must offer up to $1 million in coverage with minimal residual liability 

. i • . 

of $1,530, but the tort threshold is 6 months of continuous total disability. 
Other exceptions to the tort exemption are death, permanent loss of an important· 

bodily function, significant scarring or disfigurement, and other serious and 
permanent injury. 

SENATOR MENZA: We know. We read the Star Ledger. Thank you very 
much. We wiJ:lconvene again -at 1:05.and Mr. Browri wilJ; be the first witness. 

(lunch break) 

AFTER LUNCH 

SENATOR MENZA: Members of the Commission, we have· five more 

witnesses and we would like to break at a: reasonable- time. Mr. Brown was 
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slated for 11:00. 
Mr. Brown is an attorney and a Trustee for the Committee for 

the Reform of Civil Litigation. He has a prepared statement which is before 

all of you. 

Mo RR Is BROWN: Mr. Chairman, members of the Commission, I do have.a 

prepared statement. You have a copy. I would like after that - it is a brief 

statement - to make some comments outside the statement after having heard 

some of the testimony this morning and having thought some more about what I 

might have included in the statement. I also, for the record, would like to 

note that I am appearing on behalf of the Association of Trial Lawyers of 

America, New Jersey Branch, with a membership in excess of 900 in New Jersey. 

For the record also, I noted that when the insurance represent~tives testified, 

each of them wore. a jacket. You will note that I didn't. I suppose they are 

either cooler or more cold blooded than I am, or we are, and I hope you will forgive 

me for not having that jacket on. 

I am pleased to appear. before this initial hearing of your distinguished 

Commission established to study no-fault automobile insurance and related 

questions. The fact that you are holding this and a similar_ hearing in Elizabeth 
-....... 

only a relatively short time after the Commission was constituted, serves as a 

tribute to your serious· intent. 

I want to make special note of the fact, on behalf of our Committee, 

that we called for enactment of this Commission as soon as we were reconstituted 

some months ago. 

The Committee for Reform in· Civil Litigation first was organized 

in 1971,· as an ad hoc group largely composed of attorneys, in an effort to 

separate some df the facts concerning automobile insurance from the many slogans 

that were being advanced, particularly those dealing with the concept of so

called no-fault. We were not organized as "aginners." Our objective was to 

attempt to gain for the public some of the benefits of the new ideas that were 

being advanced in the insurance field without unfair sacrifice of the right of 

the average citizen to obtain justice in the courts of law. 

We think that the no-fault plan which became effective on January 1, 

1973 has gone along way toward meeting the objectives studied by the Commission 

in 1971 and 1972. We think New Jersey, more than most other states, has achieved 

meaningful benefits at fair costs for the citizens of .this State who might be 

injured in automobile accidents. 

Today, again, we see that our law and the concepts which the 
Commission worked for are under renewed attack and the parallels with 1971 are 
striking. The panacea-filled millennium is at hand: If only citizens would not 

use the courts to sue, we would have the answer to our prayers - lower insurance 
costs. This can be carried one logical step forward: If you take away the right 

.of people to sue - that is, innocent people. - for injuries caused by careless 

people, we wouldn't even need insurance against lawsuits.because there would be 
no 1·awsui ts. 

Indeed, insurance costs have risen, but not because of New Jersey's 

"defective" no-fault law. We heard that testimony today very clearly from 

portions of the insurance industry. Most importantly, costs have not risen 

because of the fact that people may make claims for personal injury. 

I am pleased to leave with you our basic position paper attached to 
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. . . 

tbis ~tatement, headed, "Wrong Target, W:rong Weapon.'' Not only do the statistics 

in this !)aper show that the_ percentage of the premium dollar attri.butable to 

personal i~ju:r-y d~opped substantially, . but that the actual cost of the mandatory 

.bodily liability coverage has dropped some 12% between 1972 and 1977 ,,. an era 
. . . 

of marked inflation in almost any other ·area. This statement, by and large; 

speaks for. itself.· Urifortunately;these facts and.many otllers that·sustafo the 

present.approach in automobile insurance·:tiave been obscu~ed by ~loganeering 

rhetoric ·and selective use cif information. 

·. There are' in the next parac1;raph' certain statements ~hi.ch you may . 

read. At the time of the ca'mmi.ssion hearings in 1971 arid ±972, you may remember -

some of you were members of that cofuinissiori - that the Commission recommended a . .. 

$100 threshold. Our,Committeewas d,i;cussing, very seriously, the $500 threshold 

as was set in Massadh~setts. The difference/ al:! you ~ow, is that in Massachusetts 

the $500 threshold does not e~clude, {n coniputing it, hospital costs, x-ray costs, 

and diagnostic CO$ts. But, :i:.n New Je~t:iey; when tpe proposed billcame to the 

Legi~latur~, .the threshold was increased $200,which excluded hospital costs, 

.x-ray costs, and diagnostic -costs. 

A second arya. 'major misstatezrieht of fact has. to·- do with 'the reduction 

in. law si:ii ts. ·. Sonie of the most shrill advocates· of j;t:ti.soning the prese~t 

system cite the fact that there has beeri-~nly a slight decrea~ein ~uto cases 

in the Superior an_d_ County Courts f~om l,97i.:.. ! 72 to i975-' 76. • But;. what. they 

don,' t say is 'that automob±ie cases ih these higher courts dropped from 53% to 

43% of total new cases~ But, more. impo;tantly, automobile acCiderit cases in_ 

the District Courts were reduced by more than -57% ~ from 9.4~ of ali cases to 

only 4%, which took out: ot'the syi:it~rtithose so..:called nuis~6e cases which were· 

alluded to -earlie;, ·.·I think,· by_ Mr. 'cdnnell_ during llis-·quesHoriing of·_a witriess. 

This is a ·striking development with substantial savings to. the taxpaye:1;s,• to 

litigants and to the Coti:d system ... a, sa:1~ing that is convenie~tly pverlooked 

by.the sloganeers. 

- These are but 

being employed, we think, 

. . . 

twe> examples of the verbal e~tra~agances which ~re 

to ciChi~ve a poiitical result 1nsteadof fac:tual 

determinations -that a~e necessary in sirnpl.e )ustice to the people. of New Jersey. 

We know that your study will del~e much deeper into this c~plex qu~stion._ and· 

we are confident that you will come.up with answers that.are fair to all. 

Now, I heard earlier in tesd.~ny that there was some. comment in the 

- local newspapers by p~o'ple studying the q:~estion in Washington and by people 

who testified as expe:iits before a committe~ in Washington; which stated that New 

Jersey has the worst no-f.ciult law in: the nation. t take ex~eption to that. A.s. 

a matter of fact, on the very same day th~t the Sta:r::,Ledger ca~ried ~uch an 

article, headlined'"New.Jersey No--Fauit Rated 'Worst'", there was in the New 

. York Times, Sunday, June 19th, ~n ~rticl~ which carried. -~ statement from t;he 

DOT . Study, which Senato_r Magnuson, Chairman of the Senate COmm!,!rce Committee 

released j-ust that day; and :t;hat study .confirmed - and I read fr.om .it - that. 
. . . ~ . 

. "The .DOT study confirms that good no-fault laws are working efficiently and. 

effectively to compensate 0 ailto accident victims, Senator Magnuson said." It 

then goes on to list th~ 'st~tes where no-fault laws are working effect~vely and. 

efficiently ancl they are Coiorado, Connecticut; Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, 
, . ~ . 

Kansas, Kentucky, l<lassachijsetts, and, t.o skip over some, New Jersey •. So, 

apparently the DOT Study does h<;>t agree with the statemehtsinade by our 
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erstwhile expert, and some other people. 
As a matter of fact, I understand from the testimony that we had 

here this morning from insurance industry representatives that they apparently 

agree that is so. 
In New Jersey, if we have the worst system, we are compensating 

people who deserve to be compensated in all justice, fairly and reasonably. 

'T'hat is what we are doing. We learn that under PIP injured persons are getting 

paid their medical and lost income at a relatively rapid rate. Eighty five 

percent of all victims are getting their medical bills paid in a very short 

period of time. 
The nuisance law suits that we were so concerned about - and I 

believe rightfully so - are out of the system. We are not concerned about that· 

and no one now, that I have heard speak', indicates that that is a problem here 

in the State of New Jersey. We have enacted a comparative negligence law as 

a result, I believe, of a recommendation by the Commission and as a result of 

the recommendation of trial lawyers, which takes care of the problem that was 

talked about, that injured persons are not compensated because of the difficulty 

with the Contributory Negligence law. 

The proponents of an increased threshold, or a ·ve~bal threshold,offer 

us what appears on the surface to be a simplistic panacea, but upon hearing 

the testimony today, it is obvious that that is not the answer. That cannot .be 

the answer because no one has testified, nor· in the many months that I have 

heard this issue discussed have I heard anyone come forth with any proof or any 

statistics or any projections that, by increasing the threshold by even one 

dollar or by changing the threshold to a verbal threshold, or, indeed, by taking away 

the right of anybody to sue - any innocent person to sue - for personal injury, 

one dollar of premium will be reduced to the general public. 

Now, the insurance industry has enough money and enough influence 

to speak for themselves. They came here today with three competent, intelligent, 

knowledgeable men to testify before this Committee, from the insurance industry's 

point of view - and there is no question about that. 

The Commissioner of Insurance attempts in this State - and I think 

he has done an excellent job - to protect the driving public and I commend the 
Commiss·ioner for doing that. But, there is one interest lacking in almost 

every hearing and.that interest is the interest of the innocently injured victim 

of an automobile accident.- that person who may have been injured innocently as 

a result of a careless,' or reckless, motorist and the only voice that that person 

has - that person who is the perspective victim of an automobile accident - is 
the trial lawyer. 

I have heard a lot of things said about the trial lawyer and the 

personal interest of trial lawyers in this matter.and I demur because while we 

have an indirect interest, as everybody does who does a job, we try to do the 

best job we possibly can for our clients in an effort to see that they are 

properly compensated for any injuries, pain, suffering, and disability.within 

the framework of 'the law-and in all justice. And, we are the only ones that 

can appear before a Commission, such as this, to present to such a Commission 

their point of view. There is no other organized group that can do it and we 

are proud to be able to have the opportunity to appear here and present their 

point of view. Not only that, we also, together with the Commissioner, present 
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. . . ·. . 

the pqint of view of those·~ople~ No one in the insurance indust:ry tells us 
that if there is a verbal threshold, or if a:ll suits were thrown e>ut, that. the 

senior citi~en will .have available insurance and affordable.insurance. Isn't 
. . . - - . . .-. . -':,. ·.. . .. ; ' 

that the. goal we are seeking -' to help the sen;i.or person who has to pay excess·ive · 

amounts or who has to be put under an assigned risk plan? No Orte tells us that·· 

the youth under. is years of_age_will have available and.affordable insuranc~ if 
what.the insurance indui:;try tells to do is.done •. No one tells.us that>the.pcior 

personwHl have available or affordable fosurance if he-lives in :Newark or if 
he lives in a ghetto in Camden or, ·_indeed.; even in the City of Perth ·Amboy,. where 
r practice law •. • r have not been t6ld thab and r think this Commission has not 

been told that and .I think no one has been told that. I think until we are 

assured - this Comx:nission·and the people of this State.and the Legislature of 

this St.ate - that there will be affordable; available insurance; only then should 
we even think .about taking away the rights of innocently· injured people.· To take 

. . ·. .· : ' 

away those rights; as I am told, as a tr.ade'.'"off without assuring _us that there. 
is any kind_of a trade-off. is wrong and unjust and unfair and it is 9bviously 

an.effort to increase the profits of the insur~nce industry. And;' there is nothing 

wre>ng with their trying j=.o do that, as long as we recognize'that that is \-I/hat 
we are dealing with, ·on a pui:::e economic }::;asis. '];'hen let's get it out into the open 
and iet's say to the person tomorrow -to you or to members of y6ui:·family, or 
any of your fr.iends who may.~ injured-in'anautomobile a~cident today, or. 

. . . . ~ . 

tomorrow, or next .week - that we have taken your right away.to make claim for 

your personal injur.y, sustained innocently by you as the result of·a careless 

or neg.ligent driver; because there was some commensurate compensation on the. 
other side of _the ledger. Then·, 1et llS ~ay to that injured, ;erso~ what that . 

. commensurate adj~s-tinemt on t:he 6ther side of th~ ledger was and; let us tell him 

or let him.ask us - "well, thatw~s merely to increase the p;ofits:of some insurance 
·company." 

. .,. ,_,·.. - ' . 

Now,. I say that as- an exaggeration, perhaps. But, it is 'too simplistic 

to simply say· 1et us study the· issue ~f th~esholds i_n order to. solve the problem 
. _that exists •. · That is not the only problem,. as members of t~is Commission know. 

The problems have ~en spoken of_ by the insurance industr.y this morniti.g. First·, 
inflation,.· in:t:Tat;i.prt which inc~eases costs of ·damage to mot6r vehicle!s. 

·· · Mr. Connell spc>ke of statistics. · .The premium, ~s- the statistics 

show from the Insurance Coµimissioner•~ ?:ffice, for prope;rty dain~ge..: f~r damage 
to steel, chrome, iron, and metal..; increased by some 78% and the premium for 
personal injury decrec(sed bys~me.12%.. ., . 

Now, we are dealing with prem.j.~s. Is it for uei to.say let us not 
deal with how to meet those costs in order to reduce premiums.,. in order to 

fix up a pie,ce of metal,. ra_ther than dealing with fixing up a body which was 
inju;c-ed, or compensating soil)eone for paid that was suffered? 

. . So, we have inf.lation. We .have increased· costs o-J; property. We 

have the_ issue of increased_ cost~ for -~edicai, increasad costs fo-r- hospital, 
' . ·. . / 

increased _costs· iri ever.y particular area. Let us.see that issue and see 

whether a determination c;:an be made because_the;c-ein, as I understand the 
·testin,iony from_the.insurance industry, lies thep:i;-ol::ilem. 

We_ are dealing wi_th open rating. Is it right or isn't. it right;.? 

I don' t have any answer to · that put will it do the job ox: wqn' t it do the job ? 
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We have the issu~Of .a facility. Will that. help the problem or 

will it not help the problem? That is an issue that may or may not help the 

consumer -motorist anci the.public in this particular area with this particular 

problem. 
And, we also have - as Mr. Green noted earlier and I heard him 

note agai:n - the problem of unlimited medical. ·should there or should not there 

be a cap? Should. there or should not there be. a reinsurance provision over 

a certain amount so that the small insurance company, or any insurance company, 
• 

can spread out the risk that has been so difficult to assert or take in, as it 

were, prior to this time. 
I say to this Commission that nowhere, 

anybody that by increasing any threshold and taking 

yet, has it been shown to 

the rights of innocent 

people away this problem will in any ;way be solved~ The Michigan experience 

hasn' t done it, as I under stand it,, and . it is p.ot .· being done and. I submit that 

this Commission should consider the interest of the innocent victim in a 

greater degree because that is what. we__are dealing with more than pure economic 

factors. 
I thank you for permitting me to appear before you and I would be 

happy to try and answer any questions you may have. 
MR. GREEN: Senator, may I ask a question? Mr. Brown, you mentioned 

before the affordability of insurance. 

MR. BROWN: Excuse me? 

MR. GREEN: You mentioned affordability of insurance. Now, just 
what is your definition of affordability? 

MR. BROWN: I think affordability is a relative term, as you know, 

Mr. Green. But~ as we know it in the State of New Jersey and as I understand 
,what the insurance industry is saying and what the Commissioner's report from 

Mr. Klein said, that premiums are so high that 'insurance is not affordable 
and the publ;ic thinks that insuranc~ is not affordable. 1 The insurance industry· 

,doesn't care whether it is affordable or not. They are interested in making 
a profit and I think that is perfectly proper. They ought to have a profit. 

MR. GREEN: I don't agree with you because we may price ourselves 

out of existence. But, would you go so far as. the State of Hawaii which says 
affordability, if you are on relief, is you pay no insurance premium7 Would 

you go that far in New Jersey? 
MR. BROWN: I doubt that I would go that far. 
MR. GREEN: That's all. 
MR. DUNCAN: Mr. Brown, are you happy with the $200 - is your 

organization happy - threshold? In your estimation is it working because it 
shows some reduced court cases? 

MR. BROWN:_ Not only some. It shows substantially reduced calendar 
congestion. There is no claim anywhere, as 1 I w;iderstand it, that there is any 

further calendar congestion resulting from automobile cases. Our group feels 
that the $200 threshold was thought through well. If I had a choice, I would 

probably go back to no threshold, personally, but I will say to you that 

we feel t~at it is working well and working well in the State of New Jersey. 
Now, Mr. Jaffey's articles have constantly referred to "ripoffs." 

Well, let me say I think when he talks about ripoffs, he talks about ripoffs 

by any - well, I shouldn't refer to individuals - people who do say the doctors 
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are ripping off the public. I don't think that is true. I think the inflationary 

pressure reaches there. 
✓ What I do say is, if anyone--is cheating,-lying, stealing; or thieving, 

that person ought to be caught and punished. I don't think there is any question 

about that. 
The fact that there is. a $200 threshold, I disagree with--- I think 

statistics show that.there are. those who do but, by and large, people are honest. 

They don't go out to get over $200 in medical bills. 

MR. DUNCAN: Are you saying_there is no fraud. - that is l1ttle or 

no fraud going on? 
MR. BROWN: I think that that is. true rui.d I think that there are 

certain instances which were referred to in the newspapers of $75 thousand, or 

$50 thousand, in fraud. _ That has absolutely nothing to do with the $200 

threshold and if those people are guilty c:,f fraud, they ought to be caught 

and punished. 

MR. DUNCAN.: But, you don't feel that there would be people that 

would - unscrupulous people-,- And, I will mention that there are unscrupulous 

doctors as there are unscrupulous lawyers and agents and what have.you. 

MR. BROWN: Everybody. 

MR. DUNCAN: But there is not a certain amount, under thi"s $200 

tort, that would tend to stretch it to the $200 in order to get into the arena 

of suit? Does it or doesn't it exist? 

MR. BROWN: I would assume it-does but I would assume not in any 

majority of cases. 

MR. DUNCAN: Ten percent? 

MR. BROWN: In every area of the law where people make claim, in 

every area where the. law permits.claims to be. made, there are those' that will 

exaggerate claims or those who will take a witness stand and.not tell the 

truth and we have dealt with that for hundreds of years. It is the court 

system and the jury system :that is designed to weed out those. people who are 

exaggerating their claim. I think the jury system has done that well over 400 

years. 

MR. DUNCAN: How can you respond<to a cap? Do you have any feelings 

on that, or does your association have any feelings on that? 

MR. BROWN: our .association came out in favor of it - when it was 
introduced at $25,000 - with reinsurance; as proposed, over $25,000. It was 
increased to $75,000 ,ana we are in favor of· t.hat. 

MR. DUNCAN: Well, in fact, then the companies and .attorneys, as 

such, are really not that far apart. You agree with the companies on a cap. 

It seems.that companies would like a reasonable cap. Do you believe that in any 

kind of a situation where claims are above $100, OCYO Insur'ance companies should be forced 

to pay into a fund so that. amounts above that would be taken care of out of this 

fund, or do you like. the idea that .a person gets $100,000 and then purchases 

higher amounts? 

MR.. BROWN.: Ih terms of PIP? 

MR. DUNCAN: PIP. Strictly speaking. 

MR. BROWN: I really have not come to any serious conclusion about 

that because I haven'.t heardthe arguments on either side. -If I did, I might 

_then come to some rational conclusion. 
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MR. DUNCAN: Well, how does your association .feel about the File 

and Use law, as opposed to some type of a Use and File, even through we are not 

in it? 

MR. BROWN: Again, I don't know all of the facts attendant to that 

problem. As I indicated earlier, those are problems which I believe this 

Commission should consider. It may be that the Coffi1!1issioner can better help 

you than I. I would also, if I were you, sit and listen to the arguments and 

the statistics and make a conclusion based upon that. But, I do not have a 

conclusion about that today. 

MR. DUNCAN: J·ust one final question. Attorneys,· in effect, earn 

money from the system even if it doesn't go to suit on the assumption they 

represent clients for a fee, so that part of the system goes to attorneys, 

even though it is not in suit, isn't that true? Or, am I wrong in assuming 

that? 

MR. BROWN: Do you mean in terms of third party claims? 

MR. DUNCAN: Yes. 

MR. BROWN: Oh, I say there are many cases that are settled prior 

to suit, sure. 

MR. DUNCAN: Would there be anything in the alleg~ation that an 

unnaturally low threshold would actually help attorneys in the essence that 

with a low threshold, companies would tend to settle rather than go to suit? 

MR. BROWN: I think that has no bearing on the issue. 

MR. DUNCAN: It has no bearing, nor no truth? 

MR. BROWN: No. 

MR. DUNCAN: Thank you very much. 

MR. BROWN: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Mr. Brown, if that fraudulent person or that 

unscrupulous person is out there in the law field or the medical field, don't 

you think they could be just as fraudulent or unscrupulous with the verbal 

threshold as they can with the dollar threshold? 

MR. BROWN: There is no question. If testimony were required that 

there was permanent disability, or substantial disability - I mean just words 

and concepts. - if we have an unscrupulous person with an unscrupulous doctor, 

the unscrupulous person can testify and the doctor can testify, in my opinion, 

that there is substantial or permanent-disability. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: So, if there is fraud, a change in the threshold 

is not going to do away with it? 

MR. BROWN: In that regard, no. 

MR. CONNELL: Mr. Brown, representing the trial lawyers, in fact 

what you are saying is, with a verbal threshold you will be in court testing 

the meaning of the adjectives? 

MR. BROWN: I think there will be a lot more litigation in order to 

test, in every case, what that means in that particular context of facts. 

MR. DUN.CAN: Isn't that in front of a jury now in Michigan? 

MR. BROWN: It will be but it may even require, as somebody said 

here, two trials instead of one. 

MR. DUNCAN: We could get an answer to that though, couldn't we -

as a result of that? 

MR. BROWN: But, in every case you wouldn't want two trials, woul.d. 
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you? 

. . 

MR.~ BRqwN: The.first trial ~uld be to determi~e whether there 

was i:i:, substantial permc1,nent injury so. that you could proceed to damages. I . 

mean you tnight then, require three_ trials: .. One for liabil;i, ty, .one .for the .· 

·. question of whether.the thresho;l.d was met, and the third fe>r the amount of 

damages~ That would. just increase. ·the case l_oad. 

MR. -HAGAR: Mr~ Brown, Youmentioned available arid affordable 

insurance, the inference being that such is the case here. that. people can 

afford it and that H:: is available here in New Jersey and I don't think that 

;i,s true at· the present time. 

MR~ BROWN: I don't think i said that • 

. MR.. HJ\GAR: Well, you indicatec;l that--
. . . 

MR. BROWN: I · didn '· t say that.• in New Jersey we have· available and 

affordable insurance •. I think that we have a situation that pr¢sents ~o~what 

. of a pr?blem. What I am saying. is' i:hat the" senior c±tizen t9day has. a problem 

getting insurance. ·What I am saying to you.is that y~uthunder 25 h~s a 

problem getting insurance and the ghetto dweiler - the minority,· the po6r .;.. . 

_has a problem. 

what I am saying-to you is that if we arE\) dealing with the entire 

problem, what the proponents of no-fault are telling US" .. is that there .is such 

a :problem and the so.lution is :in "increasing the :threshold or irfhaving _ii ·verbal_. 

threshold. That Is . going to solve it. Th~t is the panacea.; What I am saying. 

to you is, that is not the panacea.. Let them come forth and tell ,us that by 
;i,nc;eas0ing the. threshold, or changing the threshold there wil,l be affordable:• 

or available insurance. Nobody has said that. ·. Nohe of them have 'said that. 

And, it seems to me that the:problern will.be worse, not better. No one has 

come forward and said that the pre~itUII, is going· to be reduced to stay .. at the 

same level_. · .. ,. . . . 

You wil_l remember in 1972,. ·when. that statu1;e. was passed :- I think·. 

it was May 20th or june 20th .;. to b~ effective on January L,. 1973, because .of 

what we.were told; because of what the,Comrnis~ion,was told, contaihedin tpat 

statute·. was _a mandatory reduct.ion of 15% of the bodily injury prerniwn -- I · think 
. I am right about .that~ 

·. MR. DUNCAN: That was not recornrne.nded by ·our Commi:ssion. 

MR. BROWN; Okay, but becaus~ the Legislature was convinded - and I. 
. . . .,- ·· .. 

have in my file here, a press .. release from the Gove_rnor in November :of· 1972 .. 

telling us that .because of the informatiori that the Gpvernori s office· received-, 

that was mandated and preil)iurns,will be .less by 15%, and a:s ti~e went on yc:m wiJ.:.l 

see that with ,the experience of no"."f.ault in New Jersey,. premiums will ·decrease 

. even fur.ther. Obviou::ily, hi1:1tory proved.t:hat not to be the fact~ I have that 

press release with. me here.. I can tell you what date it was from the Governor,. 

I think it was Novernl;)er 20, 1972. It. is here somewhere. · 

• MR. GRE.EN: Mr~ _Brown, you m~ntiOned that arbitra;y reduction. It 

· wasµ' t based. on fact, or statistics, or otherwise, because it took the companies 

three years to recover back what they had :to reii:nbu;i;se for- policies effective · · 

. on Janui;!,ry 1, · J.973. The. guesstiroates .. at. that time . were way out of line• 

· MR .•. B~OWN:. ·. Th~t• ~ right.· The insurance industry ,.. Did those, 
proponents at_ that•time pull .the wool over all of our eyes,_or not? 



MR. GREEN: I think they sold it on the basis that it was going to 

cost less and it had to cost more. 

MR. BROWN: That's right. You knew it and I knew it. 

MR. CONNELL: Mr. Brown, there are three members of that Commission 

sitting here today. They knew it too.· Nowhere in that Commission report did 

we ever say -- right, Tom? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: That was an amendment on the floor, Mr. 

Brown. 

MR. CONNELL: We never·\said that it would save money. We hoped it 

would. 

MR. DUNCAN: What was the source-- You just held up a piece of 

paper and said that everyone was told that there was information from so~where 

that indicates that such a reduction was possible. What was the source of 

that, can you tell us? 

MR. BROWN: I don't know. 

MR. DUNCAN: You·don't know? 

MR. BROWN: I know that it was mandated by the Legislature. 

MR. GREEN: Well, I'll tell you, ·it was sold·like snake oil. It 
·, 

was a cure for everything and it was going to cost you less;-.. 

MR. BROWN: That's right. You would get everything and you would 

have to pay less, that's what we were told then. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: If I may, I would just like to tell you how 

that really happened - or how I think it happened. At that. time, if you will 

remember, Massachusetts, or some other state, had just finished their no-fault 

thing and they built into their study a 15% reduction and when it hit the floor 

here in Trenton, the Assemblymen thought that would be a good idea and that is 

how it really came about. 

SENATOR MENZA: We are all aware of the historical background to that. 

I was in the Assembly, wide awake, listening to Assemblyman Stewart, while you 

were sound asleep. 

Association. 

Now, are there any other questions of Mr. Brown? 

(no questions) 

Thank you so much, Mr. BroWI).. 

MR. BROWN: Thank you very much. 

SENATOR MENZA: Mr. Julus Borrus, please, of the Insurance Brokers 
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J U L E S A. B O RR U S: .Thank you, gentlemen. 

I am Jules A. Borrus1 President of the Insurance Brokers Association 

of New Jersey, a professional association, representing the 16,000 lic.ensed insurance 

brokers in this State and the only tru~ represenative of the consuming public (the 

ones that have to live with and pay for the rules, policies q11ci legislation set 

· forth by the companies, the Deparb1ent of Insurance of this State and the Legis

lature itself)• And we bear the abuse of .. the consuming public. I am speaking to 

you only in that capacity • 

. The purpose of this hearihg is for a discussion of the present no'-fault law 

and how it can be made more workable and livable. We cannot, however, let this 

opportunity go by without. saying that .reform of the no-fault law is not going to 

either reduce rates or correct the present situation of the auto insurance problems 

by its elf. But it will be a· giant step in this direction. 

The areas of the present law which need immediate attention are: 

l. Limit on .medical payments to $75,000 by the company with provision 

.to purchase additional p~otection, if desired,. by an assured or other means of· 

funding a claim over $75,000. Th.e present law is unlimited .• 
-s,:..• 

I would also like to point out at this time, gentlemen, that in April of 

this year, both the Senate and ~ssembly have passed S 1380, which would place a 
company's limit of medical payments to $75,000 and this bill has been sitting on 

the Governor's desk for quitespme time, awaiting his signature. 

To continue'--· 

2. Subrogation of medical payments by companies, the same as is done 

with collision insurance. 

3. Even more.important-' the scheduling of medical fees, doctors and 

hospital;, which should be as nondiscriminatory as other medical· plans. 

4~ In addition to the above, a medical review board should be established 

to review the. charges for services by doctors and hospitals to. see that there is no fraud 

or deceit by them. 

5. ·The only way no-fault can ever work will be with a verbal threshold, 

not a monetary one. By verbal threshold, I mean no grounds for. suit unless an 

.individual is maimed, dies, is disfigured or disabled for a minimum of 60 days or 

longer or is permanently d.isabled, the permanent disability l:>eing on a defined basis. 

6. Activation· of the arbitration clause in the present law. (Middlesex 

County is the only county that participates ~d uses arbitration now.) 

7. Perhaps a concent of contingent fees for attorneys is no· longer viable 

and should be on an hourly charge with the plaintiff paying legal fees and services 

for the defendant if he is not successful in court. 

Gentlemen, as recently as Saturday, July 16th, the newspapers of this State 

carried a report by Secretary of Transportation Brock Adams, severely.criticizing 

the New Jersey No-Fault Law and stating that the federal government should not use.· 

it as a national model. Let's correct the inequities in our law now before it is 

done by the federal government for us·. It is time for this State, New Jersey, to 

be a leader. 

I thank you for allowing Our Association to express our views on this very 

important subject. 

SENATOR MENZA: Before you proceed, the Commissi.6n has addressed a letter 

to Mr. Brock Adams.. We will give it to the press. We are asking him to. explain 
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his reasons for characteriz.ug New Jersey's No-Fault Law as one that simply does 

not work and as one of the worst. Based upon the Department of Transportation's 

study, we don't look too bad. 

You know, sir, what the Commission is concerned about is some people 

incorporating some catch phrases that have been used in the past, either by an 

official in Washington or by a newspaper man, and then people get carried away 

with the concept. 

Only a few people have said it is the worst in the nation. Many have 

said it is a very good law. We are asking for a detailed explanation from Brock 

Adams. His conclusion is erroneous based upon the OOT report. If he is right, 

he should give us some additional information. 

By the way, as far as your'comment in item 7 is concerned, I would be 

more than happy to work on an hourly charge. I have been practicing 19 years now. 

MR- CONNELL: Mr. Chairman, may I advise Mr. Barrus that our present 

Supreme Court Rule 121-7, specifically subparagraph (b), presently pro_vides ·that 

an attorney shall not enter into a contingent.fee arrangement without first having 

advised the client-of the right,and afforded the client an opportunity,to retain 

him under an arrangement whereby he would be compensated on ··t,h~ basis of the 

reasonable value of his services. 

scale. 

Then it goes on under (c) to a sliding fee 

I think it has been the experience of most attorneys that the·average 

person coming in from the street to hire an attorney does not want to retain him 

on a reasonable hourly charge. He would rather have the lawyer roll the bones 

with him. If they win, the lawyer gets paid: if they lose, the lawyer doesn't get 

paid.. 

That has already been taken care of by our Supreme Court. 
SENATOR MENZA: Assemblyman Deverin. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: Mr. Barrus, how do you describe, for instance, "per

. manently disabled and permanent disability"? How would you describe it? 

MR. BORRUS: That could be described in three different ways, I guess. 

One way is a person who can't go about his normal functions or retain his normal 

workload: that may be a permanent disability. You have people who cannot go back 

to their normal occupations. It can be a partial disability if he cannot go back 

to his normal occupation, but he can be employed gainfully in another area. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: A loss of an arm is a partial disability - partial

permanent. 
MR. BORRUS: To a truck driver it may be permanent. To a crane operator, 

it would be permanent. 

be. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: But to someone who works in an office, it may not 

MR. BORRUS: That is possible. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: He can't sue. 

MR. BORRUS.: He can sue. I think the degree would have to be spelled 

out by this Commission. I have no knowledge of how to do that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DEVERIN: I am not a lawyer. With regard to the contingent fee, as 

a layman and a poor man, and as most poor people sue, if you didn't, have the 

contingent fee, I don't think half the poor people in the State would ever get 

a chance to go to court. If they had to go to a lawyer and plunk down $500, they 
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would never go to court. because they don.' t have the $500. So I am not sure about the 

contingent fee - and I am not a lawyer and I am net defending the··1awyers. I think 

the contingency fee is so~ething that has to be if the poor, the guy in the ghetto 

and the older person.has a chance to recover some of his damages. It is not only true 

in no-fault, but in malpractice or anything else. If you don't have a contingency 

arrangement, the guy will never go to court. He will never be able to afford the 

down payment or whatever money he has to put into it. 

MR. BORRUS: Assemblyman Deverin, would you possibly agree that maybe the 

w2,ys of getting -into court are so easy th~se days ;--- Looking at the same reports 

that everybody has been alluding to, in the three-year period, the cases ran in 

the courts from 692,000 to 835,000. 

SENATOR MENZA: So what? What is so offensive - and I address this not 

only to you but to the next speakers -- what is so offensive about a person going 

to court to insure his rights whether they be on a contract or for an injury that 

he sustained as a result of someone else's tort? If the answer that you are going 

to give or anyone is going to give is simply because we are clogging up the courts, 

that's absurd. I can't_buy that. 

MR. BORRUS: I am not saying that, sir. 

SENATOR MENZA: You know for 200 years or more, we have lived with a tort 

concept. This has been developed from the Anglo-Saxon law. If you strike someone, 

he can be sued for punitive or compensatory damage. If you strike with an automobile, 

you can be sued for compensatory damages. What is so bad or what is so wrong or what 

is so offensive about permitting someone to go to court to be compensated? 

You see, the reason that we have these compromise, no-fault laws throughout 

the stat83 is because it is very difficult to break away from hundreds of years of 

tradition. We are saying, on one hand, we are going to balance it and shift the 

burden to society generally; and, on the other hand, we are not going to deny 

someone his right to go to court. This is where the crux of the problem is. It 

may be terribly unfair. For example, if I lose my· left hand and I still can 

write with my right hand and since I have a big mouth and I am a lawyer, my economic 

status hasn't been affected at all really. But why should I not have a right to go 

to court for the loss of my hand or, for that matter, the loss of my finger or for 

the loss of my fingernail or. because I feel miserable for two weeks? Why not? 

What is so wrong about my taking my risk? I don't know. 

MR. BORRUS: I think maybe standards should be set, as you mentioned - and 

that's what I am calling for - in definingi "permanent disabilities." There is a 

definition in the Workmen's Compensation Law as to the degree of disabilities. I 

am sure of that. 

SENATOR MENZA: There is no relevancy to the comp law, no matter what the 

Assemblyman says. You know in compensation law, except for the very serious accident, 

people are not being paid for permanent injury. For all intents and purposes, they are 

being paid for discomfort, pain and suffering. I can never understand in compensation 

law where you are going to have 10,000 or I dare say 50,000 cases from the insurance 

company with zero percentage, the same 50,000 cases from the petitioners' attorneys, 

with, say, 10 percent, and in all cases he gets 2 1/2 'percent of total permaneni;:y. 

That• s absurd. 

MR. GREEN: Senator, we are not going to get very far by discussing the 

contingent fee. That has been with us. We are going to have another session where 
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somebody else will run that one. 

SENATOR MENZA: Okay. 

MR. GREEN: Let's get down to no-fault. ·· 

MR. CONNELL: Okay. I just wanted to say this: Mr. Borrus, you are aware 

of the fact that our present law, 39:6-:88, does contain a verbal threshold. 

"· exemption from tort l.iability if the injured .party has sustained death, 

permanent disability, permanent significant disfigurement, permanent loss of any 

bodily function or loss of a bodily: member in whole or part." Your sole quarrel. 

is with the $200 soft tissue threshold. 

MR. BORRUS: That is correct. I beli~ve the $200 threshold in this time 

of inflation is so easy to meet and has been-met throughout not only this State, but 

by New York State. I showed to you an article that appeared in the April 27, J.977, 

New York Post where they stated the average medical bill on claims filed - and they 

had a $500 threshold - was $509. Also I mentioned a medical fee schedule. They 

pointed out how no-fault with its unlimited medical, without any controls on 

medical payments --- I will pull out one. Hospital charges in Manhattan where a 

patient was being_treated under·workmen's compensation were $2,548. Similar treat

ment for similar type injuries as a result of an auto accidez:it were $12,316. 

SENATOR MENZA: Mr. Borrus, I have a question. This confuses me. ][f 

fraud permeates the system so much now, then why hasn't someone in the past few 

years done something real about it? Now, when you say fraud, I would think that 

a doctor may very well feel this way: If you have $100 worth of insurance, I will 

treat to $100 worth of insurance. It can't hurt. It is like lentil soup to it.he 
' Italians and chicken soup to the Jewish people. 

If he doesn't have insurance, he tells the pattent to go home and take · 

a hot bath: but if he has insurance, he will say, "Come here and I will give you 

some whirlpool treatments," heat .treatments or whatever they do. Is that fraudulent? 

Now we are dealing with conceptual things. Is it fraudulent? For example, if I 

have insurance right now and I injure my back, the doctor could say, "Keep coming 

back to me," and I may say, "Listen, I feel safe with this guy. He has got the 

equipment there. He's a physician. He knows what he is doing and he is taking 

care of my back." If I don't have insurance, I would probably say, "Doc, I can•t· 

afford it." He would say, "Okay. You go home and take a hot bath and put wet towels 

around you," and all that other kind of jazz. Is the former fraudulent or is the 

latter right? 

MR. BORRUS: Isn't that possibly abusing the benefits as they were designed? 

SENATOR MENZA: When I think abo'ut fraudulent action, I think about a 

guy who is not really hurt and he is just fooling around. He is going and saying, 

"lii," to the doctor and then going home. But it would seem to me that what the 

people are doing is saying, "Hey, listen, I'm covered under PIP and I am goingto 

get treated. I have an opportunity for once to get full and complete treatment.. 

If you want to give me an electrocardiogram even though I have a back injury, .go 

ahead and do it." 

MR. GREEN: Senator, I would like to answer you on that. Before no-f.ault 

came in, the soft tissue injuries of sacroiliac, sprain, and whiplas):l - I am talking 

about minor whiplash - etc., were pretty much nuisance claims: but now on medical, 

we get physical therapy the first day. We have had cases where you get 25 or 30 

days of physical therapy, at $25 a day. So now we are confronted with overutilization 
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to the point of $2,000 or $2,500 for medical. I am just hitting the medical 

profession on that. We have complained to the Medical ·Societies. They have washed 

their hands of it. They won't set up a Peer Committee for it. Then come in the 

cases for example, we had one case of a woman who slipped on ihe stairs and 

claimed she was getting out of.her car.· Before we found that out, we·paid $2,000 in 

bills, etc. There are so many of them. 

As I started to cite ·the setup-in Puerto Rico, they had a case where a 

fellow burned his hand· in the house~ He came out to his car, took the radiator cap 

off and claimed that he was scalded there and not in the house. We can give you 

·hundreds and hundred of cases like that. Those are_the cases about which we are 

complaining. It is mostly due to overutili:zation, excessive doctor charges, hospital 

charges. 

We had a case in Middlesex. A lady insured of ours was insured for an 

Oldsmobile. She worked for a doctor. She borrowed his Volkswagen, which_ everybody 

refers to as Hitler's revenge, because the minute that strikes a fixed object, the 

doors come open and fire sets in. Ordinarily, if insurance had followed the car, 

we wouldn't have been in on ·that.. This lady had burns over 75 percent of her body. 

She lost two legs below the kne.e arid on~ arm below the elbow •. She~lived for two 

months. We paid $75,000 for hospital treatment and medical treatment for 

burns alone. If this lady had lived for years, I don't know how much it would have· 

reached. It might have reached a seven figure number. That is what we are com

plaining about - the overutilizatiori. · And there is a hell of a lot ot: fraud in 

some of these cases·. I am not concerned about the innocent case. The innocent case 

we will have with us and we ought to pay those. But those who through greed or 

otherwise are getting something to which they are not entitled are the ones we. object 

to. 

MR. CONNELL: Mr. Barrus, the reason the $100 threshold for soft tissue was 

originally recommended by the Commission was to keep it low, not .to encourage people 

or doctors, if you want to accuse them of being fraudulent, of running up bills. 

The reason the collateral source rule was built in the act-~ it makes no difference 

where you have unlimited medical personal_injurybenefits and. a.ciaimant goes to a doctor and 

is treated to the tune of $1,500 or $2,000, that bill ·does not get ·into evidence at 

the trial. It is kept out. So, by eliminating the threshold, as long as you 
continue the medical, you are going.to have this problem. But the threshold, itself, 

·does not create that fraud problem that you referred t~ because the $500 or $750 
bill.does not go -into evidence. The jury doesn't know about it. 

MR. BORRUS: Mr. Connell, would you answer this question for me: If 

there was a Medical Review Board to look over the fees charged by doctors which 

could say whether they are excessive or not, would you be inclined to agree with 

something like that? 

MR. CONNELL: Absolutely. The.State Bar supports that, I understand. 

MR. BORRUS: I think that is one of the big areas that the insurance 

companies --- ·r ·am talking about the consumer here who comes and says, "I can't 

get insurance." There is no available market right now. I am trying to make it 

available to him so we can go out. and sell it. 

MR. CONNELL: This Commission is mandated to study that problem,because .so 

far no one has told us yet today how a change in the threshold will increase the 

affordability and the availability of the policies. Thank you. 

MR •. BORRUS: I would like to mention one more thing, if I may, Mr. Chairman. 
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Everybody.has been alluding to and mentioning the rate reduction that was -mandated 

when the law came into effect January 1st, 1973. There are two other points that 

I think ought to be pointed out. 

, One, on previous policies under the old liability system; medical was a 

separate on your insurance policies, if you can.remember back to yo~r insurance 

policies at that time. The limits were $1,000, $2,000 or $5,000maximum medical. 

When the companies paid out the.$5,000 - and the companies should he answering this, 

not I - they closed the book. So there was no experience facto.rs., no ratings, 

nothing to say they ever paid out more than $5,000. They were willing to live with 

unlimited medical at that time. Now that experience has proven.otherwise, I think 

this is one of the reasons we have to have a cap on medical. 

I would also like to point out to the Commission - I know 'it is n_ot your 

realm - but our Insurance Department•is understaffed. It is shockd.ng that the 

New Jersey Department of Insurance,which brings ·'into the coffers of New Jerf!;ey 

$54 million through various sources, operates on a budget of approximately $2,400,000_ 

and is not computerized to keep statistics. I think that is another area that has 

to be worked on. 

SENATOR MENZA: Thank you, Mr. Borrus. ',"'-.. 

Mr. Braddock of Braddock Insurance Agency, Tuckerton tmd Taunton Road, 

Medford, New Jersey. I don't know why I am reading the whole address here, but 

I am. Do you have a statement, sir? 

J. ST AN LEY BR A.DD O CK, JR.: No, I don 1 t have a prepared statement, 

gentlemen. As you have correctly indicated, I am here representing myself and I 

don't have a large staff that was capable of preparing this. I was calleg, last 

week an'd asked if I would come. 

I am J. Stanley 'Braddock, Jr. of the J. s. Braddock Agency in Medfor<:l, 

New Jersey, which is •in South Jersey. I have served in the past in a three-state 

New York, New Jersey and Connecticut - in.surance study commission, which eventually 

recommended no~fault insurance in this and the other two states. As a result, I 

guess, of-my work there, _I was privileged to serve on the Implementation Committee 

for the State of New Jersey on the•. Public Relations Committee, and had an opportunity 

to testify back in those days before your prior Commission that set this up. 

Before I go any further, I would like to say this -- I was going to save 
'this until last I but. it' seems. to. me that we have heard so much about this I think 

our basic no-fault law in· the State of New Je_rsey is good~ I don't think that 
we can't ,make some improveillents in_it. But as I thought about what we would talk 

about here today_ or what I would try to talk about, I tried -to review in my mind 
how we got to no-fault in the first place. What were the factors that ~e had to· 

consider that made any of us _want to study the automobile insurance mess,as it was 

called in the papers, in the press, in the trades, thro_ugh all of our professions 

.back in the late '60' s and .into the early '70' s, and brought us to no-fault in 

this State and so many others? 

Of course, we have referred to the Department of Transporation and its 

original studies back then - and I have volumes on my shelves back in the office -

of the need to treat people fairly and-properly at the time that they had claims. 

Those needs are still in existence today. I think they are even more important 

today, as we have. more automobile traffic. The automobile is a necessity. None of 
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us would deny that.· We 'must have automobiles and we have f~tastic numbers of 

them riding the roads at all timea ~ . Them~ are goi~g to be accidents. Part of 

the problem that. led us to this was the fact that there were · so many accidents 

.and car~ traveiling iri such numbers and at sueµ speeds that it was v~ry dif..,. 

ficult to determine who was at fault in accidents. 

The innocent. victim', the consumer~ was i,;i many casea not being paid 

at .all: or.being paid inadequately in ri)ajor·cases and overpaid in minor cases. 

Families·were wrecked. 

So as we go back to it,'' I came to the conclusion today,as I did so many 

years ago as.we ali did, that no.;,_fault'is•important arid that·our New Jersey no

fault ,is good. And I hope that Secretary of Transportation Brock Adams can give us 

a logical explanation of why he says it isri' t good, bee.a use . I. thiµk we agree that 
. ,. . . . . . 

it is. 

We have ta;lked about·. thresholdi' and I wouid like to t~u~h on that for just .. ··.•· 

a moment if. I may. . 0th.er states, if we can believe some of th~ material that we 

·have had, that have higher thresholds claim that they have better results than we 

have here. Ori that basis alone, I wouldwonder if the $200 threshold i~ adequate 

or proper in the State of New Jersey. Certainly,federal.guidelin~s f:rom the 

Departinent of Transxx:,rt~tio11have indicated that it is not.· 

You have indicated- ,that your Commiss.i,on recommended a -~100 threshold. I 

think at one point, there was --,-

MR •. DUNCAN: Not'all of us. 

MR. BRADDOCK: . Not all. of you? · 

I think at -one point iri the compromise,· there was a $1,000 th:r.eshold ·.· 

bandied a.round. In an/ ev~t, it end~d up.at $200~ If $200 was,correct then., is it 

still c::orrect .today? Ce;i:-tainly,. inflation, 'which I will speak. about in just a moment, 

would have . increased that about 50 pe:rcerit in · the meantim~. . Shouldn•' t we at least 
have 'taken that into consideration, if nothing else? ' ' ·.. ' ,' ·.· . ' . 

. Our Trial. Lawyers'. A.ssociation - and Morris Brown te~t:if,ied, I thoug~t, 

very·adequatelyto·this - indicated that we have had substantial cour:t reduction in 

cases. I don't have those s:t;atistics. . I would be. interes'ted to know if :there are 

still nuisance ca,ses above the $200 threshold that would be cut out, at. $1,000, or.· 

·. cut out with a verbal threshold. I don1t 1aiow. I think they ought to b'e thoug:tlt 

about. 

Certainly, As~embly Bill 3164, which has been introduced,, I .believe, in, 

this Legislature, inditates that we shou.ld ~o to the verbal threshold. I .would 'be 
. willing to work with any group that would study this further. I. think it .. needs. to. ·· 

be looked into. 

The Cap Bill', r thihk, is sometli,ing we ought to t.alk about, Senate 1380, 

passed by both the Senate and the Assembly in this State, .. and, as I. understand it, it 

is on the Go~erm~r Is desk waiting f<;)r' si(Jilature. That bill. would cap our payments 

· . to. the. compani.es at $75,000, allow,ing the smaller companies, some of our New Jersey

based companies I I might hasten to add, to st~y in busines.s and to be al)le to 

accept risks - a sharing, a reinsurance, · if yo~ will, of . this. . I. think this wou1d 

be ,good. Now is it the perfect bill? I arti riot sure that it is. It tnay be t:hat 

,it i.s.n' t · funded prop¢rly • But we have got to take a look at it.. . . · . • ... 

I think we have to come down: to talk a word about costs bec;ause I think > 



that is part of the mandate that this Commission has, to look at costs. .Insurance 

companies don't, really set rates. They ask for rates, of course. But the rates 

are made on our streets and highways, in our doctors' offices and in hospitals 

around this State. I thought about insurance companies on my way up here today 
• and it seems to me they are very much like a wallet. Money comes in and money 

goes out. It is like us with our earnings. We take in so much earnings and we 

have so much to pay out: and when our payouts exceed what we take in, we have got 

problems. Our insurance companies,_are telling us that they have reached that 

point in many instances - and I think that needs to be looked at. Certainly, 

the results nationally, which I don't think any of us can refute, over the last 

three years would show that this is true. And our companies tell us that New Jersey 

is worse than most states, as far as that is concerned. 

These are some of the things that we need to look at. We should take a 

look at the companies that have left New Jersey - the Gateway that failed, the 

GEICO that has pulled out, the other companies that have just pulled out of the 

State and said, "We don't want to write automobile insurance in this State anymore," 

and the companies in my office that say, "No, you can't write any new automobile 

insurance because we are paying out more money than we are.taking in, and we are 

just not going to let you write it." Yes, there is a market, the residual market -

the Automobile Insurance Plan. But is that the place we want 10, 12, 13, 14, what

ever percent of our drivers in? I don't think that a good consumer marketplace in 

any business belongs in the so-called residual area. And I think that we need to 

take a look at some of those kinds of things. 

Maybe A 3164 has some ideas in it with verbal threshold,which mandates 

medical review, which.mandates the 85 percent of wage loss in the first $5200. I 

am not sure that I agree with that personally, but it certainly should be looked at. 

We have talked about affordable and available insurance and I would be 

willing to talk to that if you would like. Now I am sure that you have been beaten 

to death, perhaps, with statistics, but maybe we ought to just think about them for 

a moment. I talked about the over-all cost-of-living index and it is up approximately 

50 percent - 48.3 percent nationally from 1967 to 1974. In the period of '67 to 

'75, certainly all other costs that auto insurance pays for, with the exception-of 

one that I can found, have risen faster than auto insurance premiums have. Auto 

repairs and maintenance are up 79 1/2 percent: medical care, 73.5; semi-private 

hospital rooms, 1_45.4 percent increasen physicians' fees, up 74 percent: crash parts, 

115. 5 percent. The 1976 standard auto\nobile that we could buy in a showroom at 

$4438 bought in pieces today at a body shop would cost $19,979 - four or five times 

the cost. That is something that I think we ought to take a look at. 

Auto insurance premiums over that same period of time were up 48 1/2 

percent. They didn't keep pace with the cost of living or any of the things that 

auto insurance pays for. The only item that I can find that was less than that 

was funeral services at 45.8 percent. It hasn't gone down at all,and I think we 

need to talk about that, but it hasn't risen quite as fast as some other things. 

We talked about available and affordable. And we talked about that back 

in 1971 and 1972 at the time we were developing our first no-fault. My association 

that I was with at that time when I testified stated then publicly that we felt 

that no-fault would help to reduce costs from adequate rates, but we didn't have 

adequate rates then. And, of course, we bought a 15 percent reduction, as we all 
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. . . . . :.· ''.. .· : . .';. i·. " ' . 
. . 

know. Thenwe•had ihe press that we heard about here ear.iier tha:tcostswould go 

down. Well, that is a relative terin. Now- based on the Consumer Price !ndex; auto 

insurance premiums have gone down in. t:ha1: period of time beCause they .have risen. 

less quic:kly th~ has .the Consumer Price Index or othe:t things• So we are still . 

getting a buy, ar.en't' we? 

. Things that··· insurance· companies have to pay fc:,r · have risen much, ·much,· 

much fastei;-than the premi~ms from the statistics that I hc1.ve been. able to see~. 

:tam not a statistician •. ! am here representing myself and the customers in my 

South Jersey area that have to buy insurance and find it difficult to find,but 

basically they like the no-faul tconcept. 

I _thin~ it. :i,1:1 working here arid: maybe you gentlemen will be able to help 

us find a few littl.e ramific.ations that wiJ.l make it better •. But let's put ·the 

focus - and p.opefully you men will . ./on wh~re _it really belongs: and that is 'iooking ·· 

into the. thing~ that we have to pay for~ Cao•yc:,u do anything about that?. Can we? .. 

MR~'DUNCAN: Lee, just one question: You are a. practicing agent-brc:,k~r. 

MR. BRADDOCK: :Yes. 

_MR. DUNCAN: ·You have a. good. risk~ one _who has had. no accidents; but ,he 

happens t6 live in Tr.enton. You canit .place that man, ·can you? It wouldn't matter· 
'~ 

what no..:fault was •. Yoq just co1.ildn':t place him. 

MR. BRADDOCK: :tt depends on .th;e. time of.the month, I would.say, more than 

anything.else. 

MR. DUNCAN: When the moon is. high, you can place him? 

MR. BRADDOCK: . Right. 

MR •. DUNCAN: In effect the!).,. what you are saying is· that, as good or bad 

as the plan is, it nev,er address.ed it:self to availability: and>that · seems to pe our 

problem, among other thinge. If you we're to ·separate t):le no-fault problems froil1 

the rating problems on a scale from l to 10.; where would .you put no-fault to rating 

as the thing that this Commission has to attack the most and the quickest?· 

MR. BRADOOC:I<:: · I would say it would be ntlilt};ler one~ 

MR. DUNCAN: . The no-fault? 

MR. BRADDOCK: The. rating. 

M.R. DlJNCAN: You would p~t the ra.,ting as number one~. 

MR. BRADDOC~: Yes. · The no-fauit law, itself, :t w.ould put way down the 
scale •. · t think we hav·e a good law. 

MR •. DUNCAN: So if .we attac~ the rating, you feel that we will get ·a good 

portion9f our problems solved. Do you have a suggested threshold, personally? 

MR. BRADDOCK: If I had to personally set a threshold, it would be· a verbal 

threshold. 

MR.- DUNCAN: Even in view of what you read about and what yo1,1 have heard 

today about the ques.tionability of verbal thresholds? Or do you feel that some 

threshold is better _than no threshold? 

MR. BRADDOCK: I th.ink that some. threshold is better. than no tnreshold, 

certainly~ We have., heard that alrE!ady a $200 threshold, sup:(X>sedly, has reduced. 

the nuisance claims. · It was the Trial . Lawyers who. told u:s that.. And I. have to 

believe . them.. . They .have the. statistics. How much further would we have to raise.·•· 

it to. cut oµt ·the :ies:ti of. the nuisance·ol.aims? 

AA., DUNCAN~ . · Wh_c1t cap .do you recoll!Illend? 

MR. BRADDOCK: cap? 
~- DUN9AN: .Yes - 25,50, 75·, 100 thousand dollars? 
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Assembly. 

MR. BRADDOCK: Well, I am personally satisfied with the one that we have.' 

MR. DUNCAN: Wait a minute~ What cap? 

MR. BRADDOCK: The $75,000 one that was passed by the Senate and the 

MR. DUNCM: You are happy with that $75,000 cap. 

MR. BRADDOCK: Yes. 

MR. DUNCAN:. What· about claims. over and above - the right to buy additional. 

coverage? 

MR. BRADDOCK: We are talking two different things. Let's get it .straight. 

I think the unlimit~d as far as the consumer is concerned - when I buy insurance; 

I ought to buy the unlimited. Now the pooling. arrangement above $75~000 is th~ bill I 

would like to see the Governor sign. 

MR • .DUNCAN: Who would pay fqr that? 

MR. BRADDOCK: Obviously, it has to be paid for by the people who use it. 

It has to be paid for in auto insurance premiums, hot like in Hawaii. 

MR. DUNCAN: Thank you. 

SENATOR MENZA: Thank you very much, .sir. We are going to take a 10-... , .. 
minute break. We will be back in ten minutes. We have only. two more speakers. 

(Ten-minute Recess.) 

SENATOR MENZA: I would repeat vecy quickly that, in order to satisfy the 

South.Jersey people, our third hearing will be in South Jersey - Atlantic City. 

Mr. Honig will be our next witness. 

E M A N U E L A. H O N I G: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the 

Commission, for inviting the New Jersey State Bar Association to appear and 

testify as to our findings and position on reforming the New Jersey No-Fault Law. 

As the 1972 Commission so stz::enuously·and competently worked in resolving 

the past problems of automobile insurance, you are again faced with the responsibility 

of addressing a seemingly more serious problem on the same subject. We are 

confident that your efforts ~d judgment will be as sound. 

The New· Jersey State Bar Association represe~ts approximately 12,000 New 

· Jersey lawyers. Probably no more than 10 percent of our members have practices 

substantially concentrated in automobile negligence litigation.· Consequently, I 

believe we can copcern Ourselves with,the protection of the public interest.in 

this matter at le·11st as much as with the concerns of our negligence trial bar. 
' ; . 

A. representative of this Association, t.,ell.qualified to speak to the technical 
_issues which concern you, will present; th.e·se matters to you. 

I wish to address myself·to a few general questions which I believe should 

concern you in your deliberations. 
First, the public must realize that we could devise.an automobile reparation 

system which could compensate every injured party for all possible losses,.withqut 

regard to fault. But the cost of such a system would be astronomical and it would, 

. therefore, be wholly impractical.· We could also so restrict the right to recovery 

as to cut insurance costs yery substantially and eliminate most of the delay and 
' ' 

cost of resolving disputes by litigation. But this too woul,d deprive the public of 

its right to be compensated for injury or loss. Your problem is to draw a line 

which will provide an equitable balance between these two extremes • 

. Second, , the New Jersey State Bar Association. stands at the forefront .in 

opposing practices which actually encourage or countenance fraud by anyone, including 
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lawyers I . in the operation of an automobile reparations system. • We .tirge . that 

anyone who is guilty ;,f Such conduct be prose~uted and that .our profe:;ision .be 

purged of prty such wrongdoers, al though we believe the accusations of Su.ch .. 

practices· have been grossly overstated and that the new disCip.Fnarian enforcement 

system about.to be e::itablished by our Sup:1:eme Court will.adequately protect·the 

public from misconduct by lawyers. 

r must. point out to you that it is the duty of every Tawyer who learns 

of such fraud J;,y another lawyer to report that lawyer fo an Ethics Committee, , 

or face disciplinary.action himself~ r·suggest that the·media .or anyone else 

who has. knowledge of improper c~nduct l·~t tis know the facts iimlediately. We 

shall see to it that all such cases a:'re properly and speedily processed. 

Finally, I ):aution .you and the public that. we should .not unthinkingly 

preclude compensation to injur_ed parties for P,ain and suffering. Pain from injury 

in an automobile accid~t, no matter how caused, may be of tremendous consequence 

to an injured party and will often destroy .the' whole quality of life of one who 

suffers such pain. .· .. . •.· ·. ·. ·. · ·· · · '· , · · · .· · 

You do not have an easy task to balance these rights·~f the public and 

you should .not idly deprive the public '6£ this import~t, and tradi_tional right·. 

Our Association believes that you should proceed cautiously and that,until you can 

satisfy yourself th~t any change in the existing law will materially reduce insurance 

costs or increase real.ized benefits to' th.El. public, you should refrain from changing 

the law merely to·satisfy the clamor of some of.its critics. 

I will be pleased to answer any questions directed to those remarks: but, .. 

at the conclusioll of those qUestiqni; or . if there are rione I I would.· then like to 

iritroduce the Honorable Richard A •. Gro1;1sman, \,rho will present the· findings of the 

Bar Association. regarding the· issues at hi:lnd~ Judge GrosSmaQ is .. an. active trial 

practitioner and.has had.extensive.exper:i,ence in this area of the law. He has 

servedon the Ocean County be~ch.. He is a Trus.tee of th,e New .. Jersey State Bar 

Association and. a member of our Special Co~ittee on Automobile Repc;U"ations.~· Th·ank 

you. 

Sl;:NATOR MENZA: Thank you, sir. 
. . - . 

. We will hear from Mr~ Grossman at this time. 

R I c a·f>.: R. D A. G R o· S's M .AN:· Members of. the,1Commission, I have·.a 

prepared text which, in an effOrt to. save .tirrie, I will read to you • 

. r' would like to state, however I' at the outset that I have ,been here . 

through sever a.I speakers. I was contacted last week and asked if I would appeat, before 

you.. Starting at that time, I prepared what few 'thoughts I hacl~ .I am struck by 
the fact that, wheri, you hear what :i: ha~e to say, it wiil echo what has already been 

introduced to' you by lawers and nonlawyers alike, that is,, without consultation~ 

without discussing our vi.ews. I can only say that I think' mtich of what I have to 
' . . 

say.represents a consensus·of the people who have appeared.before.you and I SUE!pect 

will appear before you in the future. 

This Commie-sion has been constituted, as I understand it, to st.udy two 

questions. .The first is }:low well the Autcmi:obile Reparatfons Act ha.s worked in the 

State of New Jersey since. its inception in January, 1973 •.. The second question is: 

.How Gan the Act '.be .improved?. 

The. answer .to 1:h~ s.econd question,·· and indeed' that of :the first,, must 

depend upon the goall:l sought to be obtain.ad by .the adoption of .this -legislation. The. 
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first gbal was to make available.to the motoring public of this State insurance to 

compensate victims of automobile accidents. The second goal was to provide this 

insurance at the lowest possible rate. The third goal was to reduce the amount of 

litigation in our courts. I must pause for a moment and state that the fir.st 

goal"could have been accomplished independently of the third. Apparently, there was 

a feeling that a significant number of people were being injured in a particular type 

of activity without adequate protection for medical expenses and loss of income. 

In an atmosphere of "we Ja.now what is best for the public," the legislatures 

of a number of states decided to compel a substantial proportion of the population of 

those states, namely those owning automobiles, to carry insurance to protect them

selves against a particular set 6f calamities. Now, I suppose, that could have been 

done in another way. All of the citizens of the states could have been compelled 

to purchase accident, major medical and income protection policies with special 

clauses for added protection if a policyholder was injured as the result of an 

automobile accident. However, in the collective wisdoms of the legislatures of 

these various states, they confined the area of insurance protection to those 

policies· insuring .automobiles only. It als.o narrowed the· field of companies writing 

said insurance to those carriers providing liability coverages ·•in the respective 

states. 

Having decided upon the type of insurance desired, attention was then given 

to goal number two. It was suggested that a practical way to reduce the premiums 

for such insurance would be to limit the right to sue for pain, suffering and dis

ability. It was agreed that the companies would save money otherwise diverted for 

defense and payment of these claims. This money would be used to reduce the over-: 

all premium.. As a consequence of solving goal number two, goal number three would 

follow, in that there would be fewer numbers of cases commenced in the c;:ourts .• 

I recollect that in 1971 and 1972 - and,by the way, I was not a practicing 

attorney in those years - the leaders of tm trial bar tried to tell the legislatures 

of .the various states that the method of achieving goal number two by preventing a 

certain number of people from bringing law suits was both unfair and probably illusory. 

So long as carriers were required to provide unlimited medical insurance and 

substantial other benefits in an era of disturbing inflation and skyrocketing 

medical and hospital costs, our modest premiums were_an impossibility. In a sense, 

the public was dec<=ived into believing that it could obtain such widespread benefits 

for less money than they were c!.lready paying for automobile insurance. For the most 

part, those leader1 of the trial bar we~e ignored, their contentions pigeonholed in 

the cubicle of·human thought marked, "Special Interest Group - Do Not Heed." 

Here we are some four years later conside_ring what has been referred to 

as a crisis in the automobile insurance industry. The crisis concerns itself with 

the insurers telling government and the public _that they cannot continue to write 

accident and disability insurance with such generous benefits without raising their 

premiums. Please forgive a few members of the trial bar is they exclaim, "We told 

you so."· 

From a revi~w of statistics available, it must be concluded that goals 

numbers one and three have been achieved, but not number two. Payment of medical 

expense benefits under PIP protection has increased on an average over 60 percent 

since the inception of the Act until the present. Premiums for this sort of 

protection have increased between 15 and 16 percent. Along with this has come the 
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rapid rise. in the .increased cost of automobile rep.1irs, maintenance and parts, 

which _has caused a premium increase 9,f 63 percent sfoce 1972. in that portion of the· 

motorist's ·premium bill dealing witb c.ollision, comprehensive·, etc, Compared to 

this ~ie the ffgures showing an apJ?ro~imate 50 percent drop in automobile 

negligt;!nCe cases fil~d in the District cou~t qf this State and, i,i decreased percentage ' 

of automobile negligence cases COlllpared to all others ' in: the' county and Sup~rior ,' 

Co\lrts. This. fact. re.sul.ted in.--~ decrease o.f_ almost 13 percenJ;. in that 'portion of the 

premium dollar dealing.with liability·in:shrance. If one will examine his or her 

. own automobiie . insurance; , it will be discovered that the portion · allotted to liabiiity 

·-coverage does not.constitute a.major portion of that entire premium bil.l. The 

' same premium doll'ar paid in 1972 cannol purchase insurance for unlimi t:ed medical 

bills and .spare parts at 1977 ,prices. 'you get what you pay for. in this world, and 

that includes the world-of automobile insurance as well.' 

There are those who ·advocate. a :solution to the "problem~ cm _the "crisis" 

by further restricting.the rights of those injuJ;ed in a:cd.dents to sue the wiongdoe~ 

for pain:, suffering and .disability •. There ,are thbse who s.;_y that lf the $200 thr~shold 

for the institut:i.,oh Of su:its in cot;rt brought S()me relief in the premium dollar, 

a :$400 threshold would. bring twice as much relief, and perhaps a v'arJ:)al threshc;;ld, 

total relief. ' . 

These, I suspec-t, are the sain~ people who said th~ pr'esertt Automobile 

Reparations ;Act was needed and would accompl.ish all_ three goals~ There :i..s much . 
. emotionalism and very little lOgic in these_ contentions. _· .. ·· , ·· .··· .· .. .. · . 

. ·'. :As w:i.i1 be seen from some of the facts mentioned above,. the impact of the: 

number of lawsuits filed plays a relatively minor part,inthe premium dollar • 

. While it is imdoub-Eedlytiue t'.bat eliminating more lawsuits ""otild save some Il).Oney 

. for the insurance companies, it i,s: also true that more money cquld be .saved. by : 

. eliminating all law~uit~~ The same could be said for horrieowners'. ,insu:rance, 

. riialpractice insl,lrance;_ admiralty ,iriE)urance, 'and just abo\lt any Qther field of human 

endeavor. ' · · . · · ·._. · 

The thoutj'ht th~t Oile whO suffers injury or.damage at the hand~ of a wrong-:

doe:t should 11.ot be abl.e to. seek compensatioh' from that wrongdoer 'might work well in 
. . . - . 

· the Soviet-Union···• or. mainland China,· but· it. ~s not socia:I.ly accepti;ible to. ''.':he 

citizens of this counb::y. I:n. fact' there is a substantial mo;ral problem with imposing> 
any threshold whatever • 

. Imagine, if · ~ou will, two identiqal ·.accidents. invol virig two . identical· 
victims and two identical injuries.' Victim· A goes to Dr. Jones who treats Victim A ·,. ' 

·.to.· the tune· of $200. Victim· B. gpes to Dr •. Smith who cures his patient fa'¥: only 

$190. "A"is pe;rniitted to sue for pain, suffering and-disability ajtd_could cdrro~ivably 

collect a judgment for several thousand dc>llars. Vieti,m B; who has. the 'exact amount ' 
. - . . . . . 

of pain, suffering and disability .as Victim A,cannot E!Ue ancf gets nothing. That 

· same hypothetical ~itu.;tion can.be recounted time and time again with threshoids of 

. $500, $1; 000 and any figure one wishes to mention .• 

Let us examine for a. moment that remedy of _all panaceas, the proposed .. · 

National No-Fault Ac\.<' Th~t Act has a verbai threshold, as I understand._it, meaniri<J•i' 

that _One. ~annot sue for pain ~d· suffering unl_ess he or she has sustained ·serious· 

arid perman~t disab;Hity, defined as ca1,1sing ninety consecutive. days ,Of being unabl~ 
to attend to one• s daily affai;rs. That means that someone who ·is la;id ·up for ·only 



seventy--five days has not suffered a terrible and crushing personal injury. That 

is truly a startling concept. Who is ·to determine and say what is a serious and 

permanent disability? I am reminded of the old saw about the difference between 

tragedy and comedy.- the difference being the one who suffers the accident as opposed 

to the one witnessing it. Time and time again, I have heard physicians in court 

describe their patients' complaints of pain in the most objective and sterile .of 

terms. They cannot know the extent to which that particular injury has disrupted the 

life of the patient and his or her entire family. Who, then, will be the guardians 

of human suffering to determine which people can sue and.which cannot under the 

verbal threshold? 

I read an article recently written by Mr. Herb Jaffe of the Ledger. He cited 

with enthusiasm the fact that in Michigan (a verbal. threshold state) $18.53 repre

sented the "pure premium" for the bodily injury portion of the no-fault policy. In 

New Jersey, he said, the same coverage cost $44.24. Assuming the figures to be 

accurate, are they meaningful? One cannot compare muskmelons with pears in order 

to call one a lemon. How many accidents per capita in each state? What were the 

average jury verdicts in each state? Has Michigan done away_ with intrafamily •., 
immunity in auto accidents, as has New Jersey? Lastly, so what? Even if there were 

parity in every category I have just mentioned, does the differenc.e of $25. 71 per 

year, or seven cents a day, create a crisis in the insurance industry? 

Consider, if you will, another aspect of the proposed increase in the 

amount of the threshold. Apparently, some insurance companies have complained of over

treatment by physicians and hospitals of victims of automobile accidents. Presumably, 

one of the motives for this would be to meet a threshold so that a lawsuit could be 

instituted. Meanwhile, the companies are paying greater PIP benefits than would 

ordinarily be justified. If there is a grain of truth to these allegation~ and 

I suspect there is - what would be the result if the threshold is raised to a higher 

figure? The logical assumption is that treatments will become extended in an effort 

to meet. the threshold. Not only will there not be a substantial reduction in the 

number of cases filed, but the amounts paid for PIP benefits would be increased, 

thereby again increasing the premium dollar. 

One last thought in connection with the concept of restricting a person's 

right to sue another for negligent or purposeful misconduct. Very little attention 

has been given to the prophylactic benefit of lawsuits arising out of fault. The 

plain fact of the matter is that one who negligently causes injury to another, and 

is sued, probably will adopt a more careful course of conduct in the future. This 

applies in automobile cases as well as malpractice and other situations. People do 

not like to be sued, whether they have insurance or not. There is fear of insuf.,;. 

ficient insurance, placing their own assets in jeopardy, fear of cancellation of 

insurance, and in general a disagreeable feeling of being accused of improper conduct. 

There is a great social good in reminding people through lawsuits that they must 

take care in the operation of their automobiles. 

Going back for a moment to the problem of over-treatment, it has been 

suggested that doctors·and attorneys who participate in purposeful attempts to over

treat victims of automobile accidents be reviewed by a Fraud Committee or Commission. 

The State Bar Association endorses this proposal. I have some personal reservations 

concerning the same. As far as lawyers are. concerned, there is an existing and 
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well-functioning systen for investigating attorneys who have engaged in 

unethical conduct and for severely-disciplining those who have been found gµilty 

of such conduct. I believe that.some apparatus exists in the·medical profession 

along the same lines. I even have grave reservations concerning the name of this 

committee. Anyone called before a body known as a Fraud Committee must be pre-

sumed to have participated in a fraud. If indeed a fraud has been committed, 

there are criminal laws dealing with the same. There does not, upon swift 

reflection, appear to me to be any difference between this situation and that of 

abuses in the. Medicare system and in connection with private insurance plans. Again, 

I reiterate these are my personal views and they are not necessarily shared by the 

New Jersey State Bar Association. 

In summary, the New Jersey Bar' Association ;i:-ecommends that limits be placed · 

upon benefits payable fot PIP protection. In conjunction with that, it is also 

recommended that a fee schedule for physicians and_hospitals be implemented along 

the lines of Blue Cross and Medicare. Further, consideration might be given to 

combining the PIP benefits with other forms of accident and disability insurance, 

offering deductible plcms to motorists. 

It should be noted that many motorists, in addition to pay.i,ng for PIP 

protection, also have Blue Cross-Blue S_hield and major medical plans. Should they 

sustain injury as a result of an automobile accident under the present system, they 

would not really be getting the full benefit of their premium dollars. 

One other aspect of the present l?wmight be considered by this Conunission. 

I have had personal experience with cases involving nominal injuries as a result 

of automobile accidents. A patient might be seen _on a few occasions by a treating 

physician whose total bill might be a hundred, less. than ahundred1orone hundred 

and fifty. dollars: however, · that doctor may have ordered· a neck collar, .a back 

brace and medications for pain or to relax muscles~ When _the devises and the 

medication were add~d to the aqiount of the doctor's bill for treatment, the total, 

came to ov'er two hundred dollars.- Currently, persons such as this are permitted 

to institute suits even though they had no permanent disability and the inj.ury was 

confined solely to the soft tissue. ·rt would appear that these are the exact types 

of cases the present law sought to keep out of the courts. A more judicious drafting 

of the Act would prevent these cases from being instituted in th.e-future. 
Lastly, and f9r the reasons already mentioned by me, the New Jersey State 

Bar Association oppose~ any change in the. present threshold limits for instituting i;iuit~ 
And I thank you. . t. . " 

SENATOR MENZA: Judge Grossman, at one point .in your presentation,you 
state tl-Bse were your personal .views and you were not speaking on behalf of the 

Bar Association. Towards the end, you apparently were speaking for the Bar Assoc
iation. 

MR. GROSSMAN: Only with regard to .the conunittee. We have presented a 

position paper. That position paper was voted upon by the Board of Trustees and 

adopted. I merely state that with regart:i to that one conunittee, I had ·some personal 

reservations. There really.is no machinery that has been specified as to how that 

would operate, what teeth it would have in it, or anything else.. Right now, .I 
have some. reservations. 

SENATOR M&'l"ZA: The position paper is one that is entitled, "New Jersey State 

Bar Association's Position Paper - Re: Reform of the No-Fault Law." 

(Position Paper can be found beginning on page 28X) 



MR. GROSSMAN: Correct. 

SENATOR MENZA: That is the official document of the Bar Association? 

• MR. GROSSMAN: That is correct, and it is on file with this Commission. 

SENATOR MENZA: How about a copy of your talk, Judge? 

MR. GROSSMAN: I did not br~ng copies, but copies will be made available 

by the Bar Association. 

MR. GREEN: Will they be distributed to us? 

MR. GROSSMAN: And distributed to you - yes, sir. 

SENATOR MENZA: Any questions, gentlemen? 

MR. DtJNCAN: Judge, very quickly then, I note in the position paper there 

is no question about a cap on medical expenses being one of the recommendations. 

MR. GROSSMAN: Yes, sir. 

MR. DUNCAN: Do they have a dollar figure? 

MR. GROSSMAN: No, sir. 

MR. DUNCAN: Fifty, one hundred, seventy-five? 

MR. GROSSMAN: It would seem to me - again a personal view - that this 

must be a product of the insurance industry, satisfying the Commission and the Legis

lature as to what is a feasible cap to effect a lower premium goal. I don't,know. 

MR. DUNCAN: And you want no adjustment of the $200 tort threshold? 

MR. GROSSMAN: That is correct. 

MR. DUNCAN: But you are satisfied with the $200 figure? 

MR. GROSSMAN: I am not personally satisfied with a threshold at all, but 

I am satisfied that the $200 threshold, if there must be one, has effected the 

purposes that it was intend to effect in this State. 

MR. DUNCAN: Does the Association - and I don't see it here - take pny 

position on a use and file - the right for the company to put a premium into effect? 

MR. GROSSMAN: No. 

MR. DUNCAN: Why would. you take a position on some of the things and not 

on that? 

MR. GROSSMAN: Well, I can't tell you whatJthe Bar Association did. Mr. 
Connell may be able to. But I can tell you why I personally have not taken any 

position.. 

MR. DUNCAN: I am told the Chairman of that Committee is next to me and 

he would like to answer that. 

MR. CONNELL: The reason for that is very simple. This Committee that I 

am the Chairman of is the Automobile Reparations Committee. We did not indulge in 

a study of the rating system, prior approval or any of the other factors; We were 

primarily concerned at that time on the issue of the threshold. And that is the 

reason for· the position paper. 

MR. DUNCAN: Thank you. 

MR. GROSSMAN: Thank you, gentlemen. It has been a very hot day. 

SENATOR MENZA: Thank you very much. 

Mr. William Rue, Independent Mutual Agents, and our last speaker. 
I 

W I L L I A M M. R U E: My name is William Rue. I am an independent 

insurance agent from Trenton. I am testifying today on behalf of the In1dependent 

Mutual Insurance Agents Association of New Jersey, a professional trade association, 

represe~ting approximately 4,600 independent agents and their employees presently 

doing business in this State. I am currently serving as President of this Association. 
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I would like to begin this very brief statement today by assuring you that IMA 

firmly supports the no~fault concept, and we did, in fact, play a ~ignificant role 
in getting our present law passed back in 1972. In our opinion, the law has served 

the public of our State admirably well in accomplishing its primary objective -

namely, fast and equitable payment of accident victims for their losses. The 

citizens of New Jersey are no longer faced with the prospect of total financial 

disaster when they are injured on our highways. The law also appears, to at least 

some degree, to have decreased the amount of automobile accident litigation 

reaching our courts. 

However, we do feel that certain amendments are necessary to make the law 

function to its fullest possible efficiency and thereby bring the greatest possible 

, benefits to our motoring 1 public. Specifically, we recommend the following changes: 

1. We believe that there should be some kind of cap on no-fault medical 

benefits as far-A,.s our insurance companies, are concerned. This is particularly 

important to our smaller domestic companies, some of whom have been literally backed 

into a corner by the tremendouslosses which can and do occur under the unlimited 

medical benefits provision of the existing law. Note that a bill which would do 

just· this is already in the hands of our Governor. This is Senate Bill 1380., which 

would establish a ceiling of $75,000 on individual company payments on any one _claim, 

with the remainder of any medical expenses.being picked up by the State's Unsatisfied 
-· -· ·-- . 

Claim and Judgment Fund. We recommend that Governor Byrne sign this measure into 

law immediately. 

2. In conjunction with the above point, we do not advocate any ultimate 

reduction irl the unlimited medical benefits presently available to the public under 

the no-fault law. However, we do s_uggest that you consider capping the tot;al amount 

available under basic Personal Injury Protection and offer the remaining coverage, up 

to the 'llnl.imited level, as an option at a reasonable additional premium. While we 

don't want to take away from the public any benefits which have already been granted 

them, we do think tla t the system would work out in a more equitable manner for all 

concerned if this suggestion were carried out. 

3. We view the present $200 tort threshold as being probably the weakest 

link in the law as it now exists. It is simply far too easy, in terms of today's 

inflated economy, to reach the $200 level of medical expenses and thereby take an auto

mobile accident case into court. This defeats what is probably the second most important 
object ~f the law - namely, reduction of auto insurance costs by cutting down on 
the amount and the costs of litigation. On the basis of this reasoning, we strongly 
rec.ommend that the tort threshold be greatly strengthened. This should be done 

either by going to a much larger dollar threshold or to a strong verbal threshold. 

We think our three suggestions would help to at least contain the presently 

skyrocketing cost of automobile insurance. However, we do wish to warn the Commission 

that difficulties with our no-fault law represent only a single facet of a very_ 

complex problem~ and we are not going to solve our overall problem until we deal 

·with all the other facets in a constructive manner. We see as other elements of 

the bigger picture, at least the following two things: 

1. Solution to the problem of how to deal with the rapidly growing 

residual market: i.e., the so~called assigned risk plan. 
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2. The problem of rate inadequacy currently confronting our companies 

and revision of the existing rating mechanism .to deal effectively with that problem. 

We thank you for permitting us to testify today, and we hope that our 

suggestions will receive some favor. If I can answer any questions, I will be happy 

to do so. 

SENATOR MENZA: Thank you, sir. ·Any questions?_ 

MR. DUNCAN: Bill, we are not on the subject yet, but you put together 

two of the bigger things in the picture. You put down the solution of the prob.lem 

of how to deal with the rapidly growing residual market, as part of t~ bigger 

problem, and the problem of rate inadequacy. Do you think if we addressed number 

two, the rate inadequacy, it would take care of number one to some degree and we 

would have less of a problem? 

MR. RUE: Yes, I think it probably would. 

MR. DUNCAN: Thank you. 

MR. CONNELL: Mr. Rue, on page 3, you say, "We think our three suggestions 

would help to at least contain the presently skyrocketing cost of automobile insurance, 

if not actually lower it." Now your third proposal deals with the threshold. Do 
··---. 

you have any actuarial data, if the threshold in this State were changed from its 

verbal threshold and the $200 soft tissue injury threshold, how much it would change 

the cost, either by way o reduction or by way of stabilization? Do you have 

any data? 

MR. RUE: No, I don't have any data on that. 

MR. CONNELL: You don I t. Thank you. 

SENATOR MENZA: Mr. Stern,we have heard all day about capping and 1380• 

which is presently on the Governor's desk. I would like very much to have some kind 

of figures, indicating the effect 1380 would have on the industry and the effect of 

capping with regard to the cost to the public. Do you understand what I am asking? 

I don't want the information necessarily now: you can submit it in writing. 

In other words, take a relatively small or medium-sized company, such as Motor Club, 

for example, or Allstate or State Farm. How does 1380 relate to them? I am jl!llSt 

interested in some of the information we heard in the Judiciary Committee that time 

and atso the capping aspect. How much would it cost the public? 

MR. GREEN: Well, I can answer that for Motor Club and pretty much for 

Selected Risk. It will save each of us a little over a billion dollars, which 

can go back to the consumer as a reduction in our rates. The consumer has to gain 

by it because our rbinsurance costs are going to be saved, and that would be reflected 

in a downward rate. The consumer still has his unlimited medical. It ,doesn't affect 

him at all. But the policy-paying consumer does get a break. 

SENATOR MENZA: I just get a funny feeling that it is not as simplistic as 

that because I did hear some other testimony in the Judiciary Committee. So I 

would like to have some kind of information for the Commission as soon as possible. 

That concludes the hearing for today. Thank you so much for bearing with 

us in this heat. Our next public meeting will be on July 28th,in the Freeholders 

Room of the Union County Court House, at 10:00 A.M. All persons are invited to 

testify. We ask that you contact our aides prior thereto. If the Ledger wants. it can 

print the fact that we really would iike to get laymen to come before us, ·not only 

lawyers and insurance people, but the guy on the street who is paying the premium .• 

Thank you. 
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STATEr-IENT OF 

JOHN J. NANGLE, COUNSEL 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT INSURERS 

BEFORE THE 

NEW JERSEY NO-FAULT STUDY comnssroN 

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 

July 21, 1977 

. ,;J -Jr. s-- YI /4 ol 0 sb ¼) v0 Cv.£u '11 ·u o 
NAII is a voluntary national trade associat._ion of some 

411 insurers of all types, both stock and non-stock, whose 

membership provides a representative cross-section of the casualty 

and fire insurance business in America. Our companies range in 

size from the smallest one-state enterpreneurs to the very largest 

national writers; they reflegt all forms of merchandising -

independent agency, exclusive agency, and direct writer~- and 

they include companies serving not only the general market, but 

als'-) ttose specla 1::.z.:.ng j_n serving partl..~.1lar c0nsun,e:· grc.1ps 

such as farmers, .teachers, government employees and military 

personnel. About 110 of our members are licensed to write 

automobile insurance in New Jersey, and we estimate that our 

members write approximately 50% of the insured automobiles in 

the state of New Jersey, so you can see the yital interest we 

have in the outcome of this committee's recommendations. 

l The automobile insurance picture in the state of N~w Jersey 

can only be described as the worst of all worlds. / 
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* Q The public is concerned about high premiums 

at the same time the insurance co~panies are 

paying out about $1.30 for every dollar they 

take in. 
I( 

As~ prior approval law, which is _ . ____ .~ - · ·. ·. _ 

administered by a hostiJe and politically ✓ - . · _ 
motivated insurance dep_artment/ 

* A no-fault insurance law, which is completely 

out of balance with the r~alities of a prudent 

benefit level coupled with a logical tort 

threshold. 

* An availability of insurance probiem, which 

will become worse as these underlying problems 

are left unsolved, compounding this unfavorable. 

climate with a band-aid solution that has 
,,..--

proven disastrous elsewhere (spon~ored by 

the'present Administration and insurance 

department) in the name of a Reinsurance 
~ 

Facility. 

The Rating Law and the Residual Market problem will be 

the subject of future hearings of this committee, and we anticipate 

addressing those problems at that time. We are grateful for the 

opportunity to share with you our ideas concerning the reforms, 

which must be implemented to the New Jersey Automobile Reparations 

Act to deter future esca1ation of automobile costs to consumers 

and company surpluses alike. 
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il'l' arQ discussing today proposed changes to the New 

,J,•;·_..;,:y nu-fault law. They must be substantive changes, they ----rTillS t be real chctnges -- they should not be r@re pa J J; at i-ve-s 

which w il 1 ease the pain, but al low the cancer to grow unchecked. 
r-:--------------

~n f0rtunately, though, if these substantive changes are not 

made to the present law, we will continue to discuss temporary 

measures in the area of availability and the underlying causes 

and problems will get worse. 

When we talk about automobile premiums, ~e are, of course, ."' 
talking about PIP, BI, PD and the collision and comprehensive 

coverages. Physical damage co~erages make up 50% to 60% of the 

policy premium. In this area, we are all aware of the tremendous 

increases in auto repair and crash parts. This, too, is another 

subject that should be considered perhaps in some other forum. 

As bill payers, we are at the mercy of inflation, in the PIP and 

bodily injury area with escalatifig hospital and medical costs. 

As if these factors were not bad enough, New Jersey, at the present 

time·, has a· very, very rich benefit package and virtually no trade 

off in the tort limitation area. It is in the latter two items 

that this committee can be very helpful in responding in their 

recormnendations with a sensible and balanced "benefit" to "tort 

threshold" relationship. 

The concept of no-fault was not necessarily one to relieve 

court congestion or expedite third party payments to claimants. 

These goals, of course, would be valuable and desirable secondary 
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effects to those of us who favor no-fault at the state level. 

8Pfore no-fault, it was :felt that under the liability system, 

1~ss than half of the injured people involved in•an accident 

were being compensated for their medical and wage losses. This· 

is so because in every accident, one party was determined at 

fault, and the only recourse that person had for his injuries was 

under the first party Medi.cal Payments coverage of the policy. 

The other half were entitled to recovery for theii medical and 

wage loss benefits from the negligent party. The figure was less 

than 50% in this category because off the top were those drivers 

who .were involved in one-car accidents or were just plain 

uninsured. To sell this new no--fa,ult concept, the proponents 

used to good advantage the arguments that if it was desirable to 

see that anyone, regardless of fault, was paid for their medical 

and wage losses, the trade off, premium wise, must necessarily 

come from restrictions on the right to sue in tort. The rationale 

for this thinking was that the DOT Study found that companies 

were, by and large, settling many small. and trivial bodily injury 

claims for nuisance value, and thereby overpaying those cases, 

and at the same time}- because most p'eople carried a limited amount 

of bodily injury coverage, i.e., $15,000/$30,000, the very serious 

injuries were being undercompensated. 

The trick in determining what the benefit level should be 

viz the tort restriction carve-out is the "balance" between 

benefit a_nd tort limitation, o.r the ''trade off". To put it 
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· 1 if you had~ benefit level of $2.000 for medic~l and SI.mp y, 

•sa.""c loss you may have a "balance" if you peg the right to 
·, ~ 

. :,ut· at ,something 1 ike a $1,000 thre~hold level. On the other 

side of the spectrum, if you have an unlimited medical benefit 

package,_ as we have in New Jersey, the right to sue in tort 

should be limited to a very miniscule percentage of cases, if 

at: all to accommodate this "balance". In our opinion,· New 

Jersey has. the worst "balance" of any no-fault law in the nation. 

I will now comment upon the specific subjee.ts related 

to the reparations' system from which this committee has 

requested our viewsi 

Placing a Limit on Medical Costs 

Because the no-fault _is compulsory and every citizen 

in the state of New Jersey must ca~ry it, we feel ttat the 

benefit package should be adequate to cover a vast majority of 

the injured with full medica1 and a realistic limit ~f wage loss. 

To provide for unlimited medical, for instance} is a very rich 

package and requires everyone, rich and poor alike in New Jersey, 

to pay the higher cost of this exc~ssive 6ove~age. A $50~000 

tbtal benefit ~ackage of no-fault benefits for basic economic 

losses.,would adequately cover the essential medi--ca:l, wage· and 

other expenses of most accident victims. For example, about·. 

99% of the injured wourd be reimbursed for all of their medical· 

·. expenses and their. lost earnings up to a limit of. $1,000 per 
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month. Additional ben~fits w6uld be available, on ati optidn~l 
. . 

basi~, for those who feel they need.this protection at a 

--reasonable. price. 

Unlimited medical is.an enigma to the casualty' insurance 

company. In those rare·cas~sof brain da~age, spinal cord damage. 

limb. loss, pa:r;plegic, quadraplegic injury treatment 'and subSeqilent 

. rehabilitation c;sts, espec'ially -in younger people with longer 

life. e·xpectancy, we are presently obligating a cise _· in the 1977 

file which must stili-.meet paym~rits :in the y~ar 2000. · \Vith i 
. . . . . . . . . ' -~ . . . . . ' ...... ~. 

t:t>enend0us rriedicaJ .inflation,- we are. be{ng, 1vhtpped: into an . 
.. .. ·: . : . . . ·. . _.:·."_. ' 

unfortunate corner. For eve:ry dollar collected in 1977, hy the 
. . .. . . 

year 2000 ,· we are· conservateve°ty going to pay_. $4. ~O -- maybe 

-· · $8.~ 00 more we really can •·t' pr~dict pre6i~e1y. how much mo:te. 

The point is, that you. wil_l neve:r a~ain c6·1iect . that $77. OQ for 

that $77. 00 inJury, hut yoll, niust; up there in 2000·, pay five-, 

six~ seven and eight times -that. · The result is· we never -catch 

-up .. 

_Then there.is t,he problem_of-reinsurance medium size 
i .. ~ .. · . ., ' . 

and smaller companie~ require the ,p~urchase·• of reirisurarice, if .. 

they can obtain it at ai'l, for unitmi ted coverage, which Puts 
' . . . . ·. . . .· 

them at a-competiti,ye disadvantagewith;theirl;rger competitors. 
- .. 

I might add-that these medium size and smaller cowpanies, and 

we represent-most of them, serve a very substantial amount of 



-,-

the insurance market in New Jersey and because they are not giants, 

try to !Je more innovative and competitive, which results in a 

better deal for the consumer in the long run. With some arrogance 

among staff people in Washington, I have heard it said that if 

they can't cut it -- they shotlld get out. I'm s~re that this 

thinking would not be reflected among the members of this 

distinguished panel. Getting reinsurance to cover the writing 

of the unknown, to unlimited coverage, as opposed to the calculable 

margin of a reasonable rate that they can pay with a $50,000 

medical cap would-allow these companies to be a viable influence 

in the future availability of an insurance market in New J~rsey. 

The Role of Compensation to an Injured Person on the Degree of 
Fault 

Changing the Existing·$200 Tort Liabili~y Threshold by Increasini 
it hlonetarily or Replacing it with a Verbal Threshold 

\ The $200 soft tissue tort threshold is a joke. As a matter ---of fact, the experience of our companies in all states which have 

a dollar threshold is that a dollar threshold is nothing more 

than a target for plaintiffs' to overcome to establish their 

right to sue. This generates more loss dollars into the system,-

which is an irony to say the least because one of the purposes 

of the first party benefits, payable to all who are injured, is 

to preclude the nece~sity to sue for the less significant injuries. 

The plaintiffs' bar will, undoubtedly, be down here to tell you 

that they represent the consumer and that tampering with the 

threshold will be taking away the basic rights of an individual 
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for regr(•SS of injury. Remember, after no-f atilt that we a.re 

pay in~ for medical and wage 1ossos t? 100% of the people who ; .. 

an-' injure~. whereas before, unde/ the tort systein, we wei•e 

. paying the med.ical and wage ,loss·· on something less than 50%: · 

.so, a lot more dollars are going ·out in the forrn of ,first party 

m~dical and wage loss payments; \Ve have- to make these. dollars 

· available from some place else, and the onfy place you_ car1 get 
. .. _., :._ _; .. , .. · . 

;them is by limiting the, right to cOllect .for non-economic. loss . 

. - This means that New Jersey ·should limit the right to. a third 

party claim only in tilose cas·es involving death:, permanent 
. . . 

sign1.f icant disfigurement, loss of a body member~ ·_ total disability 
. . . 

.. ., ,• . ., . . . :.·: . -. . 

for 90 or more consecutive days or a medically de:terminabt~ 

serious and. permanent· injury'.. - The words ''serious If and "tot.al 

disability'' should be de·f:i..ned. -. 

Such a tO:rt limitation coupled with a $50,000 benefit 

package would be a vety well balancec:l packag~. : 

Extehding·No-::Fault Coverage to Collision 

Whereas balancedno:fault·elsewherehas met with .. . . . . ' . . . -. . 

acceptance of the ~ub1ic -- incluc:Jirtg property damage •in.the 

no-fault law "has fai],ed miserably. Pe;scmai cbnversations with 
. . 

adjusters, friends and public opinion polls tell us that when 
. ·. :·.. , . ' . ' . 

. people get clobber~d by a drunk from . the rear end,·. through. no _.· 

faµl t of theirs,, they do not want to .sacrifice "tlleir $100 or 
.... 

$250 deductible to- a theoretical system. They want their money 
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back. That is understandable. Besides, the.problems which 

g.l\"(:' ri :,;t• to al 1 of this talk about no-fault to begin with, 

in the bodily injury area and not found in the property 

darnag-e cover. 

The Use of Collateral Sources to Help Pay for Injuries from 
Auto Aceidents 

Automobile no-fault benefits must be primary as to any 

other available benefits, if automobile insurers are to implement 

sound disability and medicai' management strategies-, . Making other 

henefjts primary Over auto insurance benefits also creates great 

inefficiencies in claims administration. 

Most health insurance policies do not coyer the full cost 

of medical care. tlost contain deductible provisions as well as 

co-insurance requirements. When health insurance is made primary, 

the auto insurer must reimburse the insured for those items of 

losses which are not paid by the health insurer. Accordingly, 

the auto insurer, as well as the health insurer, must establish 

a claim file·and the auto insurer must investigate those elements 

of losses which are not covered under the health insurance contract. 

On the other hand, no-fault laws should provide for the 

full reimbursement of medical losses up to a certain aggregate 

limit. To the extent that th~ expenses incurred in any one case 

for the medical care remains within the limit, health insurers 

clo not have to create a file if automobile insurance is made 

primary. In facti health insurers Would seldom become involved 
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in the reimbursement oJ any medical losses resulting from auto 

injuri~s if the no-fault law provides for $50,000 medical and 

wage loss benefi~ 

It has been alleged that the administrative costs of 

health insurance are substantially lower than automobile insurance 

and thus, total insurance savings could be achieved under a 

system which makes health insurance primary. Such assumptions 

are incorrect. Under no-fault insurance, the auto insurers are 

required to provide not only medical benefitsi but a host of 

other benefits and coverages including disability, household. 

expenses, replacement services, liability exposure, property 

damage a.nd collision. The incremental administrative costs 

attributable to medical benefits. are considerably smaller than 

the cost of administering health insurance. Accordingly, the 

most cost efficient administrative system is the one which 

makes automobile insurance primary. 

Another important reason to r.:iake automobile insurance 

primary is because such primacy'a!lows the auto insurer to 

maximize claims management by coordinating medical and wage 

disability benefits. This gives the auto insurer much greater 

incentive to assist the injured in reducing the disability and 

returning to gainful employment. Such coordination would .not 

be possible under a system which would make health insurance 

benefits primary. 
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Shern ld PIP I3enefits be Limited to the Named Insured I Spouse 
·:1.ocf Resident Members of the Families or Extended to all 
Ckcunan ts of the Insured' s Car? 

we believe that insuran~e should follow the autom6bile 

and not the individual in an accident. The present law in New 

Jersey provides for the insurance to follow the individual in 
~ 

an accident. This is inefficient and unfair for two reasons~ 

* An operator of an automobile is involved in an accident. 

His insurance company must respond by opening up ~----file, 

investigating the liability possibilities, estimating and 

settling the physical damage claim and receiving and ~aying 

the PIP on the operator. Efficiency then requires that this 

same company merely receive and pay 

occupants in the autornobi le. { Under 

the PIP claims of all the 
,P 

the present law, if four 

passengers are riding with the insured in a car pool and an 

accident occurs and all of them are injured, it is quite 

possible that five insurance companies would hecessarily open 

up a file and go through the same motions to a limited degree 

that the original tnsurer 

~o in the fi=t pl:ce.~ 

on the automobile would have had to 
' 

* Policyholders want a rating system which reflects their 

good driving record. Of course, bad drivers do not want to be 

penalized for their accidents, however, it is extremely unfair 

not to charge accident prone drivers more than thbse vast 

majority of risks which are accident 1free, thereby making these 
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n~re responsible driveis sub~idize the poorer ones. Amending 

the present New Jersey rio-fault law to put the responsibility 

on the vehicle instead of the individuals, would r~flect the 

proper exposure to loss to each vehicle ins~red. 

Should No-Fault be·· Extended to Motorcycles,. Trucks; Buses, 
Taxis and other Fleet Vehicles? 

No-fault benefits should not be extended to any other 

category than to the. private passenger motor vehicle. 
.. ~ 

The present no-fault law wisely excl ucles motorcycles, · ·· ./ , n 1 

~l))l(P-' 
however, a New Jersey appellate case, H6glin v. Natiorr,ide, 

has held that ah injured motorcyclist may receive PIP benefits 

under an available automobile insurance policy. I believe 

that this interpretation was unintended under the original law, 

and some amendatory language to the present law might be in 

order :to clarify this. 

Truck occupan·cs are virtually u:1 covered unc1.er some 

form of workers' 6ompensation, and therefore, there would be 

no need to amend the present law to include trucks. As a 

matter of fact, to include trucks under the no-fault law would 

reap an unjustified windfall to them because when they are 

involved in an accident, it is almost always attendant with 

injury consequences in the private passenger vehicle. 

Extending coverage of the no-fault law to buses would 

be,highly undesirable under the present New Jersey statute, 

whereby insurance follows the individual. Therefore, I suggest 
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•that added impetus to an amendment,which would amend the no...,fault 

benefits to follow the vehicle, would correct an inequity in 

this area, and thereby, if that is accomplished, and cinly if 
_,,,,---- ----

that is accomplished, it would be desirable to include buses 
. . . I 

and.taxis under the no-fault p~ovisions. 

!Iow Much "Fraud and Deceit" in There, If Any -- Particularly 
Billing Practices by Doctors and Hospitals Allegedly Inflating 
Claims to Raise the Monetary Threshold Above $200 so Lawsuits 
Can be Started. · 

What Has Been the Rate of Increase in Auto Premiums Since 
Enactment of "No-Fault" After Discounting the Inflationary 
Factor, and What is the Actual Profit Margin in New Jersey 
for Auto Insurers? 

On these last two questions, Mr. Chai~man, because of 

the' shortness of time.to prepare for this hearing, and because 

these facts and data are not immediately available, I cannot 

comment upon them at this time. I have directed inquiries to 
. . 

our departments that handle the~e things and ask permission at 

this time to follow up on my testimony here with sub.mission into 
q • 

the record of the findings and answers to them. 

l 
Thank you very· much for the opportunity to be heard on 

this very important subject, and I would like to extend· the· 

courtesy of our ~~sociation and its expertise in any specific 

inquiry or information need that this.committee may feel 

necessary in their deliberations. 
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The American Insurance 'Association is a trade group whose 

membership consists of 147 stockholder owned property-casualty 

companies doing business in all 50 states. Many of our member 

companies do a great deal of business in New Jersey and several 

have their home offices located in the state. AIA companies account 

for approximately 45% of the property/casualty market in New Jersey, 

including roughly one-third of the automobile business. 

We appreciate this opportunity to off~r our comments to :this 

study comrnision and are hopeful that your efforts.will result in 

an improved no-fault law that will better serve the needs· of the 

New Jersey motoring public. 

Before maki?g any specific cowments on this subject,I think 

it is useful to briefly review the original purpose and intent of 

the_ no-,faul t concept as it applies to an automobile insurance· 

reparations systeme No-fault came about because of serious 

criticism of the tort liability system. That system suffered from 

crowded court calendars with delays ·of up to two years in having a 

case heard, ~t·was criticized for being too expensive in tenns of ·legal and -

administrative costs, for not returni~g enouqh oft the pre~~um dollar 

to injured auto accident victims, for overcompensating small 

claims and seriously undercompensating larger claims and for 

only compensating those accident victims proven to be free from fault. 

No-fault was to improve on the· liabilit:y. system in th~t.•all injured 

automobile accident victims would be promptly and fully compensated, 

up to the limits of their coverage, for their economic loss without 

regard to fault. Auto accident victims gave up their right to sue, 

(only partially under the New Jersey Law with its $200 threshold) 

and possibly recover,but gained the right to immediate and full 

compensation for medical,. wage and other economic loss. 
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In order to finance this system of compensating all accident 

victims for their losses as opposed -to only compensating those not 

at fault or 50% of all accident victims, the expensive process 

of fault determination through litigation had to be eliminated 

except for very serious injuries and for losses in excess of no-

fault coverages. Essentially then, the dollars saved in litigating 

liability claims, where only half the victims would be compensated, 

were used to pay no-fault benefits to all accident victims. Most 

actuaries agreed this concept would work,if it was structured properly, 

and would result in a~t9 insurance premiums equal to~ or less th~n, 

existing equivalent insurance premiums. (Pre no-fault premiums= 

bodily injury liability coverage +.medical payments coverage+ 

uninsured motorists coverage·-- no-fault premiums for equivalent 

coverages= bodily injury coverage+ personal Injury Protection 

(PIP)). We are convinced the actuaries were correct and even though 

the record has been muddied somewhat by unanticipated and unprecedented 

inflation over the past few years the fact remains that the no-fault 

concept for auto insurance is a better system both in terms of 

compensating auto accident victims and in terms of favorably impacting 

on auto insurance prJmiums. 

I have attached to my statement a brief summary indicating 

the impact of no-fault and inflation on auto insurance rates. 

The summary indicates th?,t even includin<;J rate increases through 

March of 1976, auto insurance rates in most no-fault states were 

approximately the same or somewhat lower than they were under the 

fa'-!lt system. In New Jersey, for example, most insurers reduced 

their rates by approximately 27% when no-fault became effective 

four years ago. GEICO dropped its rates by 33%. Even with increases 
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granted since then., average rates for bcxlily injury insurance are still lo.-Jer 

today than th~y were in 1972. ($64.80 v~rsus $74.29}. 

The New Jersey no-fault law is working well in one respect in 

that it is compensating all accident victims fully and promptly 

for their economic losses. The law remains defective and imbalanced 

however, and while it includes a generous first party benefits package 

it does not include a meaningful restriction on lawsuits. Liability 

actions have not been adequately curtailed and the cost of 

litigation and other frictional costs associated with the liability 

system have not diminished to the point necessary ·to adequately offset 

the cost of the laws 9enerous no-fault benefits and not enough to haVE:: a major inpact 

on residual bodily injury liability rates. In essence we have both 

a traditional tort system and a no-fault system operating at the same 

time. Such a -dual system is too expensive and cannot continue if the 

full benefits of the no-fault law are ever to be felt by New Jersey 

motorists. 

There is evidence that the number of auto negligence cases 

docketed for the three years after the no-fault law went into effect 

have declined five to ten percent. The National Association of 

Insurance Commissioners Fast Track Data also indicates that the 

pure premium (which is total losses, exclusive of all loss adjustment 

expenses, divided by the number of insured vehicles), for bodily injury 

liability coverage has increased by 12.1% since 1972. This is less 

than the rate of inflation meaning that the $200 threshold has had 

some impact on reducing tort suits. Nonetheless, there has been a larg~ 

increase in liability lqsses paid and this means the threshold is not 

adequate. 
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Additionally, even though the nwnber of·bodily.injury suits 

have declined the average payment per claim has been steadily 

increasing with a 25.5% increase from only the·end of 1975 to the 

first quarter of 1977. ($4,303 versus $5,402) 

A comparison of the New Jersey results to Michigan's which 

has a strong verbal threshold in its law., clearly demonstrates . . 

the impact of such a threshold on both premiums .·and a reduction 

in tort suits. While New Jerseys BI pure· p~emiurnis now 12% higher 

than it was prior to .the no-fault law in .1972, :($47.10 in March 1977_ 

versus $42.00), Michigan's BI pure premiums show an absolute reduction 

of nearly_ 50% from"its pre-no-fault level inl972.- ($18.66 in March · 

1977 versus $36.26) 

The explanation for this-phenomenal achievement lies in the 

Michigan laws strong threshold. In 1972, a total·of 52,191 claims 

were paid under the bodily injury liability cov.erage in Michigan.· 

In the year ending last March only 6,518 claims were paid -- a. drop_ 

of 45, 6·73, a staggering 87. 5%. · New Jersey also experienced a 56% 

decline in frequency of bodily injury liability claims but this is 

not meaningful in terms of.savings when compared with the constant 

increase in the size of claims. 

Clearly,.what needs to be done is for the existing no-fault 

law to be amended replacing the $200 threshold with a verbal or 

descriptive provision. Absent inflation, and-assuming the existence 

of an adequate rate, this will impact favorably on future bodily 

injury liability premiums. 
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There are other problems with the New Jersey law in addition 

to the threshold, one of which is particularly serious. The law 

presently requires insurance companies to pay unlimited medical 

benefits to its insureds. Thi's requirement has become a difficult 

burden for many companies doing business in New Jersey and we propose 

that there be a maximum limit of $50,000 on the amount of required 

medical expense benefits payable under the law. This change will

provide adequate coverage from most insureds and permit companies to 

offer excess medical payments coverage to consumers who wish·to ·, 

purchase additional protection above $50,000. At the same time it 

will limit the total exposure to an amount any financially re

sponsible insurance company can adequately handle. Such amendment 

would also provide a greater element of predictability in the rate 

making process that is lacking under present law. 

In this regard I would urge the commission to seriously consider 

this approach as opposed to the approach taken in Senate Bill 1380. 

That proposal has passed both Houses of the legislature but has pot 

yet been signed by the Governor. The approach taken in that bill 

will not serve to reduce insurance costs to the public but will 

spread the cost over all companies doing business in the state. 

The bill will force companies to pay for the losses of their 

competitors and in effect forces larger ~nsurers to subsidize 

reinsurance premiums that smaller companies will no longer have 

to purchase. It is a most undesirable and anticompetitive approach 

and we ask the commission to give our amendment in this regard its 

very serious attention. 
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We have other concerns about the no-fault law as well. 

One area is that of fraudulent claims. We don't know the extent 

of it but we would certainly support some mechanism to discourage 

such. claims. Frankly, part of the problem is existing statutory 

provis;i.ons penalizing insurers fo;'; delay in p~yment of cl€lims. · 

This contributes to the problem by making insurers hesistant about 

denying claims and it also does not give them proper·time in some 

instances to properly investigate: and evaluat~ the merits of a claim. 

I would cautio11 the commission however, against setting _up some 

elaborate mechanism to handle this problem •. Any· solution must be 
·, ... 

cost effective, that is it must not cost more or even as much a,s 

present losses resulting from fraudulent claims. 

Clearly so~ething is wrong wi.th the system, PIP pure premiums 

increased 32.7% from first quarter 1976 to 1977 and the average 

PIP. loss went up 17. 3% for the same period. .This is. compared to a 

countrywide increase of 22.1% and 5.9% respectively. BI pure premium 

and average loss for the same period increased 12.2% and 19.1%. 

Countrywide the same figures are 7.6% and 10.7%.· Part.of the. 

explanation for this. is a weak threshold with _other reasons being 
; . ~ 

a high benefits pack'age, over utili".zation of auto insurance, inflation and 

outright: fraud~-

Another concern we have is·· that of a recent court decision which 

included motorcycles under the no.:...fault law. We feel this was not· 

the original intention of the legislation, with good reason, and 

· ·we think the law should be amended. clarifying this exclusion. 
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During the past year, in conjunction with the other trade 

associations and State Farm, we have made our own independent 

study of the New Jersey no-fault law and have prepared certain 

amendments to the law; some of which I have discussed in my 

statement. Of particular importance is the language creating a 

verbal threshold, the language limiting medical benefits payments to 

$50,000 and the exclusion of motorcycles. In all there are nine 

amendments some substantive and some technical and I am making them 

available to the com.~ission. I might add that this language has 

' been carefully drafted by insurance experts who are involved in the 

actual day to day process of handling claims. I must emphasize that 

the creation of a verbal threshold is a most difficult undertaking 

and words ~ust be chosen carefully so as not to encourage the 

very litigation the no-fault concept is intended to reduce to a 

minimum. This language has been drafted specifically with regard 

to th~e handling and administration of claims and with regard to 

minimizing litigation. 

We appreciate this opportunity to comment and we will be 

glad to try and provide the commission with any additional information 

you may require. 

GEC/dgd 

7/77 
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NEW JERSEY DEPARTMJ:::;r OF INSURANCE 

AtrrO:•!OBILE BODILY r;uuRY LL!\BILITY 

PRIVATE PASSF:::cER CARS 

PAID LOSSES Pf.R HJSURED CAR YF.AR ENDED 

Year Number of Paid Average Payment Average Payment 
Ended Claims Per 100 Cars Per Claim Per Car 

December 31, 1973 2.13 1,798 $38.30 

December 31, 1974 1.65 2,202 36.33 

December 31, 1975 1.27 2,811 35.70 
i. 

J'una 30, 1976 -1.13 3,196 36.11 

38x 
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l1nrd1 7, 1977 

NEW JERSEY DEPAlffi·fE!IT 0~ INSURANCE 

AUTO:-:onILE PROPERTY D:~'..-\GE LIABILITY 

PRIVATE PASSENGER CARS 

PAID LOSSES 1'ER INSURED CAR YF.i\R nrnED 

Year Number of Paid Average PaY1rent Average 
Ended Claims per 100 Cars Per Claim Payment Per Car 

December 31, 1973 7.52 366 $27.52 

'-
December 31, 1974 7.98 376 30.01 

December 31, 1975 8.16 
-, 

421'• 3t._35 

June 30, 1976 8.11 439 35·_ 60 

39x 
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March 7, 1977 

New Jersey Department of Insurance 

Average Insunmce Cost Per Car 

Companies Using Rates of Insur2.nce Services Office 

Bodily Injury 15/30 Limits 
Personal Injury Protection/ 
$5,000 Medical Payments 

Total 

Property Damage $5,000 

Total Liability 
I 

Collision $100 Deductible 
Comprehensive ACV 

1972 

$74.29 

12.52 

86.81 

38.34 

125.15 

63.30 
19.57 

Total Physical Damage 82.87 

Total All Coverages 208.02 

1977 

$64.80 
35.34 

100.14 

53.53 

153.67 

108.97* 
26.13* 

135.10 

288.77 

Change 

-12.8% 

+15.4 

+22.8 

+72.1 
+33.5 

+63~0 

+38.8 

NOTE: Bodily Injury rates ,;-,ere .reduced and Medical Payments charges 
were eliminated January li 1973. 

*Reflects rate incrr~ascs and' higher premiums due to higher 
cost of cars. 

$200 deductible collision coverage is marketed since March, 
1976 with a cost reduction of approximately $32. 

-3-
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· ... · ... u,v DI\TISIOH - . SUPERIOR Al{D COilliTY. COUR;3 

. 'l'O'.t'.'U. AUTO llEO!.IORUCE CASE'S ADDED . 
AS·.}. PZRC.et.-r:lOA O? ALL crm.. Cl..SE3 ADD.El)it 

; . . . . . . 

. comlTY.,;BY-COtr.ITT D.\TA coura lTJJ''-3 197<>;..1976 . . ' ~ .· . . 

Court Yciu-a Ending AU,'.;Uat 31 

comm 
y 

1970 i971 y 1972 11 ... 1974 i975 ·. 1976 

A 

B 

B 

C 

C 

C 

tlanti'c 

ergen 

urllngton 

arr.den 

e.pe May 

ur:-.berlnnd 

ssex E 

G 

H 

H 

.H 

M1 

M 

M 

lou::eGtcr 

udson 

unterdon 

ercer 

ddlcsex 

onmouth 

orr1s· 

·., 0 cean 

. l' 

s 

s 

s 

u 

assaic 

alem 

o:nersct 

\lBSCX 

n1on 

c:rren ,t,l 

s 
T 

TAT,~ 
OTAL ···.----· - -

47~ 54~ 48~ ·, 

50~ 53~ .. 51~ 

•·· 58p 6o% 55~.· 

6~. 65% 62% 

33~ 34~ 34~ 

64:i · 63% 55% 

51%. 52% ·47~ 

64% 
... 

68~ 64~ 

·56~ 55% 55% 

41~ 45!f; 34~ 

55% ,·•·.56~ 51~ 

68;t 66~ 66% 

· 61~. 58~ :59',' 

49% 54% 50~ 

577> ~53~ 52% 

52~ 50~·· 1+9J 
59% 55% 51% 

.39% 44:G 39'~ 

53~ 4-4% . 45% 

56%. 54% ~13% 

41~ .· 4i~ ' 60% 

56rt' ·. i,.),. 56% -·53~ 

41% 27~ 34~ 31~~ 

4~ 43~ ·3~ ·~·~ 

53~ . 51!'$ 44~ 43~ 

·~ 5li~ 48~ 53~ 

31~ 2456 1~ 22~ 

50~ 51~ 41~ itt3~ 

48~ h,~ 45~. 4i% 
.. 62~ 62% 53~ 57~ . 

' 
53%- 53~ .. 52~ 4S~ _,._,, 

36~ 31~ 30% <28~. 

52~ 48~ 42~ i.n 
62~ 57~ 52,: ··54~ 

•. 

58~ 51~ 48% 46~ 

47% 43~ 33~. 31~-

51~·· 1i5~ 4o;6 '37%.' 

47~ 116~' 42~ 42% 

39;; . 41~ 36~ ··2~ 

37~ 37% 30~ 33~ 

32~ 33~ 2~ 23% .. 

·5~ 49p 47? 45~ 
3n .· .· 32% 24~ ·. 23~ 

5~ l:81, 44~ 43~ 

~ County perccntl}.gcs calcule.ted py dividing tdtnl auto n.cgligenco cli.!l\CB ... , 
·. e.d:icd (n~w a:; W<Hl z;.s rei:i:itr.";;c?:\ents•) in t.he cow:ity t.y- the toj:;n.l or ".c.l.l .· 

civil. cases· added :1.n the countv ror ·ench court yeo.r. . • 
. ·state Totnl pcrccntai:;e co.lcuitited by divldin~ .the~ Stntc Total of nti'to 
neg11g:mce ct.scs added (~ ns wte.11 ~s· reinntntcmr.nts) by the Stt..t1e. . 
Total of .all civil added. ror oe.ch court yc11r. · · 

' 

1/ Dntn on Ctl.St:f\ added for. CO\lrt yc~ro '1970-1971 exolud~ll. Cl".l'IOB ndded b;r ' 
trru1:i!er or xoinstr.te::ient. 'l'hose reinst~tct!vmts n.nd tl'r.rrnfero represent~;, 
c<\ such r. nor.:lir-iblc pr-oporqon (.0. 5~) of t-.11 c1rno!1 ndti.ed, t:tieir · · 
cxclu::,ion ,dll 1iot. :1ir,nHic:mtl::"t .n!'fect- t.hl!i, t.n"lysi!i .or chnr.p;1r.;. 
porcrnft-. .;'c~ . of &.U ~o · n~r.li&cncn ~fl.fl Of! o.ddod rr.lo.t1 VO to total cjx11 
Cfl.ll.C:0 tit1c:!bQ. . 

44,c_ 



COUh"TT DISTRICT COU-P.':'3 

m:.1! AU!'O NEGLIGE!lC~ COl!PV\.DiTS FILED (rnc:.unr.m REI:r!lTATI:.~lTIS) 
AS A PE.RG.Ell"l'/,0.Z OF ALL cm:=-·r....\.L:.. rs ADDl:LJit 

C 

A 

OlP.iTY -
tlant1c 

ergcn B 

B 

C 

C 

C 

E 

G 

H 

H 

H 

J,'j_ 

url1.ngton 

a.:nden 

e.pe lfoy 

U.'llberlE-nd 

ecex 

loucester 

udson 

unterdon 

ercer 

ddlesex 

H 

V. 

0 

p 

omnouth 

orrin 

ceen 

ossnic 

o.lcm s 

So 

Su 

Un 

merset 

ssex 

ion 

rrcn 

:AT£U 
t~L 

C0u:rIT-·BY-C0tmrr D.."t.TA C0t,~t '!V .. P..3 1970-1976 

Coltrt Yearn Ending AUt:',lSt 31 

1970 1()71 1972 1973 1974 .197'1 

8.7% 9.3% 7-?% 7.7'/, 5.5~ 3.4% 

12.0% 11.7'/, 11.3~ 9.5% I 6.4~ 4.7% 

8.5~ 7.7'/, 6.7'~ 6 .Ofa 5.1~ 4.2~ 

9.8~ 8.4% 8.2~ 1.e;G 6.11% 4.o~ 

7.4% 7.2~ 8.ot, . 5.&~ 3.li~ 2.8% 

8.5~ 8.1% 7-5~ 7.6~ 5.2% 4.1% 

11.0% -10.0~ 9°3% 7.6~ 
'-

6.2% 11.956 

· 8.3~ 8.3% 8.o;t 8.o~ 5.8~ 3.~;;:; 
10.Li~ 10.o~ 9-5% 8.5~ 7.3% 5-7~ 

. 
5.6% 5-7~ 4.6~ 3.8~ 3.0~ 2.8~ 

9-~ 8.4~ 7.9'/, '1.5:~ 5.1~ 3-3~ --

12 .It~ 10.7% 9.8~ 9.4~ 7.1~ 5-3% 

12.0,:t ·9°5% 7,8% 8.o~ 4.8~ 4.3% 

9-9~ 9. 9-;.: 8.6% 1.01, 5.8~ 4.9ft 

9.8~ 8.9~ 6.6% 7.3~ I 4.5% 3.6~ 

9.7</, 10.5% 10. 9-;i; lL3% 5.8% 5.1% 

2.9;-t 2.5~ 3.0% 2.7'/, 2 .2-;& 2.2% 
-

9.7'/, 9.1% 7.6'/, 6.1~ 5.5;,j j.9~· 

7.4'/, 6.3~ 6.8% ' 5.4~ l+. 4~ 2.8;G 
{ 

14.8,:t 12.8;; 12.6~ 10.6~ 8.1~ 5-9'fo 

9.6% '(.1% 6.7;(, 7,3% 4.6~ .!J-.1~ 

10. 7'/, 10.0::: 9.4% 8.1% 6.1~ 4.7;;; ~-~~,- ~ -

1 Cl"/~ 

2.9% 

4.4~. 

2.9~ 

3.3~ 

3.0~ 

3-3~ 

4.1% 

3-1~ 

5.5% 

2.7~ 

2.5% 

4.4~ 

3.0,; 

3.8% 

2.6~ 

4.4~ 

1.0% 

3.11~ 

2.3% 

6,1% 

2.6~ 

4.oi 

o County prirccntt<ges c:a:lcule.tcd by Givic!!.r:;; no~ r.uto ne;::lit=;enc!\ CO~?laintn 
filed {in~_h!_~i:11.r; tr.'.lDSf'3rs nhd. ~::s~l\l __ cU.!ll.. r~inatato:-.iDnts} in thu. county by 
tho totl\l or r.11 co=-,plcint:-; nddcct for tnc!1 court y1.:nr. - • 

Stn.tt"J 'l'otril pt,rccntn~e cnlculntcd by cl~vic!lr.F: tr.~ Str,.te Totr,l of" nt;u 
auto n~r,U~encc co::,pl£,1nt:• !iled (:!:1_1c~dI!,5_ trt,n!lfcr!1 r.nd e_x~)_llc:1-1!\:L . 
rt1innte.tct..1entr.;) by th:, gtt:.to 'l'otnl or c.ll cc;:pld.nt3 E~dc\ed ror cmc:1 
court, yen.i-. 

45x 
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Examininq the da~J for the County District Courts, total auto rtcgligcnce complaints 
added (including rcinstatcm~nts) for court years 1910-1?72 ~mounted to 89,076 out of~ tntal 
of 692,252 nf •11 compl~~nts added. Tor court yc~rs 1974-1~7fi, totol duto n~qliq~n~o cumplntntu 
amounted to 52, 1.92 out of a total 'o! 835,522 complal_nts added •. Thu!:_, for the thrcu y,,,,n, 
prioi to the enactment of this legislation, auto negliiencc complaintn repr~snntcd r2.q 1•rr cent 
of the total complaints adde.J, while, for the three full years aft.er the enactrnont of_ thiu 
legisla.tion, auto neqli.gcnce complaints comprised only 6.2 pi::r cent of the complaints added 
in the ~istrict Courts. It should also be noted that the number of total auto neqliq~nce 
complaints ~dded averaged 29,692 for 1970-1972 (pre-enactment) and 17,397 (or 1974-1976 
(post-enactment). 

Examining new auto complaints filed (includin...9'.. transfers and excluding reinstatements) 
a similar pattern"emerges of a decreasing proportion of auto negligence cases to totc1.l District 
Court complaints added~ New auto ncgllqence complaints fi-led for court years 1970-1972 
amounted to 69,265 out ·ofthe total of 692,252 complaints added. Fror., court years 1974-1976, 
~ auto negligence cornp:taints filed amounted to 40,817 out of the to~al of 835,522 compla~nts 

1 

added. Accordingly, for the three years prior to the enac·trnent of this law,·~ auto negligencE 
complaints represented' 10.o·per cent. of the total filings in the District Court, while,. for 
the three full ·years ·after the enactment of "t:o Fault," ~- auto negligence complaints 
represented 4.9 per cent of the to·tal f.ilings. The nu-.mber of ~ auto negligence complaints 
averaged 23,088 for 1970-1972 (pre-enactmen_t) and 13,606 for 1974-1976 (post-enactment·). 

Court Year 
Ending 

August 31 

1970 
1971 
1972 

1973!/ 

1974 
1975 
1976 

New 
Auto Nes. Inactive 

Filed Auto Neg. 
(Including Complaint~ 
Transfersl"2_/. Added 5/. 

23,120 
23,714 
22,431 

20,292 

15,948 
13,154 
11,715 

5,503 
7,412 
6,896 

6,333 

5,048 
3,480 
2,847 

COUNTY DISTRICT COURTS 
C6mpl.ints Fil~d 

Totai 
Auto Neg. 

Complaints 
Mded ~/. 

28,623 
31,126 
29,327 

26,625 

20,996 
16,634 
14,562 

Total 
Of All 

Complaints 
Added 

215,491 
237,548 
239,213 

251,743' 

260,664 
280,941 
293,917 

.Conclusions 

C< 

New A1.l'to 
Neg. Complaints 

A·s Per.centage 
Of Total Of 

All Complaints 
Added 

10.1, 
10.;o, 
9.4\ 

B.l\ 

Total Auto 
Neg-. Complaints 

AIR Porcerit:1qo 
Of 'l'otal Of 

All Complaints 
Added 

13.J\ 
13.l\ 
12.J\ 

fl.l\ 
5. 9'\ 
5.0\ 

This caseload data supports the conclusion that the proportion of automobile.nr.qliqencc 
cases relative to the tota~ caseload ~as diminished since the "No Fault" law went "inio cff~ct. 
This is true both in the L~w Division of the Sqpcrior and County Courts as well as in the 
Co11nty District Courts. Thie .nur.1ber of ·auto ne.jl•igence ca_ses filc;id t,,1s decreased aiso: a slight, 
decrease in S~perior.court auto negligence cases added and a .sub.tanti~l decrease in co~plnints 
fi_!ed in --~~ 7 County D~~~~ Courts. ___ County-,by-county dat·a presented .on the following three 
pages al•o follows a consist~nt pattern: the proportion ~f auto negligence cas~s added 
relative to the total cases added has decreased in· 1:ioth· civil court:, for every county. 

Allhouoh these de~rcases have occurred since the "No yault" law wch~ into cff~ct, it 
would be inaccurate to attribute these decreases solely_ tc,. the. effect of the •No rault" 1 3 w. 
In ~rder t~ ~tate precisely the effect of this law on the ~ourts, it would be neccs$ary to ' 
revie~ ind1v1dual cases as well as definri, quantify, and •tatistically eliminate all interactin, 
factors which could affe_ct the !ilinqs of automobile negligenc~ cases. These factors· include 
increases.in autooobile reqistrations, chang~s in the a1:1ouht deductab!c for each collision, 
the gasoli~c shortage and the subsequcn~ .reduction of maxiLlum speed limits, increased safct~ 
equ 1 1~cnt in .cars, changes in the law or the anount of other litiqati6n b~ing filed in these 
court~, as well as changes in policy by in~ur~ncc comp3nies procc~sinq claicis. In the Count~ 
Dis l r i ct Court 5, for c x .• ~_l"..l c.~\:i:-,;,ut~-~---,i.,.c.J.i.!,_£._j_ri ,Hlt l'.'mnh i le nrq) i'1 e nee { i l i 11 q 5 7nay _ be : 
in p.itt attributable tc• th<' p,·~·!'t·nt S::!O(I r.:inimum thre-;;l,0Ta.-1o"i· spcc1,;T'",,;,,c'JTcai co:.ts. 7/ · 

ii 
6/ --11 

l•oos r,ot i11..:luil,~ auto ncql iCJl,-ncc• ·co1,i,l.iints 
Law bcc~ne c(fcctiv~ J~nuaty 1, 1~7l. 
11.J_.~.A. 39:Gl,··O. 
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"i·Rr.UDS lU r1'{i'":~~'!·\j\.> t\LJ'!\.J;·,LJiJJ.~r.· , ..... '-·••-''•t., ..... ,. 1t_l\-,c • .:, 

at:fOHE At;D 1,FTEH i'IIE EN/\C7'tH::;·;- or !:O F"At:1.1' L~GISLJ>.:·rc:; 

The New Jersey Automnbi)c Reparation tcform /\ct, generally referred to as the •No Fault" 
law, went into ef:fect on January . .l, 1973. Sec ll.J.S.1,. 39:Gl\-l ct seq. 

Data on auto negligence cases added in the Law Divi~i~n of the Superior and County Courts 
. and auto negli;encc co~plaints filed ln the County District Courts a~c presented below fa~ 
the thre·e court years prior to the enactn,ent of tt.is legislation (1970-1972), court year 1973 
during which the law went into effect in midyear, a~d the three court years after the "No Fault 
law went into effect. 

Data on auto negligence cases added in the Law Division of the Superior and County Courtc 
includes new' cases as well as cases added by transfer nr rii~state~ent fer the court years 
ending 1974-1976, while data on cases added for the court years ending 1970-1973 includes new 
cases only. Reinstatements and transfers for ~curt years 1970-1973 a~c~ntcd_to such a negligil 
portion of ell cases added that their ·exclusion will ~ot significantly affect this analysis 
of changing percez:it~ges ot: ~.?to 1_:_~i:,!i_gt!~_c__1_:_cas1:.~-~:~C:cd__:~latiy!! _t_~ -~-ot~-~-civil cases adqe~--~~~ 

Datn on a~to negligence complaints filed in the County District Cour~s has been provided 
both with and without cases reinstated, since such reinstat~rncnts represent a sizeable pro
portion of all auto negligence complaints added. 

It is assumed, but cannot be dernonstrat~d without a case-by-case review, that reinstatemen 
ieflect duplications of filings d~ring the same or prior_ycars. 

Both the data on cases added.in the Superior and County ~ourts and complalnts filed in 
the County District CD~rts reflect that auto negligence cases have beco~e a smaller portion 
of the total civil caseload after the enactment of this law t·h-11.n they 1,,·ere before the law 
went in~o effect. 

Law Division--Suocri~r. and Countv Courts 

Examining data from the Law Division of the Sup~rior ind County C~~rts, auto negligence 
cases added for court years 1970-1972 amounted t6 53,289 out ot a total of 96~758 of all civil 
cases added. For court years 1974-1976, auto negligcnte cases added a~ounted to (7,533 
out of a total of 105,355 of all civil cases added. Thus, fer the ihrcc full years prior 
to the e~actment of this law, auto negligence cases represented 55.1 per cen~ of the total. 
~ivil caseloaj added, while, foi the thrc~ full years after the enG:t~c~t of thi• legislation, 
auto negligence cases represented only 45.1 per cent or the total civil caselo~d. ·It should 
also be noted that the number of auto negligence cases added averaged 17,763 for 1970-1972 
(pre~enactment) and 15,851 for 1974-1976 (post-enacinent). 

Court Year 
Ending 

1'u9:ust 31 

1970 
1971 
1972 

l97JY 

1974 
1975 
1976 

LAW DIVISION OF THE SUPERICa ~~n COUNTY COURTS 
Caaoa ;,dded 1J 

Total A1,1to To,tal of 
Neg. Cas•~s 

Added J.fY 
All Cases __ 

. 1',c1dcd.Y !!./ 
18,77".! 33,64(, 
17, 9_81_ 32,190 
16,53(, 30,922 

16,343 31,595 

15,591 32,lGll 
·15, 956 36,201 
16,006 36·, 966 

!/ Caoo11 a<~dcl by tr11n1Jfor or rolnctl\toncnt in the La-.· OivJuion of the Supo·rir;,r 
_______ Co\lrlo __ lt:j•reocntod o!!lYy,5\ of tho tot.al civil c'l!solor,d fc•r tho ct,::::~ yor.rn 

!./ I\ CII !; C i!,. add CJ t O th~ u JC n<l~--;---;,-;;-;_;-n- th-;;-o-;·;-; an g,..e l j_" ~--, n O d, . IL " : 3(,.:. 2. 
}.I l,1\\1 bCCl',r.lC t·ffectivc Janu,,l'y l, 1·973. . · 

'l'otnl /,uto 
Neg. Ca Foes 

Added As 
Percentage· 

Of All 
Cases Added 

55.8\ 
55.9\ 
53.S~ 

48.5\' 
44.H 
43.H 

t1nd County 
er.Jing 1970-197 ______ .., ---·---· ----

· ·--··•-:(7 DD.la on c11s~11 aJdr.d for court ycars·-1910-Pn) ·excTucc·c· crii1<?:i-c.:dd,,~--t.-~.---t1·ai.orci'--oi'-Tc'IT;Tt,,."1.""c=" 
- 1ucnt. Sec )./ ~:!.:.:.:• 
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